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THE ORIGINS OF ENGLISH AGING POLICY:
A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE CYCLICAL THEORY
OF SOCIAL RELIEF

JOHN B. WILLIAMSON, Ph.D.
KENNETH J. BRANCO, MSW
Department of Sociology
Boston College

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the explanatory power
of
Piven
and
Cloward's
cyclical theory of
social
relief
through
an
exploration
of
policies in
England
from the twelfth through
the
nineteenth
century.
While
there
is
evidence of
a cyclical trend between restrictive
and
liberal policies in this period, we
find that
those shifts cannot consistently be
explained by
social
turmoil.
There
is also
evidence of
a
long-term
trend toward a more
restrictive aging
policy which is unaccounted
for by cyclical theory.
This
trend
can be
better explained by a
more basic set of ideas
uncerlying cyclical theory, i.e., the needs of
a capitalist economic system.

INTRODUCTION

In
their
classic work,
Regulating
the
PoQr , Piven and Cloward
(1971) argued
that
there
was
a
cyclical
relationship between
government relief policies and social protest.

The central theme of the cyclical theory
is
that when mass unemployment
led to civil
disorder, governments were compelled to calm
the masses through the provision of relief.
Conversely, when
rioting, looting
and other
forms
of
expressing
collective distress
subsided, governments
cut
back on
their
efforts to relieve poverty. During the latter
periods, a shell of the relief system was left
for the aged and other "impotents".
Piven and Cloward
contend
that
the
degrading manner
in which
these "impotents"
were treated is evidence
that the primary
function of
public welfare
in periods
of
social stability is to encourage those capable
of work
to
shun relief
and
"... to offer
themselves to any employer
on any terms"
(1971:34).
The
aged are thus viewed as
residual persons in the formulation of relief
policy.
The cyclical theory was and
is useful in
debunking the myth that social welfare efforts
are undertaken with solely humanitarian and
altruistic intent. Rather, relief efforts are
seen
as tools of social control.
Relief
is
utilized
by
elites,
as the
book
title
suggests, to
regulate
the poor in and out of
the labor market at wages favorable to owners,
while maintaining
the
public order necessary
for the conduct of profitable commerce.
We find
the Piven and Cloward
thesis
compelling.
If we look at the trajectory of
relief policy
in England
from the
twelfth
through
the nineteenth century, we see a
cyclical pattern. There
is clearly movement
between
more and
less
restrictive relief
policies.
However,
this model
leaves some
important evidence unexplained. For example,
there was a great deal of civil disorder that
directly preceded the Reform of
1834
(de
Schweinitz, 1943).
However, instead of liberalization, the response was a more restrictive

relief policy. It would seem that
for the
English
case,
a policy
of
repression was
preferred to a policy of liberalization.
There is also evidence of
a
long-term
trend
from a less restrictive old age relief
policy to a more restrictive policy. How do
we account
for
what
appears
to
be an
increasingly restrictive and harsh approach to
old age relief between
the twelfth and the
nineteenth
century? The
trend
cannot be
explained by a steady decline
in
social
disorder,
for
disorder rose and fell between
the twelfth and nineteenth century.
In fact,
even if there had been a steady decline
in
disorder, the Piven and
Cloward thesis would
not adequately explain a harsher treatment of
the aged.
Policy toward the
aged is correctly
treated as a residual phenomenon by Piven
and
Cloward.
However,
their
theory cannot adequately predict
if a rise in social disorder
which leads to liberalization of relief policy
toward
riotous
laborers
will
include
liberalization toward
the
aged,
or
to
restrictions on
the aged
in order that more
resources
be diverted to
the
troublesome
portions of the population. While a strong
case can be made for seeing policy toward the
aged as a residual phenomenon, cyclical theory
needs application and supplementation in order
to account for the treatment of the aged.
We believe that a more basic set of ideas
underlying the Piven and Cloward thesis can
better
explain the increasingly
restrictive
policies toward the aged, i.e., the transition
from a feudal to a market
economy and
the
needs of a capitalist economy. In this paper,
we shall view the effects of the transition on
policy toward the aged by examining
five
policy periods in English history. They are:
1.

Medieval

Relief

Policy prior to the

2.
3.
4.
5.

14th Century.
The
14th
century
Statutes
of
Laborers.
16th and 17th century Relief Policy.
18th century Relief Policy.
Poor Law Reform in the 19th century.

Through
this approach, we shall seek
explanation of both the residual effects
the aged of policies directed primarily
other groups as well as an explanation
restrictive policies toward the aged.
MEDIEVAL
CENTURY

RELIEF

PRIOR

POLICY

TO

THE

an
on
at
of

14TH

As
early
as
the
6th century, the
Christian church was actively involved in poor
relief through
its system of largely rural
monasteries (Webb and Webb, 1972).
But it is
not until 1140 with the codification of Church
law in the DECRETUM that we have a
thorough
statement of medieval church law concerning
poor relief
(Tierney, 1959).
Relief policy
did
vary from one feudal estate to
another,
but it was relatively stable from the twelfth
through the middle of the fourteenth century.
Church
policy
toward
the poor was
virtually the only public policy for this
period of
more
than
two hundred years
(Cipolla, 1976).
Everyone was a member of the
Church and potentially eligible for relief.
The Crown and feudal lords viewed relief as a
Church function.
The Church had
its own
ecclesiastical tax,
the tithe, to finance its
relief efforts. Based on the DECRETUM medieval
canonists argued that the poor had a right to
relief and those who were better off had the
obligation to provide it (Coll, 1969).
The Church's position was that some were
born rich and some

were

4

born

poor.

Poverty

was seen as part of God's design, not as a
reflection
of personal failure or
moral
turpitude.
The existence of poverty provided
an opportunity for the well-off to demonstrate
Christian charity.
This morality was not separate from the
economic institutions of
Medieval Europe.
Because medieval serfs were tied to the land,
they were economic assets to the feudal lord.
He had a clear economic interest in keeping
his serfs in good health so that they would be
able to work the land. Thus, he could be
expected to participate in relief efforts in
times of need, often by providing food or
money to the parish church for distribution
(de Schweinitz, 1943).
Medieval relief policy toward the aged
poor was
not sharply differentiated from
policy toward other dependent categories such
as the blind or disabled.
Under ordinary
circumstances not much was
made
of the
distinction between the infirm elderly poor
and the able-bodied poor. In the extended
family system of the time such distinctions
were impractical under normal circumstances,
and further, there was very little involuntary
un-employment in the modern sense of the term.
However, in the DECRETUM distinctions were
made that were to be used when resources for
relief were limited. In such situations the
"impotent" (infirm) elderly were to be given a
higher priority than the able-bodied (Tierney,
1959; Coll, 1969).
In the medieval period
then, there is evidence that policy toward the
aged was less restrictive. This is not to say
that being an impoverished aged peasant is a
social status that one would aspire to. It
does however suggest that those in control of
the feudal economy had both a moral and an
economic stake in a benevolent stance toward
the aged poor.

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY STATUTES OF

LABORERS

During
the
late Middle Ages, the feudal
social order began to disintegrate.
By
1350
only fifty
percent
of the English population
were serfs (Coulton, 1925).
The rise of towns
and the development of an international market
for English
woolen
cloth
contributed to the
change.
So
did
the shift from sharecropping
and
feudal
services
to
a
system of
cash
payments (Bennett, 1937).
This emergence of a
money economy provided
a
means
for serfs to
buy their freedom and created job pportunities
for those
able to escape bondage.
In England
the breakdown of
the feudal order was well on
its
way
by
the
mid-fourteenth
century
(Coulton, 1925; Tierney, 1959).
In
1348
the
bubonic
plague
reached
England
causing
a
sharp reduction
in
population which turned out to have some positive
consequences for the peasants who survived (de
Schweinitz,
1943).
The
shortage
of
labor
dramatically
drove
up
wages
which in
turn
accelerated
the
long-term
social
changes
associated with
the decline of feudalism that
were already
in
process.
It became increasingly easy
and
attractive
to escape bondage
for work
as
an
artisan in town or as a free
laborer on
another
estate
(Coulton, 1925).
Strong economic incentives encouraged laborers
to move from one region to
another
in search
of
higher
paying
jobs.
Between
jobs, many
turned to begging.
Some
joined vagrant bands
which
led
to
an
increase
in
thievery and
banditry (Coll, 1969).
The response was a major shift in
public
relief policy
coming
with the enactment of a
series of laws referred to as
The Statutes of
Laborers
between
1349
and
1388
(Nicholls,
1898; Leonard, 1900).
These laws
were
primarily
designed
to
deal
with
the
social
disorder caused
by
a
sharp
increase in the

of
marauding bands
of labor and
movement
beggars.
The 1388 statute prohibited begging
infirm
by the
able-bodied. Begging
by the
elderly, the blind, or disabled was permitted,
at their place of
it were done
but only if
current residence.
The Statutes of Laborers were basically
repressive measures designed
to control the
geographic mobility, wage demands, vagrancy,
The motive for
and begging of the peasants.
this first instance of
state
regulation of
begging was in no sense a humanitarian concern
for the plight
of destitute beggars. The
legislation would not have been enacted if
most beggars had been disabled, blind, or
force the ableelderly.
The
goal was to
bodied to work at "reasonable" wages.
These
statutes were not
successful in
eliminating begging by the
able-bodied, but
they did help elderly beggars by reducing the
competition. The statutes had another serendipitous
consequence:
children were discouraged
from leaving the local area and as
a
result were more
likely to be available to
provide help to elderly parents.
The fourteenth century s important in our
analysis since
it marks the first occasion of
state
intrusion into
relief policy. It
is
also
important
in the
context of
cyclical
theory. Here we have an
instance of social
disorder which
is met with repression rather
relief policy. How do
than liberalization of
we reconcile that fact with cyclical theory:
which suggests that
liberalization follows
disorder?
If we keep in mind the more basic
theme of a transition to a market economy and
is a logical
wage labor, then repression
solution in this instance. The plague created
a shortage of laborers. Liberalization would
only be useful policy to elites if there were
many more laborers than the economy could
absorb at low wages.

Just as
in earlier periods in English
history, the aged escaped the stigmatization
of having to beg illegally. There were too
few of
them to pose any serious threat to the
emerging market economy.
There was still no
need for specific mechanisms of social control
of
the aged.
Simply left
to beg on
the
streets, they served adequate examples of the
virtues of toil.
16TH AND 17TH CENTURY POOR LAW
During the
fifteenth century, economic
conditions
were generally
favorable
for
peasants
throughout Europe
(Coulton, 1925;
Braudel, 1967).
The sixteenth century,
in
contrast,
brought a marked deterioration in economic
conditions for
the
laboring class
(Oxley,
1974).
A number of
factors contributed to
this change, but of particular importance was
increased dependence on a market economy due
to the growth of the international market for
English woolen cloth and the related
trend
toward the enclosure of land for sheep herding
(Webb and Webb, 1927).
The evolving market
economy was making
the nation increasingly
vulnerable to the vicissitudes
of
international markets and the
cyclical trends of
capitalist economies. This
lead to
a sharp
increase in the number of vagrants and beggars
which contributed to an upswing
in
social
disorder, crime, and food
riots
(Webb and
Webb, 1927; Hampson, 1934).
Something had to be
done to maintain
social order.
Cyclical theory would predict a
liberalization of
relief, but
this did not
occur. The first attempts were similar to the
fourteenth century Statutes
of
Laborers.
Their emphasis was on the
suppression of

the able bodied
begging, particularly by
The first statute passed, the
(Ashley, 1883).
of 1531, called for public whipping
Poor Law
beggars. The "impotent",
of all able-bodied
for
apply
could
including the elderly,
1536
Law of
The Poor
permission to beg.
by the
even
entirely prohibited begging,
for begging began
infirm elderly. Penalties
if deemed
with whipping and branding and
(de Schweinitz,
execution
necessary included
1943).
enacted between
Poor Law statutes
The
in the com1576 were synthesized
1531 and
minor
1597. With
of
statute
prehensive
Elizabethan Poor Law
changes this became the
English relief
for
the foundation
of 1601,
two hundred years
policy during the next
The Poor Law of 1601 called
(Leonard, 1900).
for a poor tax to generate the revenues needed
to provide relief. The poor were divided into
three categories: (1) children, (2) the ableDifferent
impotent.
(3) the
and
bodied,
were suggested for each. The ablepolicies
bodied were not denied relief so long as they
provided by poor
were willing to accept work
relief officials.
in response
enacted
The legislation was
to continuing food riots, looting and other
was
Begging
property.
against
crimes
who
beggars
and able-bodied
prohibited,
Relief
refused to work were sent to jail.
be closely linked to
policy continued to
workers but
concerns about social control of
nothing simple and direct about the
there was
relationship between riot and relief.
Had all of the poor been infirm, elderly,
is likely that their
blind, or disabled, it
destitution would have gone all but unnoticed.
This legislation was designed primarily as a
way to control the able-bodied. They were the
likely and most able to turn to the
ones most
that threatened the
violence and destruction

interests of property owners. The
elderly
were
included
in this legislation, bu they
were not the focus. Children were required to
provide
for
their elderly parents (Webb and
Webb, 1927),
and those aged without children
were provided for at home or in the alms house
(Leonard, 1900).
This more liberal
legislation was aimed
at the creation of the more
docile class of
laborers
required by the
developing market economy.
At other times repression
served that
goal best, as with the Law of Settlement and
Removal enacted in 1662 (Henric ues, 1979).
It
was a response
to labor
mobility and the
desire of taxpayers
in one area to avoid
paying relief for
recent migrants from other
areas (Webb and Webb, 1927).
Public officials
were given
the right to make recent migrants
leave the parish if it seemed likely that they
would become public dependents. Such persons
were required
to return
to their parish of
legal settlement (de Schweinitz, 1943).
The Law of
Settlement and Removal
had
particularly adverse consequences
for
older
laborers.
The older, less productive workers
had to search longer and further for employers
when the market was tight.
They were also
viewed as potential dependents and thus were
more
vulnerable than were younger workers to
the provisions of the statute. The
most
important
aspect of this
act
is that
it
signals a shift toward a more restrictive
policy toward the poor.
It is indicative of a
generally more punitive policy that
characterized the period from the mid-seventeenth
century to the late eighteenth century.
One factor contributing to this shift in
attitude
and
policy
was
the Protestant
Reformation. The Puritans
and other
sects
inspired by Calvinistic ideology were becoming
popular particularly among merchants, craftsmen,
and small land
holders
(de Beauvoir,

on
thrift,
stress
The
Calvinist
1972).
the
well with
fit
industry, and sobriety
entrepreneurial orientation of the growing and
(Coll,
increasingly influential middle class
preof
Calvinist conception
The
1969).
destination was also important as it lead to
signs that one had been
search for
the
selected for salvation; economic success was
These
such sign (Weber, 1958).
one
taken as
values led to the practice of blaming the poor
for their poverty and blaming the elderly for
made an
in not having
improvidence
their
live on during
effort to accumulate assets to
the later years.
18TH CENTURY RELIEF POLICY
was passed which
1722 a statute
In
into the
required that all recipients move
for relief. Thus
as precondition
workhouse
all who sought relief, the elderly as well as
subjected to the
the able-bodied, were to be
autonomy,
of
loss
stigma,
indignity,
control associated
regimentation, and social
with such institutions. One goal was to make
that only those who
relief so unattractive
were truly needy would apply; another was to
provide that relief which was necessary at the
(de Schweinitz,
expense
minimum possible
1943).
not
repressive measures would
These
late eighteenth century
persist however. The
was a period of mass unemployment, outbreaks
In keeping
of violence, and social disorder.
was
disruption
this
theory,
with cyclical
followed by liberalization.
In 1782 with the enactment of the Gilbert
of 1722 was neutralized
the Statute
Act,
On the surface it appears that
(Rose, 1971).
successful in their
reformers were
social
It was
efforts to discredit the workhouses.

the
very high infant mortality rates rather
than the often squalid conditions which many
of the elderly were subjected to that proved
most persuasive to
members of Parliament (de
Schweinitz, 1943).
The poor would no longer
be
required to
enter the workhouse as a
precondition for
relief. That these reforms
were more
in the keeping with a goal of
quieting
the
violent
masses
rather
than
improving the
care
of
the
impotent
is
evidenced by the fact that the workhouses were
not closed. They continued to operate
"on
behalf" of
the aged,
sick, infirm, orphan
children, or
children with their mothers.
They were simply off-limits to
the ablebodied, who were to be more carefully treated
(Webb and Webb, 1927).
Liberalization toward the able-bodied continued when
in 1795 Parliament approved a
system of wage supplements referred to as the
Speenhamland system. The most radical aspect
of
this
new policy
is that
it did not
discourage the
able-bodied
from
seeking
relief;
to the contrary, it made relief more
or less automatic with none of the stigma of
the workhouse (Polanyi, 1944).
At first the impact of the Speenhamland
system on the elderly poor was positive.
It
made up the difference between what the worker
was able to earn
and what was needed for
subsistence.
Thus
older,
less productive
workers could
remain
in the labor
force
longer.
But eventually the system severely
depressed wages and ceased to adequately make
up
the difference between wages paid and
subsistence
(Polanyi, 1944).
Older
workers
were
becoming
a
part
of
the
economic
underclass
required by the further developed
market economy.
POOR LAW REFORM IN THE 19TH CENTURY

The
liberalization of relief
policy
during
the
late eighteenth century
was
reversed with the enactment of the Poor Law
Reform of
1834
(Rose,
1971).
The most
important policy change was that able-bodied
applicants were once again required to enter
the workhouse as a condition for the receipt
of relief. The condition of those on relief
was no less desirable ("less eligible") than
that of the lowest paid laborers not on relief
(Webb and Webb, 1910).
The goal was to avoid
making the workhouse an attractive option for
able-bodied laborers working at low wages.
This restrictive shift affected agricultural workers who were often discriminated
against. Long before a worker was in any
obvious way disabled by the infirmities of old
age, he became less productive and thus less
attractive to employers than younger workers.
These landless older agricultural workers were
often forced into beggary of the workhouse.
As they were not suffering from the infirmities of extreme old age, for purposes of
relief they were classified as able-bodied.
Not only these workers,
but
also their
dependents were forced
to make a choice
between the workhouse and starvation.
This new legislation did not call for any
change in Poor Law provisions dealing with the
infirm elderly (Webb and Webb, 1910).
But it
did have the effect of increasing the proportion of the elderly who ended up in the
workhouse.
One reason was that the legislation was part of a more general shift in the
direction of harsher attitudes and policies
toward the poor (de Schweinitz, 1943; Polanyi,
1944; Coll, 1969). All categories of the poor
including the infirm elderly were more likely
to be blamed and held in contempt for being
paupers. Local poor relief authorities had a
great deal of discretion in the implementation
of poor relief policy. This shift in attitude

toward the poor
made even
the elderly poor
vulnerable to these more restrictive policies.
In many areas the workhouse became the choice
of first rather than last resort not only for
the able-bodied, but also for the elderly and
other
impotent categories
(Webb and Webb,
1929).
A major stimulus to the enactment of the
1834 Reform was the rapid increase
in poor
taxes since the turn of the century (Webb and
Webb, 1927; de Schweinitz, 1943).
During this
same period there was a marked increase in the
number of persons
on relief, particularly in
areas
which had implemented the Speenhamland
system
(Hammond
and
Hammond, 1910).
The
conclusion reached by many policy makers (and
taxpayers) was that
the liberal Speenhamland
system was causing pauperization (Coll, 1969).
Tax monies could be saved and the able-bodied
could be
saved from a life of dependency, if
only a more restrictive relief policy were
implemented.
There was considerable social
disorder in this period, and this restrictive
shift is clearly not accounted for by cyclical
theory.
If the elderly were required to move into
the workhouse, this would provide a strong
incentive to
find some alternative means of
subsistence.
Some would do without, some
would turn to
their children, and some would
find yet
other
ways
to avoid
institutionalization.
It would
also
provide an
incentive to children both to support their
elderly parents and to set aside funds for
their
own old age
(Webb and Webb, 1929).
Under these conditions people will work longer
hours
for
less
compensation. That
is
precisely what was required by the owners of
the Industrial Revolution.

CONCLUSIONS

long-term trend in poor
Looking
at the
England
from the twelfth
for
relief policy
through the nineteenth century, the pattern is
clearly cyclical. The most useful theoretical
account of
this pattern is that proposed by
to their
According
Piven and Cloward (1971).
unemployment
leads to
mass
account when
elites
ruling
disorder,
outbreaks of civil
a mechanism of
expand relief programs as
social control designed to restore political
stability. In the English case there is much
to support this
interpretation of
evidence
efforts. It
fits well with the
poor relief
relief
policies during the
liberalization of
(the Elizabethan
early seventeenth century
Poor Law) and the late eighteenth century (the
Speenhamland System).
of major
But
there are also a number
policy shifts that are not explained by their
have
seen, the theory needs
model.
As we
amplification in order to explain the punitive
civil disorder during the fourresponse to
teenth century
(the Statutes of Laborers) and
the early sixteenth century (the early Poor
It also does not adequately
Law statutes).
the
Poor law Reform of 1834 which
deal with
to
was a distinctively restrictive response
the civil disorder and turmoil of the era.
It would seem that for the English case a
generally preferred
policy of repression was
A policy of
to a policy of liberalization.
resorted to
liberalization was an alternative
when repression alone would not restore social
trend
to the cyclical
In addition
order.
liberal and more restrictive
between more
relief policies, there was also a long-term
less restrictive old age relief
from
trend
policies to more restrictive policies.
restrictive
for more
possibility
One
policy would be a long-term trend toward a

harsher
population. Were
elderly
larger
policies needed as the proportion who were old
for
estimates
structure
increased? Age
1841 are only available for
England prior to
there is sufficient
selected
villages, but
evidence to conclude that there was little if
of
elderly
in the proportion
any increase
between the sixteenth
and middle of
the
nineteenth century
(Laslett, 1976).
Similarly, we have no reason to believe that there
was any increase in the proportion of elderly
from
the
twelfth
through
the sixteenth
century. It is unlikely that changed
in age
structure are responsible for the
long-term
trend toward harsher policies.
We have argued in this paper
that
the
restrictive trend can better be explained by
the development
of a market economy. In the
Middle Ages the market economy was
just
starting to emerge and it had not advanced to
the point at which it was having a significant
impact on
relief policy. Much more influential was the ideology of the Church which
viewed poverty as part of God's design and as
an
opportunity to
demonstrate
Christian
Charity (Marshall, 1926).
It was not a sign
of personal
failure, a crime, or a sign of
immorality. Begging and voluntary poverty had
distinguished Church heritage (de Schweinitz,
1943).
The
feudal manor was largely selfsufficient; neither the serfs nor
the lords
were attempting to respond
to outside market
demands.
The relationship between serf and
lord was based on an exchange, albeit one that
much favored the lord.
Because serfs were
needed to work the land and often difficult to
replace, the lord had an economic interest in
the health and well-being of his serfs.
By the early seventeenth century the more
developed market
economy
was
having
a
significant effect on poor
relief
policy.
Dobb
(1963) has argued that the late 16th and
early 17th century marks the opening phase of

In this period, laborcapitalism in England.
like any other
commodity
a
become
has
power
exchange. That transformation is
article of
crucial in understanding both the history of
capitalism and the history of relief. In the
Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601, the able-bodied
They
were put in a distinct relief category.
relief unless they were
were not to be given
the market
cycles of
willing to work. The
economy were contributing to periodic problems
of large scale unemployment. As an increasing
into
proportion of the population were drawn
more people became
economy,
market
the
resulting
cycles. The
to these
vulnerable
more than Church relief
mass unemployment was
A public relief
could handle (Leonard, 1900).
system based on a compulsory poor tax offered
an alternative approach more consistent with
the early sevenof
the economic realities
of mercanera
teenth century. During this
of the
concern
tilism, markets became a
government but there was little awareness of
the influence that markets would soon exert
over all spheres of social life. The idea of
not yet
was
economy
self-regulating
a
(Polanyi, 1944), but
affecting public policy
there had been a sharp increase in the portion
of production carried out by wage earners
hired by capitalists (Dobb, 1963).
was
1834
Reform of
Law
Poor
The
formulated at a time when England had a fully
developed market economy. The Reform of 1834
reflected the
its policy consequences
and
the self-regulating economy.
of
priorities
a total end to
not call for
While it did
some
government involvement in poor relief as
(de
suggesting
were
advocates
laissez-faire
represent the
did
it
1943),
Schweinitz,
possible at the
minimum public poor relief
time given the need to maintain social order.
now intentionally made stigmaRelief was
to discourage all
tizing and degrading so as
but the "truly needy" from becoming paupers
to be
Relief had come
(public dependents).

viewed as at best a necessary evil that
represented an undesirable reduction in the
Many of
economic return due the industrious.
the infirm elderly and many older workers had
no choice but to accept these indignities as
the price for a meager subsistence.
in
changes
These nineteenth century
imperatives of
reflected the
relief policy
fully developed competitive capitalism. The
industrial revolution and the emergence of the
factory system led to a situation in which the
capitalist mode of prod-uction moved from
being important to the productive process to a
dominance. Virtually the
position of total
entire economy was now based on work relations
between capitalists and wage earners (Dobb,
Large-scale factory production severed
1963).
laboring
what
little remaining hold the
producer had on the means of production. The
creation of a class wholly dependent on wage
labor was complete.
Efforts to minimize relief and minimizc
the consumption of unproductive groups such as
the elderly poor were entirely consistent with
an economy dominated by competitive capitalism. Social legislation was now clearly aimed
the
social
relations
of
at
supporting
production in capitalism. The right of owners
to appropriate the products of laborers was
well
established in law and custom.
So too
was an
ideology that
asserted the moral
in
superiority of
the
wealthy. Whereas
Medieval Europe Holiness
was gained through
acts of charity, in
19th century England
accumulation was seen as a sign of salvation.
Those who were most successful in "taking"
became defined as the greatest "givers" in the
Those who "gave" the
capitalist social order.
products of
their labors and were
therefore
in old age or
unable to support themselves
periods of unemployment became defined as the
social legisimmoral "takers. No piece of
since
that
time
has
seriously
lation

challenged
that ideology
relations that it supports.

or

the

social
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IN A DYING COMMUNITY
Michael Hibbard
Dept. of Planning, Public Policy & Management
University of Oregon

ABSTRACT
This paper reports some of the findings
of a broad-based community study of a small
Oregon town that depends for its existence on
one timber mill--a single plant in a declining
industry. The community has been in decline
for at least the last decade and prospects for
reversal are not good.
Specifically, this paper explores the
forces that shape the response of high school
students and young adults who have grown up in
the community to the decline, using survey,
ethnographic, and archival data.
Despite a
clear understanding of the economic plight of
the community, young people are not prepared
for the changes they face.
The research
indicates that this is because of (1) a
community culture that is fatalistic and
highly individualistic and (2) a school system
that has as its primary function the
preparation of workers for the wood products
industry.
In this paper the community and its
economy are described. Next, research
findings on the culture of the community and
on its school system are presented, along with
their implications for the socialization of
young people.
Finally, the findings and
implications are discussed in relation to the
literature on dying communities.

By all accounts the structure of the U.S.
economy will change dramatically before the
turn of the century. Nowhere will the impact
of these changes be more dramatic than in the
wood products industry of the Pacific
Northwest.
It is an industry that virtually
supports the region:
forty-six percent of
manufacturing jobs and ten percent of all jobs
in the Northwest are in the wood products
industry (Howard and Hiserote, 1978).
The
region faces the same issues as other old-line
manufacturing areas:
technological change and
competition from other regions both in the
U.S. and abroad are producing structural
unemployment.
However, the Northwest is different from
most other old industrial regions in one
important respect.
The Northwest wood
products industry has been characterized by
numerous small operations, usually located in
small, isolated communities.
In many cases a
town depends on a single mill for its
existence. For example, there are in Oregon
today seventy-nine towns with populations of
less than three thousand that rely on the wood
products industry for their economic support.
In sixty-two of these communities, more than
eighty percent of the total manufacturing
workforce is employed in the wood products
industry (Weeks, 1982).
These towns are extremely vulnerable to
the structural changes that their industry is
facing. Important segments of the industry
are moving to the Southeastern United States
and to Southeast Asia, where labor costs are
lower and timber is more accessible.
Those
firms that are staying are engaged in a course
of modernization and centralization that is
resulting in fewer, larger, more highly
capitalized mills located in or near the
region's important cities. As a result, an
important restructuring of the region's
spatial economy is occurring. Since 1976,
more than ten percent of all the mills in the
Northwest have closed permanently, and many of
24

those still in operation have introduced new
equipment that makes possible the same level
of production with fewer workers (Weeks,
1982).
In summary, dozens of small communities
face the prospect of becoming ghost towns over
the next two decades. Most of these
communities are very aware of their plight.
Despite this, not many of them have been able
to marshall a response.
This paper reports
some of the findings of a broad-based study of
one such community, a dying community that
seems unable to save itself.
Specifically, I
explore the forces that have shaped the
response to the decline of high school
students and young adults who have grown up in
the community.
I first describe the community
and its economy; then I present research
findings on the culture of the community and
its school system, along with their
implications for the socialization of young
people; finally, the findings and implications
are discussed in relation to the literature on
dying communities.
THE COMMUNITY OF OAKRIDGE
The subject of this study, Oakridge, is
located at the foot of the Oregon Cascades
about forty-five miles from the nearest
metropolitan area.
It depends for its
economic base on a single large mill complex
owned and operated by a diversified
corporation with its headquarters in a major
city, which has timber, real estate, and
shipping interests throughout the Northwest
and Upper Great Lakes regions. The mill was
opened in 1948, to take advantage of the fact
that Oakridge is located on a railroad main
line, giving it access to both forest and
markets. However, it was already an
anachronism when it was built. The truck had
entered the logging scene in the 1930's,
making it more advantageous to build roads

into the mountains and truck logs down to
lower, centrally located mills than to build
logging rail lines and mills in or near the
mountains.
Despite this, the new mill had a major
It grew from a sleepy
impact on Oakridge.
railroad town of 520 in 1940, to 1,562 in
It was thought that the mill would be
1950.
the beginning of a new era for the community.
New developments were planned and the
population was projected to reach twenty-five
thousand.
This has not happened. Instead,
the Oakridge mill -- which at its peak
employed five hundred workers -- now employs
about three hundred when all shifts of all
units are working. There have been fewer
weeks of full operation each year since 1978.
However, the town does have other economic
assets. It continues to be home to the
railroad maintenance crews; a large number of
National Forest Service employees are based in
Oakridge; and it is situated on an important
tourist highway route.
The population of Oakridge grew to 1,973
by 1960, but this is a bit deceptive. A large
part of the community, including the mill, is
located outside the city limits. To
illustrate, the only major annexation since
the town incorporated in 1932, occurred in
1966. It increased the population from about
two thousand to about thirty-five hundred.
Thus, the total community (in and outside the
city limits) is somewhat larger than the
official population.
During the 1970's, while the population
of the surrounding county was growing by
nearly twenty-five percent, Oakridge grew by
only about nine percent, from 3,422 in 1970,
to 3,729 in 1980. Since 1980, the town has
been losing population. The present official
estimate is slightly over thirty-five hundred,
giving Oakridge about the same number of
residents it had after the 1966 annexation.

The decline in Oakridge is visible in a
number of ways. There are numerous vacant
stores in the commercial "uptown" area. By one
realtor's estimate, as many as a quarter of
all the homes in the community are for sale.
The municipal government has been hard-pressed
to maintain services:
the town has gone for
months at a time without police patrols; the
library is closed; parks are not maintained.
The official annual unemployment rate for the
town has been:
1979-13.4%; 1980-17.1%;
1981-19.9%; 1982-22.0%.
Even more telling are the age and income
characteristics of the community.
The
percentage of the population aged 65 and over
increased from 7.83% of the total in 1970, to
12.44% in 1980.
In the same period, the
percentage of the population aged 18 and under
decreased from 36.29% of the total to 29.47%.
As a result, the median age increased from
28.7 to 31.2.
The median family income in Oakridge is
$19,676, slightly under the national median of
$19,908 and the state median of $20,028.
However one-fifth (20.81%) of Oakridge
families have an income of less than half the
median; these people have an income of less
than $10,000 per year.
Oakridge is well aware of its decline and
has been struggling, unsuccessfully and with
growing frustration, with economic development
since at least 1977. As a mill town it is a
victim of its location and of changes in the
wood products industry. On the other hand, it
has numerous assets which should make possible
the development of an alternative economic
base in one or more aspects of tourism,
Oregon's second-leading industry.
To
understand why the community has been unable
to take advantage of its assets, it is
necessary to look at the culture of Oakridge.

CULTURE AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN OAKRIDGE
Between December, 1982, and May, 1983, a
research team from the University of Oregon
conducted an analysis of Oakridge, with the
As the City
full support of the community.
Administrator said in a preliminary interview
for the project, "Oakridge is a town that
Virtually
needs to take a look at itself."
every aspect of the social life of the
community was investigated, from shopping
habits to the municipal budget, using the full
range of social research techniques. This
paper focuses on one aspect of the research,
the community's culture, and how young people
are socialized into it.
Community Leadership and Learned
In any community, but
Helplessness.
especially one facing serious problems,
leadership is a critical element. To
understand leadership in Oakridge, a
reputational study was conducted. A standard
snowball method was used to identify the
community leaders. The people so identified
were interviewed, using an open-ended
questionaire. The snowball method produced a
group of seventy nominees; through interviews
this group was reduced to seventeen people who
were identified as core community leaders.
This large number of leaders in such a
small community might be seen as an asset, but
the community leaders themselves explain the
matter differently. According to the leaders
there are a large number of "committees of
The seventy nominees are
one" in Oakridge.
not simply the leadership of Oakridge, they
are virtually the only active people in the
community. The seventeen core leaders
commented that few people are willing to get
involved, that "it is hard to get everybody to
pull toward the same direction at the same
time," and that many people have had
frustrating past experiences that make them
"once burned, twice shy."
They described
their community as apathetic, resistant to
change, and hypercritical -- accomplishments

go unrecognized, but mistakes and failures are
pinpointed and strongly criticized. These
leaders see their community as pessimistic,
fatalistic, and lacking faith in the future.
This view is supported and amplified by
the results of a survey of a random sample of
In May, 1983,
community households.
questionaires were mailed to three hundred
households in Oakridge, chosen randomly from
Prior to the mailing
the telephone directory.
one hundred of the selected households were
contacted by telephone and asked if they would
be willing to complete the questionaire. The
response was so positive that the remaining
households in the sample were not surveyed.
One hundred sixty-eight questionaires were
returned in usable form, giving a response
The questionaire contained a
rate of 56%.
variety of questions about respondents'
perceptions of their community. Of interest
here are the respondents' views of their
community's economy and leadership.
First, despite the fact that Oakridge was
experiencing 22% unemployment, while the
county in which it is located had "only" 12%,
the vast majority of respondents (96/137 =
70.07%) believed that "the situation is about
the same (in Oakridge) as in other small
communities in Oregon in terms of the economic
Moreover, only a
problems it is facing."
minority (57/127 = 44.88%) believed the
situation in Oakridge was worse than for the
nation was a whole, although national
unemployment at the time of the survey was
slightly over ten percent. They also felt, by
a substantial margin, that the community's
economy would improve (69/138 = 50.0%), or at
least be no worse (30/138 = 21.73%), in five
years.
By small majorities, respondents did not
believe that their community "has the kind of
leadership (either elected officials or other
community leaders) that will allow it to
successfully respond to the challenges it
faces" (70/134 = 52.23%); or that there is

anything they themselves "or other residents
like (themselves) can do to improve the local
economy" (68/126 = 53.96%).
Thus, to summarize, respondents seriously
underestimate the gravity of the economic
difficulties their community is in, and doubt
both their own and their leaders' ability to
respond effectively. One can conclude from
the leadership study and survey results that
Oakridge manifests the characteristics of
learned helplessness. People have no faith in
their own or their community's ability to act
effectively on the world.
They see themselves
as passive observers rather than active
participants, and they display an unrealistic
assessment of the world and their place in it.
How does a community find itself in this
situation? The specific answers are no doubt
peculiar to each place, but the general answer
is in how a place reproduces its culture and
society.
The schools provide a clear view of
social reproduction in Oakridge.
The Social Reproduction of Helplessness.
In a typical year nearly forty percent of
Oregon high school graduates go on to college;
in Oakridge, about twenty-five percent do. In
two control communities used for this study -both small, isolated, depressed mill towns
like Oakridge -- about thirty-five and
forty-five percent respectively of high school
graduates go on to college (Oregon State
System of Higher Education, 1979).
Our own
tracking of the Oakridge High class of 1982
affirms and fleshes out this pattern. The
class of '82 graduated into an extremely
difficult local economy; as noted, the
official unemployment rate was 22%. Despite
this, one year later nearly sixty percent
(41/69) were marking time in town. They were
unemployed (8/69) or underemployed, working in
such jobs as fast food service, grocery
sacker, and the like.

Only twelve had gone on to a four-year
college. Six had entered the military and
four had found jobs out of town.
To gain an understanding of how these
young people's goals and aspirations were
shaped, a participant-observer was placed in
Oakridge High School. The researcher was a
certified teacher. Unstructured interviews
were conducted with the superintendant,
principal, vice-principal, school counselors
and teachers, and students;
an open-ended
questionaire was administered to eighty-seven
students; and the researcher taught a unit on
the economics of the wood products industry in
a variety of courses, to stimulate a
discussion on the future of Oakridge. No
effort was made to conceal the researcher's
identity or disguise the nature of the
project.
The administration has a very clear goal
in view for Oakridge High.
The principal
stated this as "preparation to go into the
work situation."
The vice principal commented
that the purpose of school is "to make the
students dependable citizens.
Scholarship is
of secondary importance."
In keeping with
this, the teachers' handbook stresses
attendance and discipline. The school rewards
those students who always come to school on
time:
plaques are put up in the hallway
recognizing the achievement and those who
maintain good attendance records are dismissed
for lunch ten minutes early.
The
administration wants to instill the skills to
"go to work each day, and be on time. Life is
a day-to-day routine."
Teachers describe the principal as an
uncompromising authoritarian who does not
listen to the opinions of others and quickly
vetos that with which he disagrees.
In this
environment, students seldom challenge
authority.
The vice-principal reports that

the reaction to punishment "is not to be angry
or find blame," since students are socialized
to accept that he is simply following the
"They don't question my judgment."
rules:
Both the principal and vice-principal
describe the focus of their school as "the
individual development of the students in
becoming functioning adults in society,"
rather than the development of ideas or
critical thinking. They are most concerned
with teaching that "hard work leads to success
and how to accept failure."
"Too many
educators are just interested in the subject
matter.
We are interested in the kids."
Parents evidently give passive assent to
these goals. They generally do not involve
themselves in the schools, except as athletic
boosters. They rarely attend school
functions. There is little interest in such
activities as PTA.
The school counselors
spark no friction when they channel students
away from college.
The result of this is reflected in the
open-ended surveys. On them, students were
asked what they hope to be doing when they are
twenty-five years old.
Two-thirds of those
completing the questionaire indicated a
general understanding of the economic problems
facing Oakridge. Many wrote such things as
"there isn't (sic) enough jobs."
One wrote
that Oakridge is "a town for retiring people
but not for those with young families."
Nevertheless, their answers indicate a very
narrow vision of the options available to
them. Sixty percent hope to be living in
Oakridge. Regarding career preferences, most
put down jobs requiring little or no training
or education, such as hair stylist, working in
a store, or driving a logging truck. Those
who expected more of themselves still seemed
limited to their immediate world:
nurse,
mechanic, teacher, welder.

The behavior of Oakridge High's recent
graduates, and the goals and aspirations of
present students seem consistent with the
sense of helplessness found in their parents.
Having grown up around the mill, the
community's dominant culture is an adaptation
to the demands of mill work:
be punctual and
reliable, but don't aspire to too much, and -above all -- don't question authority or the
status quo.
This culture has served Oakridge
well. Two generations of millworkers, their
families, and neighbors made a good life for
themselves with it, and it is not surprising
that the school should have as its goal the
perpetuation of the culture.
However, Oakridge bought its good life at
a price.
The cost of accepting the status
quo, of never learning to question, is a loss
of the critical faculty of adaptation. The
community of Oakridge functioned well as long
as no creative adaptation was required of it,
but now that change has become necessary the
community and its members are helpless.
Looking at the matter another way, the
culture of Oakridge fosters and perpetuates
-- through the schools and other mechanisms of
socialization and reinforcement -- adult work
roles that constrain the types of personal
development necessary for creative adaptation
to new situations. Believing, with some
justification, that their long-term interest
coincided with that of the wood products
industry generally and with the local mill
specifically, community members actively
embraced the cultural norms and values
associated with the blue-collar work roles
available in heavy industry.
In so doing,
they implicitly rejected other norms and
values. Now the industry is abandoning their
community and region. It is not a simple
matter of finding another, similar, job in a
different plant; it is not even a matter of
finding another, similar, job in a different
town. These people have made a commitment to
a way of life in a particular place, and now

their commitment has turned on them. Their
culture is actively disfunctional in dealing
with their situation.
DISCUSSION
To put the Oakridge case into
perspective, it is helpful to relate it to
other studies of dying communities. One of
the earliest and best-known is W. F.
Cottrell's (1951) study of Caliente, a
railroad town whose fate was sealed by the
technological change from steam to diesel
locomotives. The town owed its existence to
the jobs created by the railroad and the
conversion to diesels made it obsolete, just
as technological changes are doing to small
isolated mill towns such as Oakridge.
Cottrell draws two related inferences
from the experience of Caliente that seem
particularly relevant to Oakridge.
First, he
observes that their own obsolescence was not
projected by the people who made a community
in Caliente. Like the people of Oakridge,
they were enmeshed in a technological and
economic system that they took for granted.
Based upon the "certainty" of the
railroad's need for Caliente,
(people) built their homes there,
. . . at the cost, in many cases, of
their life savings.
. . .
Those
who built (the community's homes,
businesses, churches, hospital,
schools, parks) thought that their
investment was as well warranted as
the fact of birth, sickness,
accident, and death (Cottrell,
1951:358).
For the people of Caliente, the continued
use of the steam locomotive was a given, as
accepted a part of life as any aspect of their
physical environment. Similarly, the people
of Oakridge have -- until recently -- taken
the wood products industry for granted.
In
Caliente and in Oakridge, then, people made a

commitment to a technology and economic system
beyond their control and, perhaps, their
understanding.
In the process they committed
themselves to building a community, not only
materially, but in a cultural sense. Sadly,
those whose behavior most nearly approximated
the ideal have had to pay the highest price:
the more strongly people adopted the norms and
values of the community, the more difficult
has been their ability to respond to its
impending dissolution.
Closer to Oakridge, in both time and
place, is Patricia Marchak's path-breaking
study of the the wood products industry in
British Columbia. Her findings, in a survey
of 557 mill town residents, supports Cottrell.
Her study is very comprehensive; of interest
here is her inquiry into the ideology of her
respondents.
Marchak takes ideology to be a set of
generally shared beliefs which offer
explanations for the social experiences of
people that persuade them of the legitimacy of
existing social arrangements. The
explanations do not have to be "true" in any
objective sense; in fact, large populations
have often been convinced of explanations that
diverged from the available evidence. However,
the explanations must be linked to the
everyday experience of people and be
sufficiently comprehensive, if they are to be
credible.
Those who control the productive
machinery in an economy also have the power to
determine, to a large degree, the prevailing
ideology, according to Marchak's argument.
They may do so directly, through the media,
propaganda, and so on. More importantly, they
do this indirectly because they have the power
to establish the way society is organized and
the relative rewards its members will receive.
If the system is sufficiently beneficial to
its members -- if it provides well materially
and is not overtly oppressive --

its

explanations are generally adopted.

Marchak's data indicate that what is
apparently true for a particular population is
taken as a general truth.
For example, if her
respondents are dependent for their employment
on large corporations, then it follows -- for
them -- that large companies are essential to
employment.
"The daily life of a community
structures versions of the social world"
(Marchak, 1983:297).
What community norms and
values does Marchak find in towns like
Oakridge?
(I)t appears that the resource
labour force resident in
single-industry towns and dependent
on corporate employment has neither
particularly creative and
challenging work nor creative and
challenging leisure; it is provided
with a fairly high material standard
of living.
. . . For many, the
response is acquiescence:
. .
not
attempting to establish long-range
life goals, not hoping for too much,
not beingdisappointed .
(Marchak, 1983:300).
Oakridge is beginning to take focus, in
the mirror of Caliente and the B. C. mill
towns. Its ideology and consequent community
norms and values are shaped by the firm that
controls the town's economic base.
People
believe the mill will take care of them if
they take care of it.
Taking care of the mill
means creating a local community of
hard-working and conscientious, but
unambitious and uncreative people.
In return,
the mill offers a good supply of well-paid,
low-skill jobs. However, those who were most
loyal to the ideology shaped by the mill were
the most heavily penalized when the mill
stopped holding up its end of the bargain.
What, then is likely to happen in
Oakridge?
The literature suggests two related
answers, one economic and one social. With

respect to economics, it is currently
fashionable to argue that migration will take
care of the problems facing declining
communities. The assumption is that as the
demand for labor fluctuates geographically, so
should the supply. Migration will raise
income for migrants and increase job
opportunities for those left behind, according
to this viewpoint.
Arthur Ford (1973) took a hard look at
this policy contention in the context of
Appalachia, a region remarkably similar in its
economy to the rural Pacific Northwest:
both
are dominated by extractive industries that
produce a good for export from the region, a
good that is about played out; in both, the
industries support large numbers of small,
single-industry towns; and in both, the
industries tend to be controlled by large
corporations.
Ford found that these towns lose young,
well-educated males and concluded that there
are three important economic consequences of
this migration. First, the community
experiencing the loss accumulates a population
with high economic dependency -- the aged, the
young, and the less well-educated. Second,
local returns to educational investment are
lost. And third, the community experiences
severe income constraints as it loses its most
productive workers. Thus, outmigration does
not produce an equilibrium at a lower level of
population.
Rather, it exacerbates community
decline.
The social response to this downward
spiral seems to be the rise of what some
anthropologists (Padfield, 1980) have called a
nativistic movement. The concept is based on
the symbolic rituals, for example the
Sundance, that arose among American Indians in
response to white oppression. By glorifying
selected cultural elements of an earlier and

happier day, it was hoped that cultural
survival would be assured.
They were symbolic
demonstrations against the hopelessness and
powerlessness the Indians felt.
Such symbolic demonstrations have become
common in the declining communities of rural
America. They include flamboyant displays of
symbols of a potent past --

the supercowboy,

the pioneer day celebration, and the
aggressive bumper sticker are all examples.
Big favorites in Oakridge are the superlcgger
and the superindividualist; the Annual
Treeplanting Days; and the
anti-environmentalist bumper sticker, "Sierra
Club Hike to Hell."
They also take the form of action against
perceived "conspiracies."
Two such events
have occurred in Oakridge recently.
The first
was the protest against the replacement of the
local phone company office with a contract
station.
People were still able to order
service and pay their bills locally and in
person, but viewed the change from a
company-owned to a contract office as part of
the larger assault on the community. The
second action was a literal witch hunt. A
high school girl claimed to be a member of a
coven of witches. Some of the local zhurches
organized a protest that went on for about six
weeks, focused on their demand that the school
board investigate the presence of witches in
the schools and, if any were found, to rid the
community of them.
These symbolic demonstrations are
manifestations of the quest for a return of
the power and autonomy of a bygone era, and
they may be the best that a community such as
Oakridge can hcpe for.
To return to our
central theme, the norms and values used
historically to cope with their situation
operate to mystify their existing
circumstances. The denial of powerlessness
and loss of autonomy are held by Padfield
(1980) to be the price people pay for
maintaining their cultural and class identity.

As a way cf rationalizing their lives, they
blame themselves instead of the sccial system
for community economic failure.
7n so dcing,
they make impossible a reawistic assessment or
effective response to their community's
situation.
CON CLUSION
This is not a policy analysis.
I have
sought only explain why a community such as
Oakridge does not respond to its dilemma.
Prescriptions for change must be developed in
the context of the larger debates that are
currently going on over national industrial
T,'li-y.
As victims of the forces that
erploited and are now trying to discard them,
it would seem that there is little the people
:f a place like Oakridge can dc to save their
community.
However, any viable national
industrial policy must recognize that these
communitie= and their people are the
repositories of a worldview and a set of
values that contribute much to society.
They
add a diverse dimension that should not be
lost.
That is, industrial policy must be
built from the bottom up, starting with
concern for the economic viability, social
vitality, and political validity of
communities and regions. To do otherwise will
only exacerbate the structural transformation
of the economy as more and more communities
find themselves in the situation of Oakridge,
while at the same time we lose the diversity
they contribute to society.
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HOMELESSNESS AND DE-INSTITUTIONALIZATION
JOHN J. CONKLIN
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WDRK
WEST HAFMRr;D, CONNECTICUT
ABSTRACT
The nation faces a social problem caused by the
discharge of chronic mentally ill patients to the
ccmmmity through a process known as "deinstitutionalization." Frequently hcmeless, these individuals
require many community supports and have aroused
public sentiment. A review of current literature
is used to validate these observations. The
University of Connecticut has initiated a practicn
training project to educate "case managers" in
serving the hcmeless mentally ill. From an historical perspective, this study outlines the evolution
of deinstitutionalization and the identification of
treatnent models applied to this process.
INTRODUCrION
Recently, we have been exposed to the significant impoact of the mass media in considering the
ramifications of starvation in Ethiopia. Inherent
in that concern is an appeal to human kindness for
efforts to remedy mass starvation through financial
donations. Closely related to that type of conviction but no less upsetting or costly is the
plight faced by the mentally ill in our country for
they, too, are homeless and starving. They are the
victims of erroneous efforts over the past twenty
years to "deinstitutionalize" them or release them
from state hospitals to ccmunities which frequently
had few resources with which to assist them.
So dramatic are the results of an idea which
was designed to empty the psychiatric hospitals of
the "needlessly hospitalized" severely mentally ill
that each night they are included in large numbers

among the more than 18,000 homeless of New York
City. (1) Other estimates place that figure at
36,000(2) with only enough facilities to house
6,300 in what is described as the "largest publicly
sponsored shelter system" by the Newsweek Magazine.
(3)
A recent report entitled "Homelessness in
America," released last June by the U.S. Conference
of Mayors, corroborates a marked increase in the
demand for emergency housing despite the decline in
the national employment rate. The report concerns
ten major cities throughout the nation: Atlanta,
Columbus, Boston, Chicago, Denver, New York City,
Philadelphia, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and
Seattle.
Professional groups such as the American
Psychiatric Association have commissioned various
studies of the plight of the group we are considering. A three-year study by the A.P.A.'s "Ad Hoc
Committee on the Chronic Mental Patient" illustrates
this. The findings appear in a book entitled The
Homeless Mentally Ill which reports the results of
a special Task Force charged with studying the
causes and effects of the phenomenon of homelessness
and the mentally ill patient.
Inherent in the findings of that Task Force
are fourteen suggestions with which we concur.
Several of the specifics of the "Major Recommendation" and the "Derivitive Recommendations" need to
be implemented at once. To cite the overall scope,
the A.P.A.'s recammendation is: "To address the
problems of the hrmless mentally ill in America, a
comprehensive and integrated system of care for this
vulnerable population of the mentally ill, with
designated responsibility, with accountability, and
with adequate fiscal resources, must be established." (5) Later recommendations regarding the
provisions of basic needs for food, shelter and
clothing are incontestable truths. In particular,
we are interested in the recommendations for
adequate psychiatric care, rehabilitative services,

outreach and the provision of an appropriate
number of professionals and paraprofessionals to
provide cmmunity care of the homeless mentally ill.
The failure of deinstitutionalization of the
mentally ill has been well-docunented in the
literature. (6) (7) Some of the most impressive work
has been done by Dr. John A. Talbott, Professor of
Psychiatry at the Cornell University Medical College
who indicates: "State mental hospitals in the United
States reached their maximum census of 550,000 in
1955. Thereafter, the population steadily and
dramatically declined to its current low of 180,000...
The resultant change in the locus of treatment and
care of society's most severely and chronically
mentally ill from hospital to ccmmunity settings, an
unplanned but intentional movement has been euphemistically labeled deinstitutionalization." (8)
Others cited dramatic changes in the discharged
population, since there were "more than" 550,000
in-patients in state mental hospitals in 1955 while
"today the figure is roughly 125,000, a reduction of
75%"(9) "Newsweek" indicated that in 1955, 558,922
patients were in state hospitals and 27 years later,
that number had been reduced to 125,200. (10)
In Connecticut today, there are estimated to be
2,000 to 4,000 homeless each night. Not all of these
people are former patients but cormunity statistics
state that 50-70% of the residents have been
previously hospitalized in mental health facilities.
A complication arises fram the fact that there is
less roam to hospitalize patients needing care. As
another sequel of deinstitutionalization, many state
hospital buildings were closed and staff vacancies
"frozen" as patients were discharged.
In 1965, prior to the time that deinstitutionalization was as widespread, Connecticut provided
care for 8,200 patients in its public mental health
facilities. Twenty years later, there is roan for
just 2,300 patients in the state's institutions.
Additional facilities in the community that have

close liaison with the Department of Mental Health
have beds for 512 additional individuals. (11)
The Annual Statistics of the Department do not
shed much light on what has happened to the chronically mentally ill in terms of treatment since their
figures indicate that there are 22,092 admissions
to carmunity psychiatric clinics each year, of which
only 1,874 or 8.5% are for "schizophrenia and related
disorders" with an additional 239 patients or 1.1%
having "other psychotic disorders." This is not to
criticize the Department's statisticians for the
caminity clinics are sending in reports which
indicate that one quarter of all admissions to outpatient facilities were for "diagnosis unknown."
In fact, the most frequently listed Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual III diagnosis was "Social
Adjustments" at 13.2% while "alcohol related"
problems were only 6.3% and "drug related" diagnoses
were 3.7%. (12) One has to raise the question of
where the treatment for the chronically ill is being
offered if the community clinics do not see many and
the state psychiatric hospitals no longer house them.
CAUSES OF THE PHENa\ENON
There are many interesting observations as to
what has caused the homelessness of the mentally ill
and still more interesting solutions. Many writers
agree that we need more housing, staff, money and
programs immediately. Also, when one discusses the
needs of the hcmless, many groups may be included
in the simple definition of citizens who do not have
a permanent domicile. A popular stereotype brands
them as the "welfare chiselers." However, a careful
study of homeless individuals reveals that many have
no housing because they have no incame due to
government fiat. As a case in point, 400,000 people
were ruled ineligible for Social Security Disability
benefits or Supplemental Security Income through a
1981 Federal mandate.
A surprising number of the homeless are waren,
adolescents, minorities, the elderly and the single

heads of families who are not eligible for various
types of categorical assistance. In fact, many who
are admitted to shelters are still employed but are
receiving such minimal wages that they cannot afford
rentals or qualify for mortgages. There is frequent
agreement between connunity coalitions, religiouslyled groups of concerned citizens and professional
groups like the A.P.A. that the problems of the
homeless will not quickly resolve, no matter what is
done in a dramatic way for the wheels of government
turn slowly and community resistance to people
perceived as "dead beats" is great. (13)
To focus on the specifics of the hcmeless
mentally ill, Talbott observes that there were four
major reasons that deinstitutionalization was
practiced in such a widespread manner: "1) development of the philosophy that it is better to treat
mental patients in the ccmmanity than in institutions; 2) technological advances, especially the
introduction of new pharmacological agents; 3)
increasing emphasis on patient rights by legal,
legislative and judicial forces; and 4) the shift in
a substantial part of the econcmic responsibility for
the several million chronically mentally ill patients
from the states to the federal government (through
SSI, Medicaid, and Medicare funding) as patients
were discharged from state hospitals to nursing and
board and care homes." (14)
The previously mentioned report from the
Conference of Mayors gave several reasons for the
phenomenon of hcmelessness which included the lack of
affordable housing in the ccmnunity, the high cost of
living these days, the release of mental patients
from institutions, the cutbacks in Federal assistance
programs and tighter eligibility requirements for
other programs. The report notes that all of the
mayors called for additional funds and federal
intervention.
Others such as Robert E. Jones, the President
of the Philadelphia Cammittee for the Homeless,
corroborated these observations in an article in the

"Journal of Hospital and Community Psychiatry" as
reported in "Psychology Today":
He blamed
deinstitutionalization as the major cause, but he
also mentioned, as significant contributors,
economic recession, high unemployment rates and
cutbacks in federal programs. In addition to
blaming cutbacks in aid to individuals, he cited the
cutbacks in programs for medical care, aging studies,
alcoholism and drug abuse, families and children and
employment training. He also cited urban renewal
for severely cutting into the number of available
low-cost housing units and for increasing the number
of evictions. (15) Thus, we look at another social
problem which can be viewed as having multiple
causality and disasterous effects.
THE "BAD OLD DAYS" AND GOOD INTENTIONS
If one were to view the current results from
the other end of the spectrum, that is, from the
perspective of those who were critical of large
institution "therapy," it may be seen that much has
been obscured over the years. Not all who were involved in treating mental illness, particularly
chronic schizophrenia, approved of what was
derogated as "warehousing" of the severely ill
patient. Critics of institutional treatment pointed
to the effects of medication-linked diseases such as
tardive dyskinesia while others such as Erving
Goffman illustrated in the early 60's what went on
in the "underlife" of a public institution in his
book entitled Asylums. Alfred Deutsch wrote an
earlier expose in 1948 concerning the shocking
conditions in American psychiatric hospitals in The
Shame of the States. More recent critics of the
basic treatment offered to psychiatric patients
include authors such as Thomas Szasz, well-known for
his allegations about the "myth" of mental illness.
One of the currently popular authorities on
schizophrenia, formerly a Special Assistant to the
National Institute of Mental Health, is Dr. E. Fuller
Torrey, who has written Surviving Schizophrenia, A
Family Manual. In it, he offers a great deal of

information about the disease, options for treatment
and the ethical-legal options for families of those
diagnosed as having various forms of schizophrenia.
Torrey makes a number of critical observations
about what he calls the "debacle of deinstitutionalization." In his view, the diagnosis of "schizophrenia" given to patients held in state institutions
prior to the 60's was tantamount to a life sentence.
When the psychotropic medications came into use,
fully two-thirds of the patients treated received
some positive benefit and were able to be released
to their families. A key point is that the medications worked effectively as long as the patients
took them regularly under supervision and had supportive people in the form of interested relatives with
whom to reside.
Things went well for the first 200,000 patients
who were released from state hospitals. Gradually
the trend gained nmnentum and the term "deinstitutionalization" was coined. In the late 60's, the
effort to discharge more and more patients became an
issue of concern to civil libertarians along with
other causes of the day and the "rights" of many
groups.
Today, there is a tendency to disparage the
good intentions of the time. It has long since been
forgotten that the clinicians of the 60's, including
the author, were optimistic about the seeming recovery made by many patients through the use of the
new medications. Not everyone was happy with the
idea that chronically ill patients had to be locked
into wards in old buildings. Many spent their days
pacing on screened in porches or idly staring at a
television set. With the very best of intentions,
those who had families and made a reasonable adjustment with the aid of medication were discharged to
ccrmnnity facilities. Out of this enthusiasm for a
seeming solution came the creation of a much larger
problem.
As Torrey states it, "whereas the first group
haw consisted of those who were relatively prepared

for return to ccmunity living, the second group
was woefully unprepared. They included those who
responded poorly (or not at all) to the antipsychotic drugs, those who had become highly dependent on the state hospital, and those who had no
family and nahere to go. Many of them wanted to
stay in the hospital. This group had not been prepared to leave and the carmity was not prepared to
receive them." (16)
Some readers will recall that hospitals were
totally locked in those days because of necessity.
Patients were held in secure facilities, then transferred to open wards and discharged to the ccmmunity.
We participated in the "discharge planning" of the

day, both in this country and in England where the
"open door policy" was in vogue at the time.
Initially, discharges were made to community
facilities and to families, frequently with the
promise that if "anything happened," a hospital
employee would make a visit to insure that the
patient's transition went smoothly. As time went on,
the focus of discharge shifted to an administrative
mandate based on the "number of beds needed" to
"empty out a ward" or "close a building." As Torrey
said, both patients and relatives often asked that
patients be left "where they were happy" but this
was not possible. Even in the middle 60's we began
to experience a shortage of conimunity facilities for
the chronically ill and aged.
In 1963, historic legislation was passed during
the Kennedy administration which initiated community
mental health centers. A new treatment modality was
established which praised to offer a number of
services to all mentally ill people. Almost 800
crmunity mental health centers were funded by the
federal government at a cost of more than
$3,000,000,000. Newsweek's estimate of the situation
is: "A 1963 goal of starting 2000 ccmunity mental
health centers throughout the nation by 1980 is still
1283 short. Fewer than a quarter of the patients
discharged fram state mental institutions remain in
any mental health program at all." (17) This statement
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may be related to the statistics reported earlier
regarding out-patient follow-up care as reported by
the Connecticut Departnent of Mental Health. Unfortunately for the chronically ill population, the
promise of the early 60's was not fulfilled for as
Torrey notes: "CQHC's have never been interested in
patients with schizophrenia." (18)
While mandates were issued that mrental health
centers were to offer aftercare services to discharged state hospital patients according to the
camunity Mental Health Centers Anmendments of 1975,
this sinply reiterated the intent of national
legislation ten years before. Following the new
legislation, the National Institute of Mental Health
initiated an approach known as the "Camunity

Support Program," designed to fund states and local
communities which would develop "ccmprehensive"
support programs and "network" existing services
which were presumed to be in the ccmmnnity. To date,
this program known as "CSP," is still being implemented some eight years later with many states at
all different levels of progress. Ironically, same
of the wealthiest in terms of per capita incom are
the farthest behind in development.
HOUSING
Moving closer to sae of the more pragmatic
comunity problems which ccaplicated the fate of
the deinstitutionalization process, one of the most
difficult involves the provision of shelter for the
discharged patients. There is no question that all
needed what Charlotte Towle, a well-known social
work educator once termed "coammon human needs" or,
food, shelter, medical care, emotional sustenance,
an incame and provision for a spiritual life.
However, because of some interesting societal changes
over the past two decades, many of the previous
"cammnity resources" have ceased to exist. Hotels
are now condominiums, inexpensive housing has been
torn down and the site turned into a parking lot,
civic center or sports colliseum. Local athletic
clubs had to close residence halls to provide space

for the construction of indoor jogging tracks.
"Nationwide, more than one million rooms in flcphouses and in residential hotels called single-room
occupancies ("SRO's") were lost between 1970 and
1980 when S3's were either converted into condominiums and co-ops or destroyed." (19)
The quality of what remains varies greatly.
"On the one end of the spectrum are small foster
homes where each patient has a room, the food is
adequate, and the foster home sponsors watch over
and worry about their charges as if they were their
own children. A larger version of this may be a
renovated hotel where the manager hires staff which
organizes social activities for the ex-patients,
checks to be sure they are taking their medicine,
reminds them of dentist appointments and helps them
fill
out applications for food stamps.
But, at the other extreme are foster hanes with
sponsors who provide insufficient heat, blankets and
food, steal their patients' meager funds, use them
as cheap labor and somtimes even rape them or pimp
them. The larger versions of these homes are old
hotels that provide no services other than a rundown
room and perform similar kinds of exploitations." (20)
Housing shortages will be with us for a long
time unless more incentives are offered by government to construct low-cost shelter. Currently, there
are no federal funds available for the construction
of single roan occupancies.
In the meantime, the
answers may lie in commity coalition sponsored
approaches, sane of which go right back to the psychiatric hospitals which discharged the patients.
THE RESULTS
If we examine outcome studies of deinstitutionalization based on shortages of ccamrnity facilities
and the housing losses, we move toward designing
some current interventions. Dr. John Talbott 'lraws
upon the results of a three-year study done by the
American Psychiatric Association's "Ad Hoc Committee
on the Chronic Mental Patient" when making estimates
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about the effects of deinstitutionalization.
Contained therein are indications as to why the
problems of the homeless are so massive. For
instance, in answer to the question of how many
chronically ill patients there are in the United
States, Talbott says, "there are 1,100,000 schizophrenics, 180,000 of whom are in hospitals and
almost a million in the carmunity." (21) Also,
there are one million elderly people in institutions,
mostly psychiatric hospitals and nursing homes and
three quarters of them have psychiatric diagnoses.
There are an additional one million psychotic
elderly people living in the comunity, 1.1 million
people severely disabled enough to qualify for SSI
benefits in institutions while another 3.1 million
are in the ccmunity. Talbott's conclusion is
"Thus, there are between one and four million
chronically mentally ill patients in this country."
(22)
More recent complications surrounding deinstitutionalization indicate that public sentiment
is a factor often aroused in a horrendous manner.
Pecent newspaper articles attest to the fact that
many communities are attempting to rid themselves of
those called "bums," "deadbeats," "vagrants,"
"trolls," "tree people" or "street people." A
recent news release indicates that in Santa Cruz,
California, three youths were hunting street people
with a hcmemade bazooka. In Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, local officials have launched a "bum
busting" campaign involving mass jailings of transients and former mental patients. Ordinances have
been pramulgated which make it illegal for anyone to
rumage through refuse, sleep in public parks or camp
under bridges. (23)
Political campaigns now contain pramises to
"get the transients the hell out of town" as in the
case of the recent mayoral election in Tucson,
Arizona. In Santa Barbara, California, a vagrant
was murdered and a warning was issued to others that
they faced a similar fate. (24)

Mitchell Ginsberg, former New York City
Welfare Commissioner, currently a Professor of
Social Work at Columbia University recently summed
up his observations in these words: "I am getting
an increasing sense of something ugly spreading
through our land. It is a mean-spirited attitude
toward poor people, and it is essentially based on
the belief that they are responsible for their
plight--and that if they were only willing to pull
themselves up by their own bootstraps--whatever
that means--they could. When top officials of the
U.S. Government, including President Reagan himself,
say these people really prefer to live in the
streets and to eat in soup kitchens, it lends an air
of legitimacy to those feelings." (25)
Scre of the most extensive crrmunity research
studies have been done by Mary Ann Test, Leonard
Stein and Burton Weisbrod in several articles which
appeared in the "Archives of General Psychiatry."
They wrote a three-part article entitled: "Alternative to Mental Hospital Treatment." In it, they
presented their assessment of a treatment model they
initiated. Their study was done according to a
clinical evaluation, "social cost" and a cost benefit
analysis focus.
Several of their conclusions are relevant to
our concern. They observed: "traditional progranming for these patients is either insufficient, inappropriate or both. The second is that when
community prograning is inadequate, the hospital is
forced to serve as the primary focus of treatment
for the patient rather than being used for the more
appropriate specialized role it is capable of
performing. Third, the results suggest that for a
large number of patients, treatment must be ongoing
rather than a time-limited endeavor. Our study
suggests to us that this ongoing treatment program
must be organized so that it can provide a flexible
system of delivery that gives the patient only what
he needs and where he needs it. This involves a
careful assessment of patient needs, close monitoring of patient functioning, assertive intervention,

and working closely with and providing support to
canmnity members as well as patients." (26)
With this design in mind, Test and her
colleagues went on to establish a camunity treatment service for the chronically mentally ill which
was effective in preventing the readmission of
patients as long as active treatment was offered.
An interesting observation about the cost of
ccnmunity care, however, indicates that it is more
expensive than in-hospital care. An older presumption of those who measure treatment in terms of
cost benefit analysis was that it was "cheaper" to
treat patients in the community as a reason for
wishing to close large state hospitals. In fact,
"the hospital-based program is about 10% cheaper
per patient" according to Test and her colleagues.
(27)
A number of models of comunity treatment have
been developed over the past few years, and national
authorities such as Dr. Leona Bachrach of the
University of Maryland have produced designs on how
to assess the models. In an excellent article
entitled: "Overview: Model Programs for Chronic
Mental Patients," she suggested a number of
approaches in making cnamity treatment models
"generalizable" to the national situation. Like
Test, she suggested individually tailored treatment
and cultural relevan6e as being important variables
but also she recamTended linkage with other resources, hospital liaison and specially trained
staff, all of which seemed quite relevant to the
project we ultimately developed.
As a further exploration of the studies done
about camunity treatment and housing for the
chronic mentally ill, we contacted some authorities
who have been struggling with a growing problem for
years. A Northeastern city which has a state
hospital located within the metropolitan area has
received discharged patients since deinstitutionalization began. Because of its central location,
a number of ex-patients take up residence following
release fram the hospital. Over the years, a number

of effective housing arrangements were made through
close collaboration with commity agencies such as
the YMCA, Salvation Army, Red Cross and similar
resources. In the recent past, due to a shortage of
housing, a camunity coalition was founded.
Part of the Coalition's "Statement of Purpose"
illustrates this: "Today, most people assume that
government and private agencies continue the tradition of meeting the needs of the homeless. That
this is not true came as a shock when, in December,
1981, an emergency meeting was called (by a local
soup kitchen which had been organized) to rally
support for a temporary shelter in the city. Those
attending spoke of persons living--and freezing-on
the streets and under bridges. Included were former
patients at mental institutions who had been "deinstitutionalized," and who helped make visable a
much larger group of abandoned and often broken
people who, by necessity or choice, had been there
all along. Abruptly, a whole segment of our
cammunity had come painfully into view." (28)
That Coalition, despite a significant amount of
comunity resistance, went on to establish three
shelters in its city. That process has been repeated
in other parts of Connecticut. Currently, there are
33 shelters which can accommodate a maximum of about
one thousand people per night. (29)
Statistical data collected by two of the sponsoring agencies within the Coalition over a four month
period reveal some interesting facts about two of the
shelters. The largest group of residents is young;
they are in the age range of 16-29 years of age. A
total of 1745 beds were used during the period of
time the survey was conducted. The greatest number
of the 208 individuals served requested shelter for
one to two weeks but then often had to be housed again.
Ccmparing the two shelters, there are some differences
in the population served. In one case, 72% of the
residents were former state hospital patients while
the other shelter had no residents from the state
facility. As a result, 53% of the 208 residents from

both facilities were formerly at the hospital. The
succinct statement in the statistical report is that
"a majority of the hameless population sheltered are
deinstitutionalized state hospital patients." (30)
An interesting comment made in a conversation
we had with an authority from the Coalition is that
"money is not the problem, shelter is." Several
years ago, the state law had to be changed so that
towns and cities in Connecticut would be required to
assum financial responsibility for their own
residents. A large number of discharged patients
were becoming public charges in the cities closest
to the state hospitals.
Another interesting solution developed by the
Coalition involves the establishment of a third
shelter on the grounds of the sae state hospital
which discharged the patient. As hospitals which
formerly housed about three thousand patients shrunk
in size to a bed capacity of only several hundred,
there was also a diminution in the size of staff.
This shelter is located in what once was staff
quarters for psychiatric aides, physicians and other
institution workers. Thus, it does not have the
appearance of a psychiatric ward.
It may be that this is one of the "stop-gap"
moves necessary to house people, the former patients
as well as people faced with economic necessity,
until other housing can be constructed for low-income
people on a national basis. Housing of this sort may
be available in several types of state facilities
since treatment services for the mentally retarded
and those with chronic diseases have also experienced
the same changes in the need for large institution
treatment. In the case we are citing, it is
interesting to note that the vacant staff building is
next door to another state hospital residence that
once was used effectively as a half-way house in the
days when funding was more available for such
comiunity facilities.

A PARPIAL SOLUTICN
At the national level, these issues have not
escaped the concern of legislators. "Rep. Stewart
McKinney, R-Conn., has introduced legislation aimed
at correcting the defects of deinstitutionalization.
The McKinney bill, offered as an amendment to the
Public Health Services Act, would replace the requirement for 'least restrictive setting' in the
standard care for a mental patient to one of 'optimum
The bill is specific in
therapeutic setting.'
stating that a hospital or other form of institution
may be optimum for some patients, while community
living is most desirable for others. The bill also
puts responsibility on the states for insuring that
the chronically mentally ill receive appropriate
care, tying that responsibility to eligibility for
federal block-grant funds." (31)
While these legislative considerations are
taking place, there is still a pressing need for
some solutions at the present. One of the strategies
which grew out of our study concerns a new program at
the University of Connecticut School of Social Work.
Historically, the graduate school has participated for many years in the training of social
workers for entry into the mental health field. Much
of the education was sponsored through training grants
from the National Institute of Mental Health.
Recently, we began to explore other avenues through
our own national educational organization, the
Council on Social Work Education,which has a special
project on the Chronically Mentally Ill. Part of the
focus of this project is to encourage the development
of new courses and interest in the community treatment of the mentally ill.
As an example of their
efforts, two day workshops were held in New York led
by Dr. Mary Ann Test which included visits to
Fountain House, a prototypical residential community
facility. The Fountain House staff cooroborated
Dr. Test's finding--community treatment is indeed
more expensive than hospital care.
Simultaneously, contact was made with other

national authorities such as Dr. Bachrach of
Maryland and Dr. Paul Carling of the University of
Vermont. Discussions were held with various officials in the office of the Commissioner of Mental
Health in Connecticut. A great deal of the literature was surveyed.
What emerged was a plan, developed with the
assistance of a state legislator, Representative
Paul Gionfriddo, to request an appropriation fran
the General Assembly. This would provide scholarships to our graduate students who would serve as
"case managers." In the first year of the project
they would be placed in one of the regional facilities of the Department of Mental Health. The
Regional Director and the Director of Psychiatric
Social Service at Cedarcrest Hospital gave us a great
deal of technical assistance.
The appropriation was approved by the General
Assembly and two graduate students were assigned to
a field practicum at Cedarcrest to act as "case
managers." Their duties would include linking
patients more closely to camunity facilities, finding
tangible resources such as housing for them and taking
responsibility for general supervision on a case by
case basis. In addition, they are also working in
conjunction with the Comnunity Support Program coordinator and developing training manuals for additional case managers who will be hired by the Department later in the Spring.
The second stage of this plan is now being
developed. Discussions have taken place with nmbers
of the Carmunity Coalition previously mentioned.
There is a great need for additional staff to work in
the residential programs mentioned and graduate
students would be welcomed to carry out a variety of
duties such as hamte-finding, counseling, working with
groups of residents, planning and implementation of
programming. The School of Social Work already has
students placed at agencies such as the Massachusetts
Coalition for the Hameless in Boston so we have sane
experience with the process. Also, many of our

students have served in various capacities as "case
managers" prior to the time of admission to graduate
school.
one of the "generalizable" tenets to the above
concerns the fact that many educational institutions
at both the undergraduate and graduate level require
some form of field experience or practicum assignment in carmunity settings. A recent edition of
the Sunday New York Times "Higher Education" section
attests to the fact that more colleges nationally
are praoting the idea of service to the public
through programs at Stanford, Harvard's Lamont
Public Service Fellowships, Connecticut College,
Dwight Hall at Yale and the Madison House at the
University of Virginia, to name just a few.

In addition to the above, there are several
hundred Bachelor of Social Work programs and over
eighty M.S.W. programs in the country, all of whom
require a practicum assignment as part of the degree
requirements. There is a pool of potential case
managers and "ccamunity interns" who might be assigned to the growing numbers of cormnity coalitions for the homeless.
The above would require considerable discussion
on the part of the many schools which might be involved since it is not pedagogically sound simply to
assign students to a cctmunity program and expect
that they would receive a positive educational experience from it.
In our case, this took a great
deal of discussion in the Department where the plan
originated and many conferences were held with Mental
Health authorities. Also, as problems arose, conferences were held with the students involved and a
Faculty Consultant was assigned to a student unit.
A graduate level course was developed regarding the
community treatment of the chronically mentally ill
which is currently being taught at two of the School's
campuses. What remains is a great deal of work with
the Coalition to develop plans for the future and to
explore further funding opportunities.

Throughout our discussions with a variety of
community leaders, an overriding concern expressed
was that eventually new legislation will be passed
and money will be budgeted to cover the needs of
homeless citizens who are in the conmunity. Bills
such as that introduced by Congressman McKinney will
be approved or the Community Support Program, after
several years, will become active in all states.
The question which lingers is that if the public is
being aggravated by the "trolls," "street people"
or "bag ladies," will the new programs arrive in time?
SUMMARY
A number of the positive and negative reasons
for a current social phenomenon, homelessness of the
"deinstitutionalized" mentally are surveyed. In this
format, an initial group of 200,000 patients were
systematically and successfully moved from hospital
to home where they took up useful lives. As the
enthusiasn developed, however, a second large group
of patients were discharged to community facilities
which already were strained to the limit. This group,
which steadily increases in size, has complicated the
fact that many others in the ccmunity are also homeless due to additional economic and health camplications, to say nothing about the needs of the
elderly. The result is a shortage of housing in an
era when there is a vastly increasing demand.
A partial solution is offered in the form of
linking unused staff housing on the grounds of state
facilities with the assignment of student interns
from various graduate and undergraduate schools on a
national basis. A design was offered which has resulted in the developmnt of scholarships to fund
such student training opportunities.
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ABSTRACT

Childhood
lead
poisoning has been characterized
as a silent epidemic.
Significant
social, emotional, and economic factors play a
role
in
its
etiology.
Differential
intervention
in
this
problem
is
predicated
on
understanding
the
relative
role
of
these
causes.

The Prbe

ofLc

One
enduring
question
about
childhood
lead
poisoning's
eitology
concerns
the
relative role of social and emotional factors.
It is important to develop clarity about these
because different
intervention procedures are
associated with each cause.

Lead
poisoning
is
probably the most
serious
underdiagnosed
and
undertreateG
chilonood debilitating disease in the United
States. Federally
funded projects
screened
almost 4,000,000 children, ages 6 months to 5
years, between 1972 and 1981; almost 6.5% or
250,000 of
these children had elevated blood
levels. However, the average number
of children screened per year, 400,000,
represented
only 2.5%
of the estimated 16,000,000 U.S.
children aged
6 months - 5 years (UHWR, 1982:
114).
The number
of children per year found
to have elevated blood
lead
levels averaged
only 25,000.
Yet the
National
Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey
(Annest, et al.
1982) found
4% of all U.S. children ages 6
months - 5 years, or 640,000 children, were
likely to have elevated blood
lead levels.
Over 600,000 lead
poisoned children per year
may be going undetected. This figure, as high
as it
is,
conceals significant social and
economic differences. Over 12%
of
all young
black children were found with elevated blood
lead levels, only 2% of young white children
had this
debilitating condition. Where the
annual family income was less than $6,000, the
percentage of young children with elevated
blood lead levels rises to 6% for young white
children and over 18% for
young black children. There
is considerable
evidence
that
neurological impairment occurs at levels below
official standards (Chaiklin, 1979).
Despite
the
significant data about the
size of the problem, in 1981 funding for the
Center for
Disease Control
(CDH), Childhood
Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Program,
was discontinued.
State and local programs
could
elect
to continue their
screening
activities through funding by the Maternal and
Child Health (4Ch) block grants. However, the
mandatory
reporting requirement
was dropped
and
the number of reporting programs declined
sharply from 60 in September
1981 to 21 in
September 1982.

The problem is widely and strongly noted.
Rothschild (1970) calls
childhood lead poisoning a "silent epidemic".
Reed (1972) goes
further and says it is a "social crime". All
of this attention does not bring much action.
There are many reasons for
this. One is size
and cost. Federal legislation is required and
that will
take time and effort. Another
is
that the attention has had some effect. Today
few children die
from lead
and most are
identified before they
become
profoundly
retarded. This
leaves
large
numbers
of
children severely affected by a condition
whose onset is insidious.
It is not easy to
focus attention
for change when there is
nothing
dramatic to which to point (Chaiklin,
1979).

Tbe Causes Qf Lead Poisoning
Poverty
and the factors associated with
it target the source of the most serious cases
of lead poisoning (Meigs & Whitmire, 1971;LinFu,
1967;
Talbot et al.,
1982).
Cultural
factors
are
also
heavily
implicated
(Chatterjee & Gettman, 1972).
Emotional factors are usually identified in relation
to
pica; the habitual
ingestion of
substances
which are not food. While all
children with
lead poisoning
do not have pica, almost all
children with pica, who live in old inner city
housing, have elevated lead levels.
What is interesting about pica is that it
is mainly a cultural pattern. It is fairly
widespread
in Africa in the form of clay
eating
and came here with the slaves (Cooper,
1957).
Pica is not associated with any known
dietary deficiency
(Gutelius, 1962).
This
fact appears
to have lead some investigators
to focus on the emotional component.
They see
pica as a symptom of oral
regression related
to
the way mothers
handle anxiety and the

socialization patterns
whicn are characteristic of the poor
(Millican, et al.,
1968;
Lourie,
et al., 1963).
Chisolm
(1971)
ties
the social, cultural, and emotional
factors
together
as a triad
of causative factors;
these are a poorly maintained house, a toddler
with pica, anu parents unable to cope with the
many pressures of living.
Poverty and pica
are observable and
measurable.
The emotional component is not a
objective. Almost all the literature reviewed
identifies anxiety a present in the mothers of
lead children (Chaiklin, et al.,
1974; Sobel
and Margolis, 1965; Sobel, 1970; ieigs, 1972).
For this reason, it was decided to examine and
attempt to measure the
role of anxiety in
childhood lead poisoning.
Procedure

Data were
collected at two sources; the
Lead Poison Screening
Clinic at the John F.
Kennedy Institute
for Handicapped Children in
Baltimore, and the Well Baby Clinic #12 in the
same
city. The
sample
consisted of
30
families, 15
from each clinic site (1).
The
index child was between 2 and 5 years old.
Well Baby Clinic #12 is located in what
is known as
a "lead belt"; an area with old
and deteriorating housing. This
insured a
rough comparability in the study groups since
they were exposed to
the same socio-economic
and environmental living conditions.
At the time of
the study, the defined
level of toxicity requiring treatment was 50
micrograms
of lead per 100 milliliters of
blood. To provide some separation between the
two groups, all children from the lead clinic
and
had blood lead levels above 50 micrograms
all children from the Well Baby Clinic were
below 40 micrograms.

Families were selected in the order
in
which they met study criteria. Procedures for
informed consent were followed. All mothers
asked participated
in the study.
In the
normal
group,
five
mothers
had to be
their children had blood
eliminated because
were
lead
levels above
40.
Replacements
selected and the
families whose children had
elevated levels were monitored. Parents were
interviewed at home. In the treatment group
data were collected at
least two weeks after
diagnosis
to allow for reduction in anxiety
and time
for
the first positive
treatment
results.
The Taylor Manifest Anxijetv_-Scal,
the
TMAS, without buffer
items,
was
used
to
measure anxiety
(Taylor, 1953).
Scores range
from 0-50,
low to high.
Questions are in
true/false form, e.g., "I do not have as many
fears
as my friends."
This scale has been
used extensively; both the short and the long
forms
have high reported
reliability and
validity (McCreary and Bendig, 1954; Holt and
Magon, 1954; Kendall, 1954; Buss et al., 1955;
Glaser and Ulett, 1952).

Findings
There is an association between
maternal
anxiety and children's
lead levels. This is
reflected in Table 1.

Table 1
Maternal Anxiety arid Children's Lead Levels

Mean Lead Level

Mlean TfiAS

High Lead
Group

59.7 mg/100 ml

27.4

"Normals"

36.6 mg/100 ml

16.4

n=30, t=4.7, p < .001
The differences in anxiety levels for the
two groups of mothers cannot be accounted for
by differences in social characteristics. In
Table 2 the largest difference is that the
lead mothers report more inadequate housing.
The adequate housing was in better physical
shape but it was not necessarily more lead
lead safe. The lead mothers, in comparison to
the non-lead mothers, were slightly older, had
some what larger families, and had children
slightly older. Overall, these families are
in or are struggling on the edge of poverty.
---------------------------------------------Table 2
Comparison of Lead Group and "Normals"
Social Characteristics
--------------------------------------------Social
"Normal"
Lead Group
Characteristics
---------------------------------------------Average age
Percent black

3.3
87%

2.7
100%

Percent male

Mother
Average age
Percent employed
Percent AFDC
Marital Status
Intact Family
Separated-Divorced
Not Married

Average Number
of Children
Average Family Size
Percent Adequate
Housing

AnlX_Post

67%

73%

26.3
27%
60%

24.9
20%
47%

47%
13%
40%

40%
20%
40%

3.3
5.5

2.2
4.1

20%

53%

FactoInepL

Q

The finding that maternal
anxiety
is
associated with
lead poisoning
in children
does not deal
with the problem of causal
order.
Does maternal
anxiety help produce
lead poisoning
or
is it a
result of
the
diagnostic and
treatment procedures. We can
suggest an answer.
Between the time this study was completed
and
reported, the Center for Disease Control
recommended that
the
lower
limit
for undue
lead
absorption be
set at 30 micrograms per
100 milliliters ofblood because at that level,
"significant numbers of
children...have shown
evidence
of
metabolic
impairment"
(CDC,
1975).
This means that all but
two children
in the comparison group are now in a treatable
category. It
is our
estimate that if these
mothers were informed that
their child had
lead poisoning
and given the TM1AS two weeks
after diagnosis and the beginning of
treatment, their
scores would be close to those of

the clinic

group.

This

is

an ex

9_

_,Jat

interpretation;
like all such interpretations
it must be checked.
One bit of supportive
evidence conies
from a sophisticated study of
stress in the mothers of handicapped children.
Bradshaw and Lawton conclude:
that
the level of stress in mothers with
severely disabled children is much higher
than
in any "normal" sample of mothers;
that little of the variation in the level
of stress
could be
ascribed to the
external
social
and physical conditions
of the family; and that the provision of
goods did not appear to have an impact on
the level of mental well-being of mothers
(Bradshaw and Lawton, 1978).
In short,
no
known
social or
emotional
variables,
including the degree of handicap,
explained the stress
scores. Just having a
handicapped child seemed
a sufficient explanation of stress. Mothers of children with
elevated blood
levels
bear the
additional
burden of knowing the disease was preventable
and
that
a
significant
recurrence most
certainly will bring impairment.

Oiscuss
The high anxiety scores in the mothers of
children
with
elevated
lead levels
are
interpreted as
coming from the fact that they
have received a diagnosis. What
is of more
concern is that under the lead standard, 13 of
15 children
in the well baby sample now
require treatment. Unfortunately, the requirements for protecting confidentiality included
destroying
identifying
information when the
project was completed. The families cannot be
traced.
If one considers the
five children
eliminated because they were borderline for
treatment, it would appear that a considerable
number
of children attending the
Well Baby

The
similarity in social
Clinic are at risk.
characteristics of the two groups of mothers
the
of years,
that
in a couple
suggests
"normal" group will be no different that the
young, have
elevated lead group. To be poor,
contact
education, and to have close
little
with a threatening disease are all characterpredict anxiety (Levine, G.N.,
istics which
1962).
The measure
used
in this
study corroborates the clinical observations of anxiety.
This anxiety is interpreted as
situational.
Even if it were not,
the question remains:
How do practitioners take
account of
this
anxiety in planning and carrying out treatment?
The medical treatment for the child is
clear, routinized, and almost always successful, especially if the child is hospitalized.
Bringing the
disease under medical control is
only part
of the
job. The
child must be
brought back
for check-ups.
In most clinics,
parents are given injunctions to clean up the
house or to move to a safe house. Given their
limited finances, they can usually do neither.
In too many cases, the inability to move
or delead a house results
in institutional of
foster home placement.
Family break-up is an
indirect and tragic cost of the problem of
lead
in the environment.
Recent evidence
suggests
that even when the lead is removed,
the
residual dust
in the house creates a
threat (Milar and Mushak, 1982).
The parent
can do nothing about lead from automobile and
industrial sources.
Children who live
in
areas
of older housing, heavy traffic,
and
close proximity to heavy industry
cannot
escape having pathological lead levels.
There
are so many ways of absorbing
lead from the
environment, including canned food especially
evaporated milk, that every source of
lead
which can be controlled should be identified
and acted on (Shea, 1973).

Lead poisoning tends to be
a disease of
the poor. When it strikes, the cooperation of
the parents
is needed. Often,
they do not
have the
necessary ability or
resources.
Future
legislation for health services shoulc
provide
social
and material services to any
family that needs this help.
Further
epidemiological studies of lead
levels in the
inner city are needed.
It is
probable that a significant share of
what
is
now called "education disability" comes from
dangerous blood
levels
that are undetected.
Children with grades not up to par and who are
distractable and
excitable are often labeled
minimally brain
damaged and put on
tranquilizers almost
indefinitely. The drugging
of
innocents
is bad enough; but if it comes
from
misdiagnosis,
it
is
malpractice.
Needleman has said:
Had thalidomide produced mental retardation
rather than
the characteristic
deformity of phocomelia,
it might still
be sold and ingested
in Europe
and the
United States. Minor
degrees of perceptual
and cognitive impairment, motor
incoordination,
and
disturbances
in
attention can easily escape detection.
The
renewed controversy over
race and
intelligence generally has
ignored this
systematic distribution of lead among the
urban poor;
_ poisoning
runs in
Emphasis
1975.
(Needleman,
famiies
Added).
All
that we can add to this statement is
that if lead poisoning runs
in families, then
any program to prevent or
cure this disease
must take
families
into account. To attempt
to treat or
prevent
the disease by only
working with the individual and not with the

family is tantamount to insuring failure.
The concern with
family services
in
preventing and
treating
elevated lead levels
in children must be comprehensive. While work
remains to be done in charting the extent of
undiagnosed low-level lead poisoning,
there
needs
to
be no more demonstrating that
families must be
included
in prevention and
treatment.
The Federal General
Accounting
Office has said, "it is futile to continue to
sponsor
new
research
without
devoting
attention to seeking use of valuable findings
from past
research"
(General
Accounting
Office, 1978).
Nowhere is this more true than
in the need to provide family services for the
prevention and treatment of lead poisoning in
children.
Evidence mounts of the harmful effects of
even
low levels of
lead
(Charney, 1982).
This,
seemingly
has
persuaded the
antiregulatory
Reagan
administration
to move
toward the complete elimination of all lead in
gasoline. Yet, without
help,
families are
helpless to fight the lead which floods in on
them from all sides. To continue to treat the
child victim of
lead without
helping the
family
to be
a part of the struggle
is
an
exercise
in futility. Those most interested
in alleviating the problem often become caught
up
in an ideological battle about
responsibility for the cause of the condition. These
arguements about policy and politics center
around what
is today called
the use of the
medical model. This struggle is nothing new;
the same issues have been fought over in the
name of free will.
There is no question that
at the political
level the tendency has been
to develop programs
aimed at changing people
rather
than the social
structure and that
often people have
been stigmatized while an
inappropriate
remedy
was
being
applied
(Deschin, 1971).
At the
case
level, there
will always be a need for good diagnostic and

These must be provided
treatment procedures.
and clean up
to control
while the struggle
lead in the environrment continues.
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interpretation,
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anxiety is a result of diagnosis rather than a
Practitioners who work with mothers of
cause.
children with elevated blood lead levels can
If
take this into account in their treatment.
medical facilities do not routinely screen for
and treat children with elevated lead levels,
be
continue to
of children will
millions
labeled hyperactive and become learning disget the
not
will
abled. Millions more
treatment they need.
originally presented as
* Revision of paper
in
Levels
and
Lead
Anxiety
"Niaternal
on Family
Children," at the National Council
Relations, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October
22, 1978
the present paper is from
for
(1) The data
Barbara Mosher's unpublished Master's thesis:
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ABSTRACT
A survey of Black and white faculty in predominately
white schools of social work was conducted. The purpose of
the survey was to examine qualitative job experiences of
these faculty.
The researcher attempted to assess how
Blacks and whites perceive themselves being responded to as
faculty members.
This paper reports responses to two
sociometric questions:
1) To what extent do social work
faculty view themselves as being respected and 2) How
satisfied, overall, are they with their faculty positions?
Moreover, because much of the expressed concern for
minority and female faculty has had to do with their
retention, faculty perceptions of job permanence was also
selected for study. Analysis of faculty responses to the
survey questions indicated significant and outstanding
differences exist among Black and white, male and female
faculty. Both race and sex were found to be salient factors in
predicting faculty perceptions of perceived respect, job
Blacks reported perceiving
satisfaction and permanence.
themselves to receive less respect and job satisfaction than
did white faculty. Irrespective of race or sex, tenure, was
found
to
positively
influence
job
satisfaction.
Proportionately fewer Blacks than whites report having
future plans for continuance in their present faculty
positions. However, the clearest message which these data
convey is, relative to other faculty, it is the Black female

faculty member who appears to be the "underdog" in social
work education.

Introduction
The issue of the hiring, promotion, retention and job
responsibilities of minority and female social work educators
has been of great concern to many. 1 , 2 , 3 Notably this concern
has been expressed by the Council on Social Work Educators
Standards 1234A and 1234B as these standards established
affirmative action guidelines for minorities and women
respectively. 4 ,5 Yearly, the Council publishes demographic
statistics of all social work faculty.
These data report,
among other things, numerical break downs of social work
educators by both race and sex.
In addition, some
comparative studies of salary and rank differentials for
minority and female faculty have been conducted. 6 , 7 , 8 What
these past efforts have in common is a quantitative focus.
That is, the profession has thus far sought mainly to address
the questions of how many minorities and women faculty are
in the field, and how they are faring, especially with regards
to salary and position. Most assuredly, these are important
questions to address and worthy of continued attention.
However, it is somewhat surprising that social work as a
profession, so often criticized for being "soft" and perhaps
overly concerned with socio-emotional issues, has not given
more attention to the qualitative aspects of employment.
Several observers have noted that Black faculty
frequently find themselves in small numbers, if not isolated,
in predominantly white institutions. 9, 1 0
There is also
evidence that the informal contact which Black academics
have with their white colleagues may have a significant
affect on the productivity e.g. publications, of those Black
faculty. I I
At present, little is known about how minorities in
particular perceive the quality of their job experiences. For
example, how are they, as relative new-comers, getting along
as professionals within their schools or departments? Are
they well received as faculty persons?
Are they given
Drofessional support in the way of respect and/or courtesy?
Do they perceive themselves to have established positive
relations with pertinent others: faculty, administrators and
students. Relative to other faculty, how satisfied are they

with their faculty positions? And lastly, how permanent do
they view their present positions? In general, research on job
satisfaction has revealed that satisfaction may vary
significantly as a function of race of the worker.
Furthermore, when racial disparities in job satisfaction are
obtained, whites are most often found to report higher levels
of job satisfaction than Blacks.1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 What contributes
to making these differences in reported levels of job
satisfaction noteworthy is the strength of the influence which
the factor of race has been noted to exert. For example, in a
study of plant workers, Koch found race to account for 21%
of the variance in job satisfaction beyond that accounted for
by all other factors. Structural, cultural, social and social
psychological factors accounted for only 4% of the variance
16
not accounted for by race.
By contrast, gender, unlike race, has generally not been
found to be a good Dredictor of job satisfaction. Specially
with regards to the social work profession, McNeece
inspected the consequence which gender of social work
faculty
exerted
on their
reported
levels
of job
satisfaction. 17 The findings of the McNeece study are in
agreement with those of many other researchers who also
failed to uncover consistent and/or significant differences in
job satisfaction between males and females. 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1
However, in view of the many studies which indicate a
pervasive employment bias against female social workers,
e.g. salary and promotions, the absence of consistent and
substantial sex differences in reported levels5 , 2 of job
2 2,
23,2
satisfaction appears somewhat surprising.
This study of social work educators was undertaken in
an attempt to assess only a few of the many qualitative
aspects of the job experiences of Black and white, male and
female faculty. Foremost, this research is an attempt to
assess how Blacks and whites perceive themselves being
responded to as faculty members. Specifically, the project
attempted to assess two questions:
1) Relative to white
males: do Black and female social work faculty view
themselves as being respected and 2) How satisfied overall
are they with their faculty positions? Moreover, because
much of the expressed concern for the hiring of minorities
and women has had in question, not only on the issue of their
acquisition, but also concern for retention of those faculty
once hired, job permanence was also selected for study.

The Sample
The sample for this study consisted of faculty who were
listed in the Council of Social Work Education's roster as
working at an accredited graduate school of social work
during 1977.
However, because one of the goals of the
research project was also to obtain quantitive information on
the nature of interactions between Black and white faculty,
only those faculty who were listed as working at
predominately white institutions were selected.
Three
hundred and fifty Black faculty were subsequently selected
using this criteria.
A purposive sampling technique was
employed in selecting the white faculty. A random selection
of 350 white faculty members was drawn from the same
schools from which the Black faculty had been selected.
Thus, a total of 700 faculty, 350 Black and 350 white faculty
were selected for participation in this study. One-hundred
and thirty-three Blacks (38%) and 114 whites (33%) completed
and returned the questionnaire.
- Naturally, the researcher was hoping to obtain a higher
rate of returned questionnaires. Indeed the low return rate is
a significant limitation to this study. While one is never sure
why a particular questionnaire is not returned, it is quite
possible that the racial and sociometric nature of many of the
questions asked may have served to attenuate the number of
respondents.
In accord with this possibility, the author
believes that the failure to more thoroughly assure
respondents of the confidentiality of their responses may
have also significantly contributed to the low return rate.
However, despite the low overall return rate, the returned
sample does approximate the parameters of graduate social
work faculty. For example, the statistics on Social Work
Education in the United States compiled for CSWE by Rubin
and Whitcomb (1978) report that in 1977 there were 489 Black
faculty members in graduate schools of social work. 2 8 Of
this number, 45% were males (219) while 55% were females
(270). The present sample of Blacks includes 47% (62) males
and 53% (71) females. Rubin and Whitcomb (1978) reported
that there were 2,824 white faculty, 53% (1,503) of whom
were male and 47% (1,321) of whom were female. The
present sample consists of 55% (63) male and 45% (51) female
white faculty. Perhaps the greatest and most significant
distinction between the sample represented here and social
work faculty as a whole is the extent to which the faculty
included in this study are full rather than part-time faculty.

Rubin and Whitcomb found that among Black faculty, 78%
(381) were full-time and 22% (109) part-time. For white
faculty, they found 67% (1,893) were full-time and 33% (931)
part-time. The sample for this study consists of 90% (115)
full-time and 10% (13) part-time Black faculty, and 83% (94)
full-time and 17% (18) part-time white faculty. Hence, the
findings of this study are clearly more representative of
social reality as perceived by full-time social work faculty.
Looking at academic degree held, Rubin and Whitcomb
reported finding that 69% of the Blacks and 53% of whites
held M.A.'s or M.S.W.'s, while 27% of the Blacks and 42% of
the whites held D.S.W. or Ph.D. degrees. This study's sample
consists of 63% (81) Blacks and 44% (81) of whites with M.A.'s
or M.S.W.'s and 37% (48) Blacks and 56% (53) of the whites
holding D.S.W. or Ph.D. degrees.
Instrumentation
The survey questionnaire consisted of 41 items which
assessed both demographic and sociometric information.
Albeit the goal of this project was to assess the qualitative
experience of faculty, it was still necessary to ask many
demographic questions, e.g. rank, position, so as to allow
reporting findings with greater specificity.
The questionnaire was pretested on a small group of
Black and white faculty members who were not included in
the final sample. While this method was employed to test the
wording and format of the questionnaire, no tests were
performed to examine specific types of measurement validity
and/or reliability. However, given our experience with the
questionnaire's pretest, it is believed that face validity of the
items was achieved in construction of the instrument. The
questionnaire, along with a return-envelope and a cover letter
describing the project, was mailed to all faculty who had been
selected for participation in the study.
This paper will focus on two sociometric single-item
questions for which the respondent was required to make a
response on a five-point Likert scale - five representing the
highest level of response, and a third question pretaining to
the perception of their permanence:
1)

As pertains to personal and professional respect given to
you by others in the department, what degree of respect
do you feel that you receive?

2)
3)

Overall, how satisfied are you with your position in the
university or college?
Within the next five years, what would you predict about
your employment
a) Most likely remain
b) Undecided - remain only if promoted, probably leave
if tenure is not achieved
c) Definitely leaving

Findings
In an effort to obtain greater specificity, the variables
tenure and degree (M.S.W./Ph.D.) were introduced into the
analyses as control variables. However, because four-way
analyses of variance would have resulted in the loss of some
data and because interactions found in four-way ANOVA's are
considerably less interpretable, three-way ANOVA's were
employed. Hence, for each dependent variable (respect and
satisfaction), two 2 X 2 X 2 Analyses of variance were
performed, i.e., race X sex X degree, and race X sex X
Furthermore, because there was an inequitable
tenure.
distribution of "doctoral degrees held" among whites 56% (53)
and Blacks 37% (48) and a similar inequitable distribution
with respect to tenure, whites 65% (73) and Blacks 39% (51),
there existed the possibility of obtaining a race effect that
was actually attributable to the differential in degrees and
tenure statuses between the two groups. Therefore, prior to
undertaking the analyses of variance procedures, stepwise
regression analyses were run for both dependent variables
(respect and satisfaction) with race, sex, degree and tenure as
The Beta coefficients for these
independent variables.
independent variables regressed on the dependent variable
respect were: Race, - 0.224; Sex, 0.036; Degree, - 0.115 and
The Beta coefficient for the independent
Tenure, 0.002.
variables regressed on the dependent variable satisfaction
were: Race, - 0.246; Tenure, 0.236; Sex - 0.093, and Degree,
These analyses suggest that differences between
0.027.
racial groups can be attributed only in part to their
differential distributions of degree and tenure, as the impact
of race was always found to be greater in its effect upon
faculty respect and satisfaction than were the factors of
Gender, Tenure or Degree.
Perceived

Respect:

As pertains to personal and
professional respect given to you

by others in the department, what
degree of respect do you feel that
you receive?
The findings, as shown in Table I, indicate that white
females report receiving the highest level of respect from
others followed respectively by white males, Black< females
and Black males. Analysis of variance procedures indicate
The differences in
significant main effects for race.
perceived mean levels of respect reported by whites and
Blacks, 4.37 and 4.01 respectively, were found to be
significant (F = 12.27 p. 00). By contrast, a comparison of
respect scores by sex, reveals that sex was not a significant
factor affecting the reported levels of perceived respect
which faculty reported receiving from others. Furthermore,
neither sex, degree, nor tenure as indicated by the analyses of
variance procedures, was found to be significantly influential
in effecting the reported perceived degree of respect which
In addition, the analyses
faculty received from others.
indicated neither race X sex X degree, nor race X sex X
tenure interaction effects.
In sum, it appears that only race significantly affected
the degree of respect they reported receiving from others.
While neither, gender of faculty, the degree they hold, nor
their status as a tenured or non-tenured faculty, significantly
influenced the degree of respect which faculty perceive
themselves to receive from others.
Table I
Personal and Professional Respect
White and Black Faculty Report Receiving
BLACK

WRITE
Male

X=4.30
N=63

SD=.73

X=3.98
N=61

X=4.14
SD=85

SD=.94
N=124

Female X=4.45
N=61

SD=.61

X=4.04
N-69

X=4.24
SD=.84

SD=.95
N=130

X=4.37
N-124

SD=.68

X=4.01
N-130

SD=.94

Perceived

Satisfaction:

Overall, how satisfied are you
the
position
in
with
your
university or college?

The mean scores of the reported levels of overall job
satisfaction for faculty by race and sex indicate that white
females have the highest mean satisfaction score followed by
white males, Black males and Black females reporting the
lowest mean satisfaction score (see Table II).
The main
effects for race, indicate that white faculty as a group report
higher levels of job satisfaction than do Black faculty, 3.97
vs. 3.10. The analyses of variance procedures indicate that
these reoorted differences in mean satisfaction scores are
significant (F = 14.28 p. .000). Hence, in concurrence with
other research findings, race appears to be a significant
contributor to worker reported level of job satisfaction.
Looking at job satisfaction levels by sex, we found the
mean scores for males and females to be 3.69 and 3.30,
respectively. The analyses of variance procedures indicate
that sex as a main effect did approach significance (F = 2.95,
p .087), as a factor influencing the reported levels of overall
job satisfaction. However, white males and females have
almost identical mean satisfaction scores, 3.96 and 3.98
respectively. In contrast, the same cannot be said for Blacks
as the mean scores of Black males and females are noticeably
disparate, 3.40 and 2.87, respectively. A t-test of difference
indicates that there is a significant difference in the mean
scores of these Black males and females, (t = 2.62 p .010).
Thus, as is apparent by viewing the mean scores in Table II, it
is the lower mean score of Black females which results in the
observed gender effects and accounts for much of the
difference in reported satisfaction levels between Blacks and
whites as groups.
Analyses indicate that tenure was significant.
The
presence of tenure had significant and positive effects on the
reported satisfaction levels of all faculty (F = 18 p .000).
That is, all faculty who reported having tenure, regardless of
their race or sex, expressed greater satisfaction with their
jobs than did those faculty who reported not having tenure.
No significant tenure interaction effects were observed.

Table II
Reported Overall Job Satisfaction of
White and Black Faculty
WHITE

BLACK

Male

X=3.96

SD=.99
N=62

X=3.40

SD=I.04
N=59

X=3.69
SD=107
N=121

Female

X=3.98

SD=I.03
N=51

X=2.87

SD=l.24
N-70

X=3.30
SD=l.27
N= 121

X=3.97
N-113

SD=.I.00

Perceptions of
Job Permanence:

X=3.IOSD=1.20
N-129

Within the next five years, what
would you predict about your
employment?

Faculty members were asked to predict their probable
employment situation for the next five years. Table Ill shows
faculty responses to this question.
Clearly, whites in
comparison to Blacks have the greater proportion of faculty
who state their likely intentions to remain 62% vs. 23%,
respectively. As pertains to who are uncertain as to whether
they will be leaving or staying in the present academic
Dositions, approximately a third of all white and half of all
black faculty fall into this category. Of these faculty that
state that they are definitely leaving, only 8% of white
faculty are in this category, as compared to a quarter of
Black faculty.
A 2X3 chi square analysis of these
distributions suggest that there is a significant relationship
between race of faculty and their future employment
predictions (X2 = 37.30, p .000). That is, Blacks and whites,
as groups, appear to differ with respect to their plans for
future employment.
Most notably, a significantly greater
proportion of white faculty, than Black, have plans to remain
in their oositions. Conversely a greater proportion of Black
faculty, than white, are uncertain about their future
employment or have definite plans to leave in the near
future.

Table III
Employment Predictions of
White and Black Faculty
Most
Likely
Remain

uncertain

Definitely
Leaving

White

62%
(N = 67)

30%

8%
(N = 33) (N= 9)

Black

23%

52%

25%

(N = 28)

(N = 64) (N =31)
X2 = 37.30 D.F=2 P

.0001

Inspecting employment predictions by sex also revealed
some significant findings. Specifically, white males had the
highest number of any group, reporting "most likely remain"
65% (39). They were respectively followed by white females
57% (28), Black males 25% (15), and Black females 20% (13).
Looking at those who are "undecided," Black males 45% (29),
had the largest proportions, followed respectively by Black
females 34% (22), white females 35% (17), and white males
27% (16). Finally, comparatively low numbers of white males
8% (5) and females 8% (4) have "definite plans to leave" their
present faculty positions within the next five years. By
constrast 15% (9) of Black males and 34% (22) of Black
females report having definite plans to leave their present
faculty positions. Analyses comparing Black and white males
indicate that these differences in employment predictions are
significant, (X2 = 18.08 p .000). Similarly, a comparison of
Black and white females indicate that the differences in
employment predictions noted between these two groups are
also significant, (X2 = 19.43 p .0001). By contrast, analyses
of employment predictions within racial groups, but between
sexes, revealed no significant differences between males and
females.
Due to the unequal proportions of Black and white
tenured faculty, it was possible that the employment
prediction distribution reported in table III might be a
function of this disparity. That is, the non-tenured faculty
may anticipate not receiving tenure or perhaps for financial
reasons, being required to move. Therefore, analyses were

conducted employing tenure as a control variable. Table IV
shows future employment predictions for tenured faculty. It
is evident that the possession of tenure does not significantly
alter the general picture of white and Black employment
predictions. Thus, even when controlling for tenure, there
continues to be significantly greater proportions of white
faculty, than Black, wAho have plans to remain in their present
positions and greater proportions of Black faculty, than
white, who are uncertain about their continued employment,
or have definite plans to leave their present positions.
Table IV
Employment Predictions of Tenured
White and Black Faculty
Most
Likely
Remain

uncertain

Definitely
Leaving

White

65%
(N = 60)

29%
(N = 27)

5%
(N = 5)

Black

26%

42%

32%

(N = 19)

(N = 31)

(N = 24)

X2 = 32.43 DF=2 P .0001
In sum, it appears that faculty projections of
employment permanence are better predicted by race, than
by sex or tenure. That is, employment predictions of faculty
resemble, more so, their same race colleagues than those
colleagues who are of a similar sex or tenure status.
Summary and Conclusion
The findings of this study suggest that the perceptions
of the quality of work experiences of social work faculty vary
significantly as a function of race, gender, and the possession
of tenure. The amount of personal and professional respect
which faculty perceive themselves to receive from others in
the department appears to vary only as a function of race.
Specifically, the findings suggest that Black faculty perceive
themselves to be the recipients of less respect from
significant others in the work environment than do white
faculty.
Gender does not appear to be a significant

contributor to the degree of respect which faculty report
receiving. Similarly, the factors of tenure and "degree held"
appear to have no significant effect on the degree of respect
which either Black or white faculty perceive themselves to
receive.
With regard to reported levels of job satisfaction, it
appears that as a group, Black faculty are less satisfied with
their college/university positions than are white faculty.
Similarly being female was found to have a negative effect on
the reported satisfaction levels of faculty. However, these
effects seem to be limited to Black female faculty, as white
female faculty resemble quite closely their white male
counterparts.
Indeed, the Black female faculty member
appears to be the least satisfied of all faculty. Moreover,
tenure, but not degree, appears to have a significant effect
on faculty satisfaction. The possession of tenure appears to
positively influence the reported overall job satisfaction of
all faculty, irrespective of race or gender.
When viewing future job permanence of these faculty,
both race and gender serve as significant predictors. The
findings indicate that a significantly greater proportion of
white faculty than Black, have plans to remain in their
present positions, while significantly greater numbers of
Black faculty, than white, are either definitely leaving or are
uncertain as to their future plans. Of those with plans to
leave, it is the Black female faculty who reported having the
highest proportion of any group with definite plans to leave,
and the lowest proportion of any group with plans to remain
in their present positions. Furthermore, even when tenure
status differences between Blacks and whites were controlled
for, this picture of projected future employment remained
unaltered.
In sum, these survey findings suggest with regards to
respect; job satisfaction and future employment predictions,
that Black faculty, relative to whites, perceive themselves to
be less respected, to receive less satisfaction from their
positions, and to have less certain employment futures.
However, unquestionably the clearest message which these
data convey is: When comparing Black and white faculty, it
is the Black female who is the "underdog" in social work
education. In 1978 Gould and Kim reported similar negative
findings pertaining to the salaries of Black female social work
faculty. 2 9 Perhaps, as others have argued, the Black female
may be victim due to the "double whammy" of possessing both
second class gender and racial statuses. 3 0 Unfortunately,

these data do not allow us to construct causal relationship.
We can offer no sound explanations as to what caused the
negative association between job satisfaction and race for
Black females, while simultaneously we observed no such
negative gender effects for white females.
We are also
uncertain as to why the apparent race/gender doublewhammy effect did not manifest itself with regards to Black
female perceptions of receiving respect from others.
Similarly, we have no clue as to what causes the apparent
readiness for greater mobility among Black faculty
irrespective of tenure status. It is possible that they have
greater job opportunities and hence mobility; it is also
possible
that
their
mobility
is
associated
with
dissatisfaction.
What is clear, however, is that many
important questions have been raised. For those concerned
with the acquisition and retention of minority and female
faculty concerns noted here warrant further attention and
exploration by individual schools and departments.
Finally, due to the overall small sample size of the
study, particularly white faculty, the findings obtained here
must be viewed with due caution. Ipso facto conclusions
drawn from these findings must also be guarded. However,
despite the limitation of the sample size, these data, because
of their potential significance, suggest that this area of study
warrants further inspection. It has been said that, "If social
work as a profession is to survive with credibility it must
address itself to distributive justice and muscle a firm
committment at all levels of its enterprise. 3 1 These findings
strongly suggest that attention be given to the issue of
perceived or felt racism and/or sexism as they might
manifest themselves in schools of social work. Hopefully,
this article will help serve as a catalyst for greater discussion
of such issues as racism and sexism as they might manifest
themselves in the interactions among faculty, students and
administrators.
Hence, these findings should be used
foremost as an aid in self-exploration. That is, these data are
not intended for use to condemn specific schools or
departments; rather, they should serve to inform all schools
of possible areas of concern and, in this sense, assist each
school in assessing and improving their social and professional
environments. In short, it is hoped that the finding of this
study will serve to stimulate the enhancement of social work
teaching environments which resemble less those elements of
society we oppose, and more the society we advocate.
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ABSTRACT
This paper critically examines an experiment in
Social
Work
education:
The
development
and
implementation
of
a
theoretical
and
practice
perspective grounded in the views that Chicanos have
about themselves. It is argued that the development of
a Chicano perspective has proceeded without reference
to the social historical influences on knowledge and
curriculum building. More concretely, the structuring
effects of dominant scientific paradigms and the
organizational requirements of dominant educational
institutions.
As a result, the Chicano self-view is
yet to materialize.
Further the scholarship so far
generated has been, for the most part, unreflective.

INTRODUCTION
In a recent review of the minority perspective in
social work education, Montiel and Wong (1983) noted
failed
to. "define
that
its
proponents
have
theoretically and put into operation empirically" its
most salient concepts and variables. Key notions such
as racism, discrimination, and ethnicity are seen as
givens; social change is narrowly conceived as demands
the adoption of an
for increased services and
"appreciative perspective".
As a result of this
unsystematic scholarship, the authors conclude, the
work
perspective
prevalent
in
social
minority
curriculum lacks a coherent theoretical base of its own

and remains tied to an assimilationist theory of race
and a functionalist view of society.
This working paper will expand the critique
initiated by Montiel and Wong but will focus on the
minority perspective in social work education only as
it relates to Chicanos. Guided by a critical theory of
society and drawing from the historical experiences of
the Chicano movement, it shall be argued that the
Chicano social work perspective remains tied to
normative theories of society because of selective
consideration of the historical mandate that gave it
birth;
and because
it has
failed to
consider
socio-historical influences in theory building, namely
the rules of scientific paradigms and educational
institutions. As a result, the scholarship that this
perspective has generated has been, for the most part,
uncritical and unreflective.
In order to elaborate and render the above thesis
comprehensible, the analyses begin with a synopsis of
the most immediate politico-economic antecedents of the
Chicano perspective, and of the ways it was first
articulated in academic and social welfare, mental
health practice circles.
Next, it proceeds with a
brief characterization and a critical analysis of the
prevalent Chicano social work perspective. Finally, it
presents for consideration, some key elements, that in
our view can yield a critical, liberatory Chicano
Social Work.
POLITICO-ECONOMIC ANTECEDENTS
An exacerbation in the structural contradictions
of American society during the sixties and seventies
radically disrupted the reproduction of the social
order (Castells, 1980).
Not surprisingly, Chicanos,
together with other minority people of color, began to
raise their voices in a more powerful manner than ever
before in recent decades.
They denounced the social
structures that kept them exploited and oppressed and
vowed to struggle toward the achievement of a more just
social system (Rendon, 1971).
In the academic social sciences, humanities, and
applied disciplines including social work, the Chicano
protest was articulated, among others, by Romano (1968;
1973), Montiel (1973), Rocco (1970), Vaca (1970),
Alvarez (1970), and Limon (1973).
These academicians

that the
argued, for the most part, the obvious:
socio-political forces that exploited and oppressed
Chicanos as producers and consumers of American wealth
are mirrored in academia. Thus, in a societal context
where Americans of Mexican origin are dispossessed and
regarded by majority individuals as inferior, academia
employs a limited number of Chicanos and sponsors a
stereotypical
and
social
science
replete
with
portrayals
of
Chicano
life.
This
derogatory
misrepresentation was and still is accomplished through
the deployment of status quo oriented theories mostly
sensitive to psychological and social deviance; and
through the wide utilization of uncritical, historical
concepts such as resignation, fatalism, or "traditional
culture."
The task for Chicanos, according to these critics,
was to enter academia to redefine the Mexican-American
through the articulation of culture, history, and
socio-political
self-view,
and
to work
toward
empowerment and liberation. This effort could best be
accomplished by adopting a historical paradigm premised
on the belief that Chicanos are not traditional
unchanging social beings, but creator and participants
of their own history.
The Chicano protest moveent had a similar impact
The ground here was
in community mental health.
particularly fertile. Practitioners in this growing
sector of the welfare field, were familiar with the
social structural analyses of health and illness
advanced by Goffman (1963; 1966), Szasz (1961), Fanon
The
(1963) and Hollingshead and Redlich (1958).
contradictions they encountered in the practice arena
made them a receptive audience to these kinds of
conceptualizations. Unsurprisingly then, the Chicano
critique took as a point of departure the notion that
mental health and illness are socially and culturally
defined. Further, it argued that prevalent conceptions
arose out of dominant Anglo values. Thus, accepted
service programs and treatment methods could not be
considered appropriate or applicable to Chicanos.
Moreover, mental health as an institution began to be
seen as an instrument of social control. It was seen
as assisting, among other things, in keeping the
Chicano population as an "internal colony". The task
for Chicanos, according to these practitioners then was
to enter these domains of practice, to control its

infra-structure, and to define culturally relevant
modalities of treatment (Sanchez 1971; Abad et al.,
1974).
These critiques, made possible the emergence of
pressure lobbies that pushed for, and monitored,
affirmative action programs which in turn insured
ethnic presence in the classroom, clinics, service
agencies and in administrative ranks.
These efforts
were eventually financed by official funds targeted for
dealing with the crises of legitimacy in the society.
Ethnic
programs
in academia
and
social
service
consequently flourished during this period.
In sum, the first articulations and manifestation
in academic and social welfare arenas of a Chicano
perspective
provoked
by
politico-economic
considerations and subsidized by official governmental
funds to legitimize the system had mostly to do with
means and ends. The educated and the not-so-educated
Chicano was to enter the ranks of the "definer"; expose
the socio-historical forces and institutions that
oppressed and exploited the Chicano as a group;
document their indigenous culture and history; and
develop alternative modalities of teaching and mental
health practice.
THE CHICANO SOCIAL WORK PERSPECTIVE
Traditional social work education and practice
quickly followed in the footsteps of academia and
community mental health.
Presentations of normative
social
work knowledge,
skills,
and values were
interrogated with reference to
its relevancy or
application to Chicano life.
The perspective which
emerged at this time is contalned in a series of
seminal articles and monographs.
According to these,
social work practice with Chicanos is deemed relevant
and appropriate when sensitive to the unique historical
experiences of the group: such as the conquest by the
U.S. or annexation of Mexican territory; aware of the
importance of language in the construction of a
person's
world
view;
cognizant
of
variant
interpersonal, sex-role, and kinship structures such as
respeto, amigo system, machismo, compadrazgo or la
familia; and finally, open to alternative or parallel
forms of services, as in the case of curanderismo or
bilingual-bicultural centers.
Relevant practice, in

sum, is centered on a concept of culture that
articulates diversity in the context of a pluralistic
ideology.
Evaluating their own creation, proponents of the
perspective have recently termed it a success (Dieppa,
1983) for it has firmly enthroned the concept of
broker.
This
of
the
culture
culture,
and
self-assessment, however, might be premature or
For while it is true that Chicanos in
optimistic.
social work have developed an impressive inventory of
Chicano cultural items (from respeto to machismo), one
is equally impressed, by a treatment of the concept of
culture as an external category, as a de facto
situation, an "out there", the features of whichne-ed
only to be itemized. Absent, is a dynamic dimension of
culture, as an everchanging universe of possiblities.
Moreover, cultre as external, thing-like facticity is
a reification and as such it does not permit the
movement of consciousness which the articulation of a
group's world-view necessitates.
Also worth noting is the relative absence of
historical analyses involving contemporary processes
and events, namely of a political economic nature.
What does exist, dwells on matters such as the
conquest, U.S. annexation of Mexican territory or other
past events. This is all most useful if the sole
It is also
concern is with questions of origins.
important to focus, however, on where one is now, and
where one might also go (i.e. social change). To meet
that end, it is structural analyses of ongoing
processes and events and utopic reflections that are
needed. These, have the power to inform praxis and
provide a vision of a better, more humane world.
Additionally, the prevalent Chicano perspective is
yet to fully commit itself to a documentation of the
Chicano self-view from an internal, people perspective.
the
have
become
and practitioners
Academicians
for a
"definers", assumed to be spokespersons
"homogeneous" community and consequently spoken on its
behalf. The actors/actresses themselves, the oppressed
and exploited however, are yet to be heard.
A word about "ends". The preferred themes in the
Chicano perspective focus on ethnic identity, cultural
pluralism and a quest for alternative services.
Missing are the original concerns of progressive
practitioners having to do with the conceptualization

of mental health as an instrument of control, internal
It is no small wonder then, that
colonies, etc.
recently, proponents of the perspective saw the need to
be reminded that the ultimate goal of Chicanos social
work with Chicanos by Chicanos *is social change, to
achieve community empowerment (Dieppa, 1982).
Hence, vis a vis its own antecedents, the Chicano
perspective does not live up to its original mandates.
On the question of means, it is satisfied with a
reified, one-dimensional view of culture and history.
It ignores the self-view. As a consequence, it has
failed to provide a substantive theoretical and
empirical base to adequately inform praxis. As for
ends, it trades empowerment and liberation from
oppression for entry into the domain of the definer,
psychological
identity,
and
bilingual-bicultural
service agencies.
This is a case of unreflective
scholarship.
How
can
this
taming
of
action-oriented
scholarship, of its means and ends be explained? How
is it possible to settle for a quasi-sacramental view
of culture, engage in the reification of Chicano ways,
and accept the possibility of mental health as
oppression, simply because the services are to be
delivered in Spanish. The answer lies partly in the
tremendous capacity of the capitalist system to absorb
and redirect protest. Additionally, as it was shown,
the Chicano perspective has failed to made reference to
the imperatives that were to guide it. Other
explanations are also possible.
The Chicano perspective for one, has ignored the
limiting effects of institutional contexts.
It has
also failed to develop strategies for short term
integration
into
the
system
and
long
term
disintegration of the system (Meszaros, 1970). More
concretely, it has not grasped the character and
functions of two key institutional contexts in which it
has and will continue to develop:
the dominant
scientific paradigm and the school.
Further, it has
not enabled the development of effective resistance and
change strategies. Let us take a cursory look at what
has been missed.
THE PARADIGMATIC CONTEXT
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The dominant paradigm in the social sciences, is
that of the classical natural sciences and positivist
philosophy. Samson (1978) notes that this view assumes
a world of facts as an external, natural reality. It
demands that the pursuit of knowledge be objective,
eliminating the perspective of the knower so that pure
facts can be obtained; it seeks principles and laws of
functioning that are abstract, general, and universal.
Hence, person, time, and place are regarded as sources
of error, "noise", to be controlled, largely, through
experimental and survey methodologies.
This means that this natural science conception
denies the historicity of the social world, it also
disregards the historically situated nature of science
making itself.
Namely, a political economic context
which involved the development of industrial society,
the spirit and practice of capitalism, and the
emergence of the middle class (Samson, 1978). As such,
it can arrive at reified description of phenomena and
it can also produce theory lacking generative potency,
that is to say the capacity to challenge dominant
assumptions about the social order and to offer fresh
alternatives to dominant patterns of conduct (Gergen,
1978).
Epistemology and socio-political processes then,
do interact (Kuhn, 1962; Mittroff, 1974; Riegel, 1972;
Samelson, 1974).
Indeed, as Gouldner (1971) and
critical theorists from the Frankfurt School (Jay 1973)
noted, positivistic scientific knowledge about social
reality contains ideological, political, and evaluative
convictions which serve to justify and maintain
dominant, status quo conceptions of the social order.
An alternative conception of proper science is the
historical one (Samson, 1978).
Social theories are
conceived, not as fundamental in the classical physical
science sense, but as reflections of contemporary
history (Gergen, 1973).
Theories, facts and truths
emerge within, and refer back to specific epochs,
places, and paradigms (Samson, 1977; 1978); they are
grounded, socially constructed (Berger & Luckman;
1967),
indexical
(Garfinkel,
1975),
dialectical
(Riegel, 1976) and dynamic (Gergen, 1973).
Thus, the
formulation of transcending laws of human interactions,
a central concern for the natural science perspective,
is considered an illusory pursuit.
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These two scientific paradigms, Samson (1978)
notes, are often encountered as antagonistic modes of
idiographic;
vs.
nomothetic
pursuing knowledge:
prediction/control vs. understanding. This need not be
the case. In fact, present social science ought to
focus on paradigm complementarity in an attitude of
partnership and equality. For neither paradigm can, by
itself, yield a wholistic, reflective representation of
social phenomena. (Samson, 1978; Marcuse, 1964).
A few questions are now in order. What is the
paradigmatic context of the Chicano perspective? Is
the chosen paradigm conducive to the articulation of
Chicano historical and cultural uniqueness? Does the
paradigm have the power to generate liberating theories
to inform praxis? An examination on the major themes
developed within the perspective reveals it, from the
most part, indifferent to the influence of ongoing
social-historical contexts on theory construction. The
structuring effects of paradigms, ideologies, processes
such as reification, and ultimately political economy
are simply not elaborated upon.
This indifference reflects an uncritical stand.
Moreover, it is an indication that the prevalent
Chicano perspective is tied to a conception of natural
science and to an antiquated conception for that matter
(Capra 1982). This is an uneasy alliance. For, as
Sampson (1978) observed, it is a sine qua non posture
of
the
positivistic
mode
to
proceed
as
if
socio-historical
processes, (an overt concern to
Chicano Social Work education), are of no import in the
pursuit of knowledge.
The unreflective scholarship
critique assume yet greater cogency when one considers
Montiel
and Wong's
(1983) observation that the
perspective continues to be allied to status quo,
normative social theories, and when, as argued earlier,
one witnesses a disregard for themes on oppression an
exploitation; the treatment of the concept of culture
as an external category; and the absence of studies
from the perspective of the knower.
Indeed, it appears reasonable to state that the
Chicano perspective has proceeded as if the building of
liberating theory is a value-free enterprise, an
unproblematic matter to be left to accepted research
methodologies of the positivistic variety. It is also
possible to state, as corollary, that this uncritical,
paradigmatic alliance, this one-dimensional posture
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toward theory construction cannot lead to the desired
articulation of Chicano life, as a dynamic, ongoing
cultural-historical, and most important, liberatory
complementary
perspective.
Obviously alternative,
paradigms need to be considered.
THE SCHOOL CONTEXT
A central assumption in liberal thought today,
including in Social Work education, is that schooling
creates and sustains social change. So firm is this
belief that critical issues relevant to the school in
our society are only occasionally considered. For most
academicians, education is equated to schooling and in
turn this process is equated with a technical and
curricular enterprise within which politically neutral
pieces such as knowledge, skills, and values are
arranged and developed, usually by committee, according
The end products, a
to "rational planning" mode.
series of logically coherent courses, configurate into
a program for the achievement of competencies. Social
work educators, (see CSWE most recent (1983) policy on
curriculum) and in the case of our discussion Chicano
academicians have for the most part accepted this view
of pedagogy. This acceptance is uncritical. Moreover,
it can not facilitate the development of a liberatory
Chicano Social Work.
Schooling in our society creates and sustains
social change only if one reduces and equates change
with technological advances and/or negate its ideology.
However, if one considers ideological matters and if
one takes social change to mean liberation from
economic,
forms
of
psychological,
political,
oppression, the liberal tennet must be considered a
fallacy. Indeed, all to the contrary, the key function
of schooling in America is to reflect and reproduce the
existing order. As such, its role is not exclusively
the provision of technical expertise, but also the
provision of particular types of people - the sort of
personality attuned to working and consuming in
relative harmony, and in satisfaction with the social
The function of schooling then is not to
system.
liberate but to maintain and perpetuate existing social
relations of production and consumption through a
(e.g.
of
consciousness
the
forms
monopoly
on
rationality) which are allowed to be created and
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recreated across generations (Bowles & Gintis, 1976;
Bourdieu, 1967; Gintis, 1972).
Further, this production and reproduction of the
social
system
in the minds
of
individuals
is
accomplished primarily through a reduction of the
socio-historical dynamics of schooling to the mechanics
of curriculum development. Knowledge is treated as a
thing, logically related but discretely distinct from
matters
of
skills
and
values.
This
"curriculum-as-fact" view (Young, 1975) is a reified
view of education.
It ignores that knowledge is
socially
constructed,
socially
lived
phenomena,
essentially
inseparable
from
action
and
value
questions.
Additionally,
it
treats
curriculum
categories without reference to its common sense,
everyday life origins (Apple, 1975) and without mention
of what contemporary educational critics (Vallance,
1974) have termed the "hidden curriculum".
This
element in the schooling process deserves consideration
for it is crucial in the inculcation of dominant
values, political socialization, training in obedience,
training
in
acceptance
of
dominant
forms
of
rationality, and just as important, training in a
language, e.g., theories, concepts, modes of acting in
the world, whose grammatical structure justifies the
existing social order. Again, Chicano social workers
in academia or in community settings have not focused
on any of these schooling questions and issues.
TOWARD A CRITICAL CHICANO SOCIAL WORK PERSPECTIVE
The preceeding analysis focused on two areas where
the Chicano social work perspective proves uncritical.
A notable exception to that posture is Atencio's
analysis of social work ideology and his parallel
attempt to construct a model for Chicano social work
education (1982a; 1982b).
Unlike many Chicanos in academia, Atencio has
reflected on the connection between ideology and
knowledge. He finds that the profession reflects the
dominant values of the social system and that these do
not accomodate Chicano life. Chicanos in social work,
therefore,
must
articulate
their
own
ideology,
Chicanismo, and subsequently allow this body of values
and beliefs to guide and justify their academic
practice.
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For Atencio, the structural myth of Chicano
ideology is Aztlan.
This ancient, mytho-religious
corpus of meaning must be specified through an
integrated epistemology (empiricism and phenomenology;
Jung & Marx) which can grasp everyday life (folklore,
art, myths).
And, through praxis, discourse, and
dialogue, the myth should lead Chicanos to the
attainment of fulfillment and authenticity.
In sum, Atencio focuses on the epistemological
issues that impinge on the development of a Chicano
perspective. He recognizes the value of alternative
paradigms; argues for a sociology of knowledge informed
about the effects of ideology; gives credence to the
everyday life as a source of data; recognizes idealism
as well
as historical
and cultural materialism;
advocates
praxis,
dialogue,
and conscientization.
Atencio, in other words, lays out some foundations for
the development of a critical Chicano Social Work
perspective. There are some points however, that are
in need of further critical reflection.
Consider, for example, the question of ideology.
Central to this phenomenon is the presence of a
structural myth which compells adherents to follow a
chosen path (see Feuer, 1975). For Atencio, this myth
is Aztlan. As to the prescriptions, however, they are
not so clear. They appear to be the attainment of
fulfillment and authenticity, which in turn appears to
be equated with social change.
The logical and
historical connections between myth and prescriptions
between Aztlan and fulfillment, are simply not traced.
A reading of works on ideology also informs us
that, the commands contained in structural myths are
materialized
in the consciousness and action of
individuals through processes such as reification,
alienation, and inversion.
Alienation saps creative
energy and impedes cooperative action; reification
supports perception of the status quo as the natural
order and thus, prevents critical self-awareness; and
conversion permits the assimilation of critique, and
critics, into the established order (Rappoport, 1982).
These processes in other words, bear directly on the
possibility of achieving effects like praxis, dialogue,
conscientization, and ultimately change.
Atencio,
however, while an advocate of the effects, shows no
concern for the process that limit them. All to the
contrary, he proceeds as if adherence to Chicanismo is
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all that is needed.
False forms of consciousness, or
empty forms of acting in the world non-withstanding.
This is an uncritical stand.
Another
area
of
contention
is
Atencio's
enthusiastic embracing of the phenomenological method.
Indeed, this approach does appear to be a congenial way
of elucidating Chicano everyday life for it focuses on
the psychological structures, or sets of social rules
guiding the behavior of individuals. This however, is
not enough. On this point, one needs to stand informed
by Gouldner's
(1971)
comments
on phenomenologist
Garfinkel that while concerned with how a definition of
reality becomes established, he is only tangentially
interested in why that definition is dominant at a
particular time and place. Horton's comments (in Huer,
1977) are also noteworthy:
phenomenology while it
renders
a
theoretical
understanding
of,
say
reification, it does not yield a critical historical
account
of
the
phenomenon
or
a
method
for
dereification. It does not result in practical action
against the reified world.
It follows then, that a
Chicano embracing of phenomenology, must occur with
reference to macro considerations, political, economic
institutional, and epistemologic.
In all fairness
Atencio does note macro processes such as cultural and
historical materialism. This is doen so tangentially,
however, as to appear an anlytical afterthought.
The question then, still remains open:
How can
one generate a critical liberatory Chicano Social Work
perspective?
What requisites must such enterprise
meet?
This paper resists formulating yet another
educational model.
It presents for consideration,
however, a beginning answer. This is derived from the
analysis presented above.
At the most general level, the development of a
critical, liberatory perspective needs to he tied to a
critical, liberatory paradigm which at the outset
regards its mode of investigating and the phenomena
under investigation as objects situated in a cultural,
political, economic and ideological milieu.
Within
this context the investigative goal should be to
generate a corpus of meanings that challenges dominant
views and patterns of conduct.
All this for the
purpose of furthering peoples' understanding and
actions (Praxis) in the world.
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More concretely, and as a way of summary, the
argument here is for a Chicano perspective informed
about political economy, paradigmatic and schooling
contexts; astute about ideology and processes such as
of
trusting
cooptation;
alienation,
reification,
everyday life and the "internal" view of its actors/
actresses; rooted in integrated research methodologies;
rejectful of one-dimensional inventory-like views of
culture; open to transformative pedagogies; willing to
challenge the social order and its representative
its
and
the
profession
be
these
institutions
accrediting bodies, or that ascending Chicano professional-managerial group, the culture brokers and
gatekeepers of the still colonized Chicano communities.
Notes
1. For a thorough discussion on this topic refer to
Wong's recent book on Minority Community Mental Health
Training.
2. See, among others, work by Abad et al., 1974;
Aguilar, 1972; Casas, 1976; Cervantes, 1972; De Hoyos
and De Hoyos, 1966; Gomez, et al., 1973; Marigold,
1972; Morales, 1971; Padilla, et al., 1975; Sotomayor,
1976; 1977.
3. On the notion of reification and culture, see
Angulo, et al., 1983; Luckacs, 1971; Berger & Pullberg,
1965; Israel, 1977.
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PRE-RETIREMENT ATTITUDES
AND FINANCIAL PREPAREDNESS:
CROSS-CULTURAL AND GENDER ANALYSIS
John H. Behling
Esther S. Merves
The Ohio State University

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to examine the
differences between males and females across three
different cultures in terms of financial resources for
retirement years and pre-retirement attitudes and
intentions.
The study was carried out in three separate
endeavors in one primary study and two replicatons.
There was one study of white professional workers with
a replication done on black professional workers and
finally a replication study carried out on the island
of Puerto Rico. A total of 913 persons were studied
with equal proportions of female and males.
Findings suggest a lack of financial readiness,
especially among puertoricans and women. Yet the
group most ably prepared (white professionals)
anticipated the least enjoyment of retirement. The
need for pre-retirement planning, especially for women
and ethic minorities is clear. Moreover, the documentation of the inequities between whites, blacks, and
puertoricans should provide further impetus for the
social welfare institutions to confront this discrepancy.
With the rise in life expectancy we can anticipate a corresponding increase in the number of years
that one may spend being retired. Currently, retirement has been the subject of heated debate in regards
to the social security system and mandatory retire
ment. At the same time, labor force participation
rates have declined sharply for those over age 65.1
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While most people probably consider 65 to be the "age
for retirement," the actual age is earlier for many
workers, with a steady increase in the proportion of
workers leaving the labor force from age 55 on. 2 A
65 year old male can now look forward to 14 more
years, while a 65 year old female can anticipate
another 18 years. 3 Thus the term, "early retirement" now has even more salience. Although retirement
encompasses many psychosocial changes and new definitions of the self, the pattern of financial preparedinfluencing
ness may be one of the most important
4
factors affecting early retirement.
The need for pre-retirement planning has been
clearly linked to satisfaction in the retirement
years.5 The consequences of inadequate and incomplete retirement preparation most certainly means, at
worst, years of poverty level existence, and at best,
surviving from month to month and financial crisis to
In general, preparation for
financial crisis.
retirement is minimal; it 6is unorganized beyond the
immediate, personal level.
Sex, Race, Ethnicity and Retirement
Little is known about the female professional and7
the problems she may face during retirement years.
The prevailing thought is that women are the least
prepared. They have lower incomes than men, will have
smaller pensions, and often may lack even social
security coverage.
Retirement, in fact, may pose more
8
serious problems for women than for men.
systematic
Similarly, there has been little
effort devoted to studying pre-retirement planning and
attitudes among black persons. Because of the inequities in American society, for blacks, both early
retirement and pre-retirement planning in many cases
is more of a dream than reality. Kolodrubetz 9 found
that blacks were only half as likely to be receiving
private pensions, and these were only half as large as
among white recipients. Furthermore, Davis 1 0 notes
that, when we look at the high incidence of poverty
among blacks, we find that, at the beginning of their
working lives, over one-third of blacks between 18 and
24 are poor compared with less than one-tenth of
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whites of the same age; one out of two blacks end
their working lives in poverty, compared to one out of
five whites. For both blacks and whites, the odds for
poverty accelerate after age 65, yet for blacks, the
odds are that in one out of two cases, living conditions will be catastrophic.
Now the island of Puerto Rico represents a
special case for cross-cultural study. Its inhabitants are United States citizens (since 1917) as the
island is under United States jurisdiction. However,
it functions as a commonwealth and has had its own
More
constitution and governor since 1952.11
importantly the inhabitants have their own culture and
distinct identity.
Early studies of Puerto Rican culture suggest
that there is very high morale in all segments of the
community and that "people at all levels are relatively equipped for the future with the spirit required .1'2 This is in spite of approximately 25%
constant unemployment and lengthy periods of extremely
high inflation.
Purpose
The purpose of this analysis is to consolidate
and disseminate the results from three studies, each
representing women and men from three distinct ethnic
or cultural groups. The objective is to examine the
financial resources of professional workers, and
retirement attitudes and intentions, by gender, within
white, black and puertorican populations.
Method
All three studies utilized a cross-sectional
survey method and controlled for three factors: sex,
This was to insure equal
age, and profession.
proportions of females and males in addition to
Professionals
persons from age 25 to 64 years.
represent the group with the best opportunities for
pre-retirement planning and both high and lower status
Within these
professions were equally represented.
details
Complete
utilized.
was
sampling
random
strata,
regarding sampling procedures may be found in Kilty
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and Behling, (1980). White and black respondents were
sampled in a large midwestern city (population
596,000) and puertorican respondents from -the metropolitan area of San Juan, (population 500,000). Sample
size included:
519 whites, 234 blacks, and 160
puertoricans for a total of 913.
All three studies utilized the same instruments
with the puertorican schedules translated to Spanish.
The data were collected as part of a larger effort to
determine how retirement attitudes and intentions were
influenced by: the cultural forces of race, ethnicity, gender, age, and professional status; alienation from work and everyday life; orderliness of
career or work history; life-long habits of using free
time constructively; extensiveness of pre-retirement
financial planning; and choice of retirement life
styles.
Of particular concern here are gender, race/ethnicity, and financial planning variables, along with
retirement attitudes and intentions. Respondents were
asked to indicate whether or not they had 17 various
kinds of financial arrangements as possible sources of
retirement income. Examples of such sources included
health insurance, bank accounts and certificates,
stocks, annuities, and pensions.
Two measures were concerned with retirement
intentions: the age at which the respondents personally planned to retire, and whether they had considered early retirement. Two additional scales were
used to measure retirement attitudes (Goudy, et. al.,
1975).13 The first scale was, "Anticipated Enjoyment
of Retirement," while the other scale was entitled,
"Avoidance of Retirement."
Each scale consisted of
four items which employed a seven point continuum.
Respondent Characteristics
Since this study was concerned with retirement
planning some background is in order regarding the
current situation of these professionals.
The majority of the professionals (78%) were
lawyers, social workers, high school teachers and
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college professors, with equal numbers of women and
men in each category. Once again, this was primarily
by design since these professionals were easily accessible and represented both high and low status as
accorded by our society. Other occupations represented included nurses, physicians, accountants, and
various administrators. Professional status scores
were assigned and ranged from a low of 49 to a high of
99,14 The mean was 88.62 with a standard deviation
of 8.78. Twenty-two jpercent (22%) of the sample were
Thus the respondents in this
at the mode of 82.
sample held higher status positions than most in our
society. Indeed, 17.2% held doctoral degrees, 17.1%
law degrees, 39.3% master's, and 23% held bachelors.
The majority, 85%, were salaried professionals,
while 13% were self-employed. About one-third (34.6%)
had held three or four work positions at the time of
the study while 41% had only held one or two work
Forty-four
positions in their career histories.
percent had been in their current position for four
years or less, while 10.2% had spent at least twenty
years in their current position.
The majority were married (68%) and those never
married (17.5) and divorced (11.4%) were overwhelming
Thirty-one percent (288) of the
(over 80%) female.
sample were childless, and of those with children, 67%
(424) had children under the age of eighteen.
Age was controlled for by the study design and
25% of the sample were in each ten year age group: 25
to 34 years, 35 to 44 years, 45 to 54, and 55 to 64
years. The mean was 43.02 while the median was 42.19
years. As mentioned earlier, 50% of the sample were
female.
Not surprisingly, their current salaries reflect
our stratified society. As Tables 1 and 2 reveal, the
discrepancies are greatest between whites and blacks
on the one hand and puertoricans on the other, as well
as the glaring inequity between women and men,
regardless of ethnicity. The discrepancy between
males and females however is not as great with the
It is important to note
puertorican professionals.
that these inequities between females and males remain

1.7

at least constant or were even
more discrepant within
15
all occupational groupings.

Table 1.

Current Salary by Sex Within Ethnic Groups
(Reported in Percent)

Salary
Dollars
(Gross p/yr)
Below
10,000

WHITE*
Female

BLACK*

Male

Female

PUERTORICAN*

Male

Female

Male

Total

1.4

1.3

4.8

1.1

24.1

10.1

4.9

10-14999

27.8

8.4

24.1

8.6

34.2

26.6

19.8

15-19999

31.9

20.3

31.3

19.4

20.3

29.1

25.8

20-24999

19.0

17.2

22.9

18.3

8.9

16.5

17.6

25 & above 19.9

52.9

16.9

52.7

12.7

17.7

31.9

(227)
100%

(83)
100%

(93)
100%

(79)
100%

(79)
100%

IOIAL

(216)
100%

T7W
100%

Raw frequencies in parenthesis.
*All associations significant at the .05 level.

Table 2.

Current Salary by Sex and by Ethnicity
(Reported in Percent)

balary
Dollars
(Gross p/yr)*
Below
10,000

WHITE
1.4

BLACK

PUERTORICAN
2.8

FEMALE

*

MALE

17.1

6.8

3.0

30.4

28.0

12.0

10-14999

17.8

15-19999

26.0

25.0

24.7

29.6

22.2

20-24999

18.1

20.5

12.7

18.1

17.2

25 & above

36.8

35.8

15.2

17.5

45.6

(443)
100%

(176)
100%

(158)
100%

IUIAL

15.9

382)
100%

(401)
100%

*All associations significant at the .u level.
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Table 3. Extensiveness of Pre-Retirement Planning: Financial
Variables by Sex, and Race/Ethnicity
(Reported by the proportion who have any of the type of
coverage)

SEX
Resources

Female

Male

RACE/ETHNICITY**
White Blak
P.R.

I TOTAL

1 Health Insurance 67.5

71.1

67.1

78.6

63.1

69.3

2

65.3 *

73.7

68.4

76.1

64.4

69.5

37.4 *

46.3

37.8

46.2

48.8

41.9

Social Security

3 Bank Account
4

Bank Certificate 33.4

34.9

41.0

28.2

18.8

34.2

5

Stocks & Bonds

35.8

36.9

46.8

32.1

8.8

36.3

6

Mutual Funds

14.9

14.0

18.1

13.2

3.8

14.5

7 Annuity

31.0

32.1

36.0

35.5

10.6

31.6

8 Endowments

11.4

13.4

8.3

19.7

15.6

12.4

9

Income frcm
current prof.

61.1 *

70.9

67.8

71.4

53.1

66.1

10

Income from
oher prof.

24.0 *

44.2

33.3

39.7

28.8

34.2

11

Private Pension

20.7 *

30.8

29.9

24.8

14.4

25.8

12

Public Pension

65.9

61.2

60.7

61.5

75.0

63.5

13

Spouse Income

48.1

48.9

48.7

54.7

38.1

48.5

14

Real Estate

39.8

42.7

42.2

45.3

33.1

41.2

15

Business Venture 12.5 *

27.6

22.4

21.4

11.3

20.1

16

Other

15.4 *

19.6

18.9

19.7

10.6

17.5

17

Will

51.4 *

61.6

72.6

47.9

16.3

56.6

*Signiflcantly associated at p<.05.
**All 17 measures were significantly associated
with race/ethnicity
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Given their salaries as a starting point, let us
now turn to the central focus of the analysis, the
financial preparedness for retirement and preretirement attitudes and intentions.
Financial Preparedness
As Table 3 indicates, the most popular methods
for financial retirement planning are social security,
and public pensions. Interestingly, 66% indicated
have income from their current
that they will still
profession as a resource which indicates that many are
not planning for full retirement, nor even planning
for that possibility. Having health insurance and
having made a will are not financial planning per se.
Indeed, the data revealed a general lack of
financial planning as the average number of traditional types of plans (bank certificates, stocks,
mutual funds, annuities) that respondents had was
1.17. The average number of pensions was 1.59 and the
average number of venturesome types of plans (e.g.:
business investments) was 1.38.
Once again, we find large gaps in financial
preparedness particularly among puertoricans, and
women regardless of ethnicity. While Table 3 reveals
some
the overall effects of sex and ethnicity
interactions between sex and ethnicity were found.
These, as well as areas where the differences are more
accentuated within one particular ethnic group will be
discussed next.
Social Security
The main effects of sex, of women having less
than men within ethnic groups was the least for
That is, the
blacks, followed by puertoricans.
discrepancy between males and females was the highest
within the white professionals, 62% for females and
75% for males, a 13% difference. The difference was
9% and 6% for puertoricans and blacks, respectively.
were
although puertoricans
Interestingly,
associated (p<.05) with the lowest proportion, social
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security represents the most significant economic
security measure on the island.
Bank Accounts
Blacks and puertoricans were more likely to use
conventional bank accounts for retirement saving.
Within the white sample there was no difference
between females and males, however there were major
gender gaps within the other two groups.
For blacks
there was a 17.9% difference and for puertoricans the
difference was 20%. Over half (55.2%) of the black
male professionals compared to 37.3% of the females
had a bank account for retirement purposes.
Almost
60% of the puertorican males did, compared to 40% of
the females.
Income From Another Profession
Males were more likely to expect to have retirement income from another profession, perhaps a second
career or other types of employment. Although it
appears that a low proportion of puertoricans expect
this, when broken down by sex, the proportions were
38% for males compared to 20% for the females. For
the puertorican sample,the gender difference took
precedence over the ethnic difference. However, 33% of
the black females expect this as compared to 20% and
21% of the puertorican and white females.
Pensions
While private pensions are low for women and
puertorican professionals, the gap is the smallest
within the puertorican group. Only sixteen percent
(16%) of the males and 12% of the female professionals
in Puerto Rico have private pension coverage.
As for public pension coverage, more white
females (65.2%) than white males (56.4%) have this as
a resource. Puertorican women lag by 8% behind their
male counterparts (71.3% for women and 78.8% for men),
while black women are only 4% behind black males
(63.6% and 59.5%, respectively).
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Summary of Financial Prepardness
The data revealed a general lack of financial
planning and resources among all three groups and
particularly among puertoricans and women regardless
of ethnicity or race. White professionals had the
most resources, sometimes three times as much as
puertoricans, especially in the areas of bank certificates, stocks and bonds, and annuities. Often perhaps
because of stronger gender norms, puertorican women do
the least planning. Although because of the relatively few resources available to puertoricans, the gender
gap was closed in some areas, and was glaring in the
case of blacks and whites living in the continental
United States. Black professionals however are not an
accurate representation of all black workers in
America. The black professional has nominally "succeeded" in a white world and in many instances closely
approximates white professionals, except in the areas
of bank certificates, stocks and bonds, which still
reflect a racial gap in important economic measures.
Yet, compared to the puertorican professionals the
black professionals seem more ably prepared.
Preretirement Attitudes and Intensions
Our focus here is to examine the variability
among females and males across different cultural and
ethnic milieus in their attitudes and intentions and
assess its meaning in relation to the findings
presented above.
The two scales that were utilized to measure
attitudes, "anticipated enjoyment" and" avoidance of
retirement" have theoretical low and high points of 4
and 28. The means for the total study population were
18.35 and 11.93, respectively, with standard deviations of 4.59 and 4.80. This represents a somewhat
positive attitude toward retirement as high scores are
in agreement with the scale title.
Using analysis of variance techniques no interactions were found nor any significant difference
between females and males. On both scales, however
there was a significant (p<.05) main effect for
ethnicity. Puertorican professionals held the most
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positive attitude toward retirement, followed by black
professionals. White professionals scored the lowest
on anticipated enjoyment (M=17.68), while the means
for puertoricans and blacks were 19.92 and 18.74,
respectively.
On the avoidance of retirement scale, the same
pattern ensued, only blacks were slightly lower than
puertoricans on avoidance. The means were 12.37 for
white professionals, 11.30 for blacks, and 11.40 for
puertoricans.
Thus, although puertoricans are the least
prepared financially, their opinions on retirement
suggest a strong cultural difference. This interpretation was further supported by the data on retirement
intentions.
The mean age intended for retirement was 60.91
years; for women it was 60.81 and for men 61.02. This
difference was not significant; however, the main
effect for ethnicity was. The mean for puertoricans
was 58.46 years, while the mean for whites was 61.84
and the mean for blacks was 60.79 years (p<.05). There
was no significant interaction, thus the main contrast
is between puertoricans on one hand and blacks and
whites on the other.
Interestingly, 153 respondents
did not wish to answer this question.
Finally, the last measure considered in this
analysis, whether the respondent had considered, or
would consider early retirement, was once again a
confirmation of the established contrast between the
ethnic groups.
Respondents could indicate that they
definitely have considered early retirement, or
possibly, on the affirmative side. On the negative
side they could indicate that they doubt it,
or
definitely not.
The association of puertoricans
affirming and whites and blacks disaffirming was
strong (p<.O01).
Over half (54.1%) of the puertoricans have considered early retirement compared to
25.6% of the blacks and 25.8% of the whites.
Almost
half (46.0%) of the whites and a little
more than a
third (37.2%) of the blacks had definitely not
considered early retirement, compared to only 19.5% of
the puertorican group. Combining the affirmative and
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negative responses, 40.8% of the white professionals,
45.7% of the blacks, and 69.0% of the puertoricans had
either possibly or definitely considered early
retirement. Thus, 60% of the whites and 20% of the
puertoricans and 54% of blacks had not wanted to
consider it. There were no gender differences except
within the puertorican sample. Women were more likely
to have possibly considered it, while men were more
likely to have definitely considered it.
Discussion
The pattern that can be discerned is that white
professionals may be more prepared financially for
retirement although this is not reflected in attitudes nor intentions. Regardless of culture, women
had fewer resources for retirement.
Men had more
pension coverage and were more likely to be involved
in venturesome investments which are the kinds of
financial activities that have the greatest potential
return. Women did not differ from men on retirement
attitudes nor intentions, which suggests that they
have the same expectations; yet for women resources
are scarce.
There are still major economic gaps between
blacks and whites, but mostly the inequity is between
those Americans living in the continental United
States and those Americans living on one of its
colonies. Despite the vast development of private
enterprises (mostly North American), few provide
retirement benefits to their puertorican employees.
Yet, the puertoricans enjoy a more positive and
open attitude towards retirement. We can learn from
the cultural diversity exemplified here.
The social need both at individual and institutional levels for pre-retirement planning to help
individuals adjust to retirement and live full lives
should be a high priority. Many investment firms are
offering special programs for women in response to
this need. However, until a more equitable distribution of income and pension systems are realized, this
objective will be difficult to achieve.
As for the
American citizens who are puertoricans, many questions
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still remain unanswered. It must be re-emphasized
that puertorican samples are professional workers, who
have the same training and credentials as their
mainland counterparts. Puerto Rico is a strategic
island in the Carribean in terms of United States
military policy. Perhaps the economic well-being of
its citizens should be of equal importance.
Conclusion
Although retirement can be conceptualied as an
event, or status, what was germaine to this research
effort was retirement as a planning process. Some of
the major questions were how and when do professionals
prepare for retirement? Are there any discernable
stages in the planning process? Our results were
consistent with previous findings that most people do
not prepare for retirement.
With regard to financial
preparation over data suggested that it is not so much
a question of "planning" as of "growing" into financial preparedness. Since resources are scarce, women
and puertoricans cannot financially plan a decade or
two before retirement, as white male professionals
can.
Yet puertoricans may be said to be more prepared
socially and emotionally as evidenced by their
attitudes and intentions. Anticipatory socialization
not only in terms of finances but in terms of roles
and activities is crucial to a satisfying transition.
What is to account for this difference?
Although this presents ground for further
research we would like to begin to offer a basic
sociological thesis as a starting point. That is,
that the cultural meaning of retirement will influence
the behavior patterns exemplified. The Blumerian
premise of symbolic interactionism is that people act
on the basis of meaning. Just what does retirement
mean to puertorican professionals? We can suggest as
others have found that the perception of the importance of income to satisfy life's wants may be a
critical factor. 1 6 In other words, those with higher
incomes and higher status continue to work longer. How
What is an adequate
important is making money?
retirement income? Those are questions that must be
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faced in the consumer (e.g.:
culture we live in.

buying and selling)

Our data did not support gender differences in
attitudes and intentions, only in financial resources
and planning. This is discrepant from other findings,
however the differences in financial resources may
summarize what's most important in regards to gender
and retirement. Not only do women have less resources
due to discrimination in income, but since their work
pattern is often different than men (child bearing and
rearing) they have fewer years in employment. Thus
many women will have to work longer than their male
counterparts in order to provide for themselves in
retirement.
In sum then we would like to emphasize the
response needed from social welfare institutions, both
in terms of direct services to all individuals and
especially to minority groups, and in terms of policy
at state and federal levels.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines juvenile delinquency prevention programs which implement large-scale intervention
and social change strategies. A typology of community
organization practice is used to analyze the assumptions, objectives, and methods underlying these approaches.
Three models of community organization-locality development, social planning, and social
action--are used to evaluate three exemplary delinquency prevention programs: the Chicago Area Project,
the 1960's provision of opportunity programs, and the
1960's comprehensive community-based projects such as
Mobilization for Youth. The difficulties encountered
in implementing these models and programs are identified and assessed. The implications for contemporary
crime prevention efforts are also considered.

Juvenile delinquency prevention encompasses a wide
range of practices, and there is little consensus on
what the term "prevention" means (Wright and Dixon,
1977).
In general, three preventative orientations
can
be
identified:
primary prevention, secondary
prevention, and tertiary prevention. Primary prevention attempts to keep delinquent behavior from arising
in the first place; it involves strategies directed at
the entire community and not just at individuals who
are "the casualties seeking treatment" (Klein and
Goldston, 1977:vii).
Secondary prevention focuses on
*We would like to thank Neil Cohen and James Winship
for their helpful comments and suggestions.
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early diagnoses and treatment of vulnerable children,
and tertiary prevention aims to avoid recidivist behavior after delinquent acts have already occurred.
Some observers argue that it would be preferable to
limit the use of the term prevention to primary prevention, while rehabilitation would be a more appropriate label for secondary and tertiary prevention
(Klein and Goldston, 1977; Gilbert, 1982).
The purpose of this
paper is to critically
examine approaches
to delinquency prevention that
embody
the
notion of
primary
prevention.
These
efforts involve large-scale intervention and social
change strategies which attempt to provide opportunities to disadvantaged youth, develop community
resources, implement institutional reform, and organize and mobilize target-area residents for collective action [1].
A typology of community organization practice, as developed by Jack Rothman (1979a;
Cox et al., 1979), will be used to analyze the assumptions, objectives, and methods underlying programs of
this nature. While there is controversy as to whether
there exists a coherent body of community organization
theory (Schwartz, 1977), there are clearly delineated
models of community organization practice.
In this
paper, three models of community organization--locality development, social planning, and social action-will be used to evaluate three exemplary delinquency
prevention programs:
the Chicago Area Project, the
1960's provision of opportunity programs, and the
1960's comprehensive community-based projects such as
Mobilization for Youth. These programs span a range
of local and federal efforts which emphasized alteration or modification of the environmental, community,
and institutional conditions which were believed to
cause delinquency.
By examining the general principles underlying these strategies, our analysis avoids
simply re-hashing them as episodes in the development
of delinquency theory. Rather, they become significant
as attempts to operationalize theory through particular
organizational mechanisms.
After outlining the assumptions underlying the
three models of community organization practice and
evaluating the delinquency prevention programs, we
will also consider their implications for contemporary
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efforts at crime prevention. In contrast to earlier
approaches, these efforts aim to change the behavior
of potential victims rather than potential offenders
(Lewis and Salem, 1981). However, many of the assumptions underlying victim-oriented crime prevention
are rooted in earlier offender-oriented programs.
Thus, it is imperative that future prevention efforts
of all kinds take into account the advantages and
limitations of past practices.
MODELS OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION PRACTICE
Community organization is defined as "intervention at the community level oriented towards
improving or changing community institutions and
solving community problems" (Cox et al., 1979:3).
For analytic purposes, Rothman (1979a) delineates
three different models of community organization
practice:
locality development, social planning, and
social action [2]. Each of these has its own assumptions, utilities, and limitations. Locality development and social planning more readily lend themselves
to a consensus view of society and the maintenance of
social stability. Social action is oriented toward a
conflict view of society and the promotion of institutional social change. However, these approaches need
not be applied in a mutually exclusive manner and can
be either mixed or phased in their application to
specific community problems.
According to Rothman, the central assumption of
locality development is that community change is best
brought about by enlisting the broadest range of
people at the local level to collectively identify
needs, goals, and solutions to problems. The basic
themes include "democratic procedures, voluntary cooperation,
self-help,
development
of
indigenous
leadership,
and
educational objectives"
(Rothman,
1979a:27).
Process goals are accorded the highest
priority; that is, the primary goal is to establish
cooperative
working
relationships
and
widespread
interest and participation in community affairs.
Consensus tactics are used by the community organizer
to bring various interest groups, social classes, and
ethnic groups together to identify their common concerns. It is assumed that these groups have interests

to
and amenable
that
are
basically reconcilable
However, it is the process
rational problem-solving.
of bringing the community together, rather than the
accomplishment of particular tasks, that is central
to locality development.
In social planning emphasis is placed on the
design and application of controlled rational change
by "experts" who possess highly technical skills and
is
on task
The emphasis
knowledge.
specialized
goals, that is, the completion of a specified task
to
the
solution of a tangible problem.
related
Community members are viewed as customers or beneficiaries of services and are not involved in the
planning or delivery process.
Social change tends to
be gradual, maintenance-oriented, removed from politics, and regulated and controlled by professionals
who are not themselves members of the client population. The organizer often acts as a mediator between
conflicting interests and attempts to tone down more
radical demands.
the
social action
approach
the
Finally,
in
community organizer seeks to mobilize the economicalmembers
of the
ly
and politically
disadvantaged
community to make effective demands for the redistribution of resources and alteration of institutional
policies.
This approach may involve both task and
frequently
process
goals.
Conflict
tactics
are
engaged in as the organizer aims to build a large
and
utilizing
consitituency, capable
of
obtaining
to promote
their
own
interests.
Dominant
power
political and economic groups and institutions are
often the targets of change and considered to be part
of the community's problems.
The organizer is a
partisan and advocate of the disenfranchised and not
a mediator of conflicting community interests.
ideal types,
locality development,
social
As
planning, and social action identify the basic assumptions underlying various large-scale delinquency
prevention programs.
In the following sections we
community organization models
to
will use
these
evaluate the Chicago Area Project, the programs for
the provision of opportunities, and the comprehensive
projects.
While
these
prevention
community-based
programs were not necessarily pure applications of
any single model of community organization practice,
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each contained different emphases which can be illuminated by applying community organization concepts.
THE CHICAGO AREA PROJECT
The Chicago Area Project (CAP), begun in the
early 1930's, is considered to be the classic illustration of locality development as applied to delinquency prevention
(Mech, 1975).
The underlying
philosophy was that only through the mobilization and
active participation of the entire community was it
possible to impact significantly upon the problem of
delinquency (Spergel, 1969; Dixon and Wright, 1974).
The project was rooted in the work of Clifford Shaw
(1942) who examined the ecological distribution of
delinquency and found urban slums to be populated by
a
disproportionate
number
of
delinquent
youths.
Unlike the anomie-opportunity theory which formed the
basis of later programs, Shaw did not consider blocked
opportunities or institutional inequality to be the
central problem. Rather, he saw the problem as lying
in social disorganization and the failure of the
adult community to exert informal social controls
over its youth.
Self-help and democratic procedures were major
themes of the CAP. Project staff workers functioned
in an advisory role, but decisions about policies and
programs were made by community members, independent
of the approval or disapproval of the project staff.
The task for community organizers was to convince
local residents to assume responsibility for the prevention of delinquency, to help them exercise more
influence over their children, and to facilitate
cooperation
and
joint
problem-solving
among
the
residents, the churches, the schools, the courts, the
police, and other significant community groups.
The
focus was on building community cohesion and pride,
and on developing residents'
confidence in their
ability to effect change (Empey, 1982; Schlossman and
Sedlak, 1983).
The CAP engaged people in a variety of activities
intended to achieve its goals.
The development of
recreational facilities and the creation of clubs,
hobby groups, and rap groups were central features.
The CAP pioneered the use of detached workers to

provide curbstone counseling for juveniles and identify indigenous gang leaders who might be encouraged
to adopt the legitimate community's values. Efforts
to intercede in matters relating to the schools and
juvenile justice system forshadowed more contemporary
efforts at child advocacy and diversion. Finally,
the project attempted to assist incarcerated juveniles in preparing for return to the community (Empey,
1982; Schlossman and Sedlak, 1983).
The CAP applied the model of locality development
in a purist fashion and utilized consensus tactics.
The accomodative spirit was illustrated by the community's willingness to accept responsibility for the
city's delapidated physical appearance and its decision not to indict the city's service departments.
On the other hand, the assumption of consensus and
cooperative problem-solving which predicated locality
development was often lacking. It was difficult to
find common ground between local residents and representatives
of
the
business
community,
schools,
churches, and the criminal justice system.
For
instance, attempts to enlist the help of the business
community in expanding the employment opportunities
for delinquent youths were not always successful.
The project was also criticized for its heavy reliance on the voluntary services of the Polish Catholic
Church which was accused of using the recreational
programs to proselytize potential converts. Programs
in some neighborhoods were criticized for interfering
with those sponsored by other groups.
Even the
professional staff of organizers was sometimes annoyed
and upset about its loss of control over the project,
suggesting a preference for a social planning approach
to community organizing (Schlossman and Sedlak, 1983).
One of the strongest criticisms was levied by
Saul Alinsky, the project's most aggressive detached
worker.
Although the CAP attempted to increase
community empowerment by training indigenous leadership and intervening in institutional affairs, Alinsky
argued that it was inadequate to achieve significant
economic change. He advocated confrontational tactics
indicative of a social action approach to community
organizing in order to force more fundamental political and economic concessions from the power structure. Alinsky's frustration undoubtedly derived from
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a basic dilemma of locality development strategies-how to sustain community interest following mobilization when process goals are given priority over task
goals (Schlossman and Sedlak, 1983).
In spite of these problems, Shaw believed that
the project was successful in reducing delinquency in
the community (Schlossman and Sedlak, 1983).
Though
this reduction was difficult to measure, Kobrin (1959)
argues that the case for the CAP ultimately rests on
logical and analytic grounds.
Shaw was mainly interested in demonstrating the possibility of operationalizing his analysis of social problems through particular organizational mechanisms.
He believed that:
(1) delinquency was symptomatic of underlying social
processes; (2) simply responding on a one-to-one basis
with individual youths was ineffective; and (3) the
entire community must and could be organized effectively to solve its own problems.
THE 1960'S PROVISION OF OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
Many observers view the delinquency prevention
programs of the 1960's as direct descendants of the
CAP (Freeman et al., 1979; Empey, 1982; Ohlin, 1983).
However, there are significant differences which can
be highlighted by applying Rothman's community organization
typology.
The various programs
associated
with the 1960's period and the "War on Poverty" were
predicated on the anomie theory of Robert Merton
(1938) and its application to deliquency by Richard
Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin (1960).
Essentially, the
theory postulated that delinquent behavior develops
because of a discrepancy between the aspirations of
disadvantaged youth for
culturally approved goals
(i.e.,
success, money, material goods)
and their
opportunities to achieve these goals through legitimate
channels
(i.e.,
education,
employment).
In
general, the prescribed remedy involved significant
improvement in the economic and educational opportunities of low-income and minority youth.
The 1960's programs were comprised of two major
orientations--the "provision of opportunity" programs
and
the
"comprehensive
community-based"
projects.
The former utilized a social planning model of community organization, while the
latter employed a
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social action model mixed with locality development
and social planning. Because the provision of opportunity programs relied on a single model, we will
discuss them first and consider the comprehensive
community-based projects in the following section.
The provision of opportunity programs attempted
to increase low-income and minority youths' access to
The
socially-approved means of obtaining success.
of
1964 authorized the
Act
Opportunity
Economic
Department of Labor to become involved in delinquency
prevention through the Neighborhood Youth Corps and
The Neighborhood Youth Corps included
the Job Corps.
an in-school program to provide jobs and training on
a part-time basis to youths who were enrolled, a
summer work program for students who needed summer
jobs to remain in school, and an out-of-school program for youths who were both unemployed and unenrolled in school. The Job Corps differed in that it
was designed to take low-income urban youths out of
their delinquency-prone environment and place them in
residential centers for job-training. These residential centers were frequently located in rural areas
forest
conservation
were
taught
where
residents
This was a
1978).
(Griffen and Griffen,
skills
serious planning error which obviously ignored the
training needs of urban youth who would be returning
In addition,
to the city to search for employment.
both the Job Corps and the Neighborhood Youth Corps
guaranteeing
training
without
offered
job
merely
employment upon completion of training. The validity
of preparing youths for jobs which did not exist was
another planning error.
During the same decade, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the Department of Housing
and Urban Development developed a broad range of
delinquency prevention programs. For instance, HEW's
Upward Bound program was directed towards producing
positive changes in motivation and skill to faciliachievement of disadvantaged
educational
tate the
Similarly, HUD's Model Cities programs proyouth.
vided youth in deteriorated urban areas with college
scholarships, job placements, college prep programs,
included
projects.
They also
health career
and
direct social services such as counseling, drug abuse
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treatment, help for unwed mothers, recreation, and
teen clubs (Griffen and Griffen, 1978).
The provision of opportunity programs were the
outcome of a straight-forward social planning approach.
Professional
planners
with
specialized
skills and knowledge designed a program of controlled
rational change to solve the delinquency problem.
The planners, working for the government, created
programs which were considered to be in the public
interest, but the recipients of these services had
minimal or no role in the determination of program
policy or goals.
Community workers tended to operate
as agents of the state, helping to regulate the poor
and phase out social action oriented projects and
confrontational
tactics
(see
Piven
and
Cloward,
1971).
Rooted in liberal ideology, the social planning
approach to providing opportunities sought only to
establish conditions of equal opportunity for individuals to compete for society's economic rewards.
While these programs did help to secure a fragile
black middle class, equality of result has not been
achieved for the intransigent underclass which contributes disproportionately to the serious crime and
delinquency problem in urban areas (Wilson, 1978).
Lacking a concern with community involvement, selfhelp, and use of indigenous community resources and
leadership, the social planning model lent itself to
an expensive, bureaucratic welfare apparatus which
administered "prevention" to clients but which created as much "opportunity" for social welfare professionals as it did for the target population.
As was the case with the CAP, the provision of
opportunity strategies were never subjected to systematic program evaluation to determine their effectiveness on reducing delinquency. Rather than reaching hard-core delinquent or delinquent-prone youth,
the programs may have only helped those who were more
motivated and upwardly mobile to begin with (Spergel,
1969; Grosser, 1976).
Thus, neo-conservative critics
(e.g.,
Wilson, 1975) have pointed to the rise in
crime rates which occurred during this period and
suggested that the provision of opportunity programs
were based on a naive liberal optimism and a blind
"throwing money" approach to solving social problems.
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We will have more to say about the limitations of
these programs after discussing the social action
component of the 1960's efforts. It suffices here to
say that anomie-opportunity theory in its original
form no longer guides delinquency prevention strategies in the United States.
COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY-BASED PREVENTION
Like the provision of opportunity programs, the
1960's comprehensive community-based prevention (CCBP)
projects attempted to prevent delinquency through
modification or alteration of social conditions. However, promoters of CCBP attempted to utilize and integrate all three models of community organization:
locality development, social planning, and social
action.
The CCBP programs began in the early 1960's
through the auspices of the President's Committee on
Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime and continued
under the Office of Economic Opportunity. They were
large-scale, multi-dimensional social welfare programs
established under federal control, funded with government money, and rooted in the local neighborhood.
The projects focused on increasing the ability of
communities to develop the requisite services and
conditions which would enable youths to participate
in and have influence upon community affairs (Grosser,
1976; Freeman et al., 1979).
The comprehensive community-based projects placed
a great deal of emphasis on locality development strategies of community organization. As in the CAP,
adults and juveniles were involved in autonomous, community-controlled organizations. Adults were included
to help reduce community apathy and provide evidence
to young people that residents could effectively exerIn 1964, a
cise control over their own affairs.
demonstration review panel summed up the basic assumption:
The panel is unanimous in its opinion that
major involvement on the part of community
residents to improve their own situation
is the sine qua non of a successful comprehensive program to combat delinquency in
disadvantaged and demoralized communities
(Grosser, 1976:24).
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One year later, Title II of the Economic Opportunity
Act translated this recommendation into a mandate for
"maximum feasible
participation."
This mandate
generated much controversy and criticism when coupled
with the social action components of these projects
(Moynihan, 1969).
Mobilization for Youth (MFY) is viewed as the
blueprint for comprehensive community-based delinquency prevention programs (Empey, 1982). MFY utilized a combination of the three community organization strategies to achieve a broad range of objectives, including: (1) the improvement of educational
opportunities through teacher training, the development of relevant curriculum and teaching methods,
increased parent-school contacts, and pre-school
programs;
(2) the creation of job opportunities
through work subsidies, vocational training, and
career guidance; (3) the organization of the lowincome community through the formation of neighborhood councils and the mobilization of residents for
social action;
(4) the provision of specialized
services to youth through detached gang workers,
recreation activities, and rap groups; and (5) the
provision of specialized services to families through
Neighborhood Service Centers which offered child
care, counseling, and assistance in applying for
public social services (Empey, 1982).
Inspired by MFY, the President's Committee
sponsored additional legislation and invited other
communities to submit proposals and demonstrate how
they would set up a comprehensive, large-scale program
aimed at achieving institutional and social change.
The federal government offered funding and assistance
in planning, but the communities had to utilize their
own resources and involve residents of the target
area in the planning and implementation (Empey,
1982). Some of the better known of these demonstration projects included:
Houston Action for Youth,
Harlem Youth Unlimited-Associated Community Teams,
and the United Planning Organization in Washington,
D.C. The central features shared by these diverse
projects were: (1) the development and promotion of
community involvement and self-help capabilities;
(2) the organization of formal structures for indigenous leadership and decision-making, such as neighbor139

hood councils, policy boards, and committees; (3) the
maintenance
of
local
autonomy;
(4) the
increased
responsiveness of social institutions to the needs of
the target population;
and (5) the involvement of
both youths and adults in social action activities
designed to redress specific grievances in the areas
of housing, health care, and discrimination in employment (Mech, 1975; Grosser, 1976).
The social action component of these projects
generated a great deal of criticism, debate, and
withdrawal of support.
In MFY, for instance, the
residents were encouraged to participate in strikes,
protests,
and confrontations with public institutions.
The
intended goal was to make political
leaders aware that the community was an organized
interest group to which they must respond. Frequently,
the community's grievances concerned the same institutions
(e.g.,
schools, welfare,
juvenile justice
system) that the prevention program attempted to
bring together in a cooperative alliance.
The consequence was that local, federal, and private sponsors
became
the
targets
of
social
action
strategies
(Grosser, 1976).
It was a classic case of "biting the
hand that feeds you," a dilemma created by attempting
to mix the consensus tactics of locality development
with the confrontational tactics of social action.
This
built-in
contradiction
pitted
the
goals of
political leaders and funding agencies against community organizers and local residents.
Whereas the
politicians and funding agencies desired to achieve
community stability by getting youths involved in
legitimate activities,
the
community attempted to
challenge the power structure and change the political
process which distributed inequitable institutional
opportunities in the first place. By the mid 1960's,
MFY was overrun by accusations of communist sympathies
and misuse of government funds, and organizers who
favored social action were eventually purged (Krisberg,
1975).
Other CCBP projects experienced similar difficulties.
Local interest groups and institutions such
as landlords, police, school officials, and the news
media,
mounted
counter-offensive
propaganda
which
encouraged
curtailment
of
funds.
The
escalating
Vietnam military budget
also
reduced
funds, and

remaining program resources had to be devoted to
organizational
survival
rather
than
the
original
social
change
objectives.
Confrontational tactics
and innovative programs were toned down or altered to
conform to a social planning model of social service
delivery that was more attractive to funding sponsors.
Many were transformed into predominately counseling
and treatment programs (Burkhardt, 1973).
Some observers question whether there was ever
full political support for the radical changes implied
by opportunity theory and CCBP (Marris and Rein,
1973).
Many community agencies did not believe that
such large-scale changes could be justified merely to
prevent
delinquency
(Ohlin,
1983).
Bureaucratic
funding
policies,
administrative
demands,
and
a
preoccupation with accountability, efficiency, and
cost-benefit analysis took precedence over innovation
and experimentation. Many projects were only granted
short-term funding with no commitment for continued,
long-term support. Evaluation efforts to assess the
impact of programs were unimpressive (Grosser, 1976;
Braithwaite, 1979).
It was difficult to demonstrate
that the interventions of a specific program with
particular methods brought about specific changes in
individuals. It was not possible to designate control
and
experimental
groups
since
services were
not
selectively provided.
And the explicit focus on
delinquency tended to get lost in the escalation of
the larger "War on Poverty."
The various approaches which were implemented in
the 1960's appear to have failed to bring about the
anticipated social changes and reductions in delinquency.
Ohlin (1983) argues that programs proliferated too rapidly and exceeded the talent and knowledge
available to achieve tangible results. Wilson (1975)
believes that "It was the failure to appreciate the
importance of community and gravity of the threats to
it that lead to some mistaken views during the 1960's
of the true nature of the 'urban crisis'" (1975:24).
While
Ohlin's
observations
are
correct, Wilson's
criticisms ignore the explicit focus on community
which was at the root of CCBP. In contrast, a more
reasonable critique of the programs' apparent failure
would emphasize:
(1) the lack of
full political
support and counter-offensive efforts waged by vested
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(2) bureaucratic funding policies,
interest groups;
administrative concerns, and competition for scarce
resources; (3) the provisions for job training without a concomitant effort to increase the supply of
available jobs; and (4) the contradictions inherent
in attempts to mix the social action and locality
Pubdevelopment models of community organization.
for
organize people
which
projects
funded
licly
social action can expect to have great difficulties
in establishing and perpetuating their autonomy and
inevitably be
Priority will
original
objectives.
for change through a
given to reformers working
social planning model rather than those who organize
people to pressure for change from the outside.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VICTIM PREVENTION
A recent shift in prevention strategies has been
toward community crime prevention for victims [3].
Like earlier offender-oriented prevention programs,
these efforts aim to increase the capacity of the community to respond collectively to social problems
(Lewis and Salem, 1981). Boostrom and Henderson (1983)
(1) moclassify these victim-oriented approaches as:
bilization of the community to increase the effectiveness of individual security; and (2) crime prevention
through environmental design. The individual security
strategy includes technological improvements (e.g.,
locks, alarms), property-marking, neighborhood watch,
block clubs, citizen patrols, whistlestop programs,
self-defense training, and use of citizen-band radios.
and
urban planning
design
involves
Environmental
architectural modifications to create a "defensible
space" where like-minded residents share a common
territory, public areas are highly visible, paths of
movement are clearly delineated, and particular areas
are designated for legitimate users and activities
Both
and delegitimated for others (Newman, 1972).
design
environmental
security
and
individual
the
models are clearly based on one or more of the methods
of community organization discussed in this paper.
The individual security strategy is indicative
approach to community
development
of
a
locality
it
attempts to mobilize
insofar
as
organization
residents to take responsibility for crime control in
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their neighborhood. However, political officials and
law enforcement agencies have preferred a social planning emphasis.
Though citizen involvement has been
favored as a way to reduce reliance on expensive,
bureaucratic methods of crime control, police desire
to maintain their role as experts who possess the
skills and knowledge necessary to "define the nature
of the problem, gather the information necessary to
implement the.. .preventative measures, and also oversee, supervise, and regulate" the community's activities (Boostrom and Henderson, 1983:26).
The conflict
between the locality development and social planning
components of community crime prevention is illustrated by police opposition to autonomous, citizeninitiated
attempts
such
as
the
Guardian Angels
(Michalowski, 1983).
Thus, the police are likely to
support only those prevention programs which allow
them to direct citizens' activities.
This social
planning orientation becomes especially problematic
when police-directed victim prevention strategies are
biased in favor of the middle class communities and
consequently reinforce existing neighborhood patterns
of victimization (Batten, 1984).
Boostrom and Henderson see environmental design
as more capable of maintaining a commitment to the
citizen autonomy characteristic of locality development.
This strategy requires the skills of urban
planners and architects, not police officers.
It,
therefore, contains no inherent mandate for expanded
police resources or control. The themes of self-help
and self-reliance are stressed over the surrender of
"responsibilities to any formal authority" (Newman,
1972:14).
Residents are encouraged to "reinforce
their norms of behavior, develop a stake in protecting
their spaces (and) dictate what is going to be allowed
as legitimate activity within these spaces" (Boostrom
and Henderson, 1983:27).
The locality development emphasis
in victimoriented crime prevention, as in offender-oriented
delinquency prevention, is not without its inherent
contradictions and dilemmas. On the one hand, locality development is predicated on a consensus approach
to solving problems whereby different interest groups
come together to identify common concerns and objectives.
On the other hand, community crime prevention
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may become a means by which middle class residents
attempt to defend the purity of their neighborhoods
and prevent "undesirables" and "outsiders" from using
Surveys indicate that residents are
their streets.
as much concerned about various "incivilities" (e.g.,
teenagers hanging around, illegal drug use) as they
are about more serious violent crimes and thefts
(Lewis and Maxfield, 1980). While wealthy communities
can afford private security patrols, middle class
residents have been forced to rely on public police
to keep their streets clean.
It is possible that
middle class neighborhoods are beginning to adopt
strategies of self-policing similar to vigilante peer
groups and delinquent gangs which have long "defended"
lower class communities (see Suttles, 1972).
Thus,
community
crime
prevention
has
the potential to
create territorial conflicts between diverse classes
and races which are attempting to establish the
boundaries of their neighborhoods
in urban areas
(Boostrom and Henderson, 1983).
At the same time, recent evaluations of victim
prevention programs indicate that residents continue
to view social service and neighborhood improvements
as effective crime prevention strategies.
People are
more likely to get involved in crime prevention when
it is connected to broader community goals and preexisting voluntary community organizations (Podolefsky
and DuBow, 1980; Lavrakas and Herz, 1982).
These
findings suggest that the public would be receptive
to strategies which integrate offender-oriented and
victim-oriented
approaches
to
prevention.
This
integration becomes even more important given that
victim prevention efforts alone have not been particularly successful at reducing crime (Murray, 1983).
In fact, these programs have tended to emphasize the
reduction of fear of crime rather than crime itself
(Murray, 1983).
Thus, the current trend in victim
prevention, as indicated by recent projects funded by
the National Institute of Justice, appears to be
toward
fear
reduction
rather
than
a
return
to
offender-oriented
primary
prevention
strategies
(e.g., Lavrakas, 1984).
Such an approach has obvious
limitations for those residents who live in neighborhoods where the fear of crime is a realistic assessment of reality.
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CONCLUSION
Large-scale
approaches
to
the
prevention
of
juvenile delinquency began with the 1930's Chicago
Area Project and emerged full bloom in the 1960's
provision of opportunity programs and comprehensive
community-based projects.
All of these strategies
shared a view of delinquency as symptomatic of underlying social conditions which could not be prevented
or remedied by responding to individuals on a one-toone basis.
However, the programs applied the models
of community organization practice in different ways.
The CAP pioneered the use of locality development in
delinquency prevention, along with specific innovations such as recreation, detached workers, child
advocacy, school liaisons, and diversion. The social
planning model employed in the provision of opportunity programs has left its legacy on current efforts
at economic and job assistance, equal opportunity
programs,
and affirmative action.
And the social
action emphasis of CCBP projects has now been transmuted in the form of increased citizen involvement in
grass-roots,
neighborhood
organizations
(Rothman,
1979b).
Future efforts to implement primary delinquency
prevention
strategies
must
avoid
replicating
the
problems encountered in earlier programs and avoid
"1merely trying to win back liberal ground lost to
neoconservative policy makers" (Michalowski, 1983:13).
However, in a period of high unemployment, slow
economic growth, and declining state resources, it is
not clear whether the constraints placed on community
organization strategies can be overcome.
The often
praised emphasis on process goals in locality development
has
serious
pitfalls.
Expectations
may be
raised without providing concrete gains.
This may
lead to increased anger, frustration, apathy, and
sense
of
relative
deprivation.
Local
organizing
efforts are ineffectual if they are not linked to
legislation and policy at higher governmental levels.
However, the experience of the Job Corps and Neighborhood Youth Corps demonstrates that social planning to
equip youths with job skills is futile if the economy
has no room for them.
Similarly, social action and
confrontation
with public
institutions
to
demand
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better services are useless if legislators are endorsing massive cut-backs.
Thus, any strategy which
ignores the need for economic policies leading to
full employment and income redistribution can expect
to fail [4].
Jobs will need to be attractive enough
to provide viable alternatives to crime and motivate
individuals to undertake adequate training.
These
policies would undoubtedly require community organization for social action to create pressure for change,
but these actions in themselves could lead to shortterm reductions in delinquency, as the experience of
communities in protest have shown [5].
While governmental policies aimed at economic
reconstruction are needed, the principle of local
control that was the central feature of the comprehensive community-based projects should be maintained.
Residents need to be involved in the planning and
implementation process.
This would minimize the
sense of alienation which people often experience
when services are "dispensed" to them by social
welfare professionals. People must have a sense that
the program "belongs" to them and that they are
capable of succeeding on their own given a fair
chance (Walker, 1984).
An additional way to promote both community
involvement and prevention goals would be to create
community-controlled
neighborhood
mediation
committees. Under the guidance of neighborhood panels,
residents could be encouraged to publicly express and
resolve their conflicts with one another before these
conflicts become crimes. In order to further greater
self-reliance on the part of the community members,
these efforts at conflict resolution should remain
independent of formal ties to the criminal justice
system (Shonholtz, 1984).
Offender-oriented strategies would also be more
effective if they contained a victim-oriented component.
Community mobilization for victim prevention
would reduce the need for an expensive, bureaucratic
law enforcement apparatus and make funds available
for neighborhood improvements and social services.
Youth's involvement in practices such as protective
community patrols might help reduce their alienation
and divert their interest from destructive community
behaviors (Michalowski, 1983), especially if they
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were also recipients of services provided to them.
Programs to assist juvenile victims of crimes would
also reinforce conventional standards of behavior
(Alcabes and Jones, 1980).
A major caveat of such a comprehensive approach
to delinquency prevention is the difficulty of designing a method of quantitative program evaluation.
Klein and Goldston (1977) argue that primary prevention strategies should not be expected "to prove that
an individual who did not become the victim of a
condition would without question have incurred the
condition except for the preventive intervention"
(1977:vii).
Spergel
(1969), on the other hand,
believes that primary prevention programs can be
evaluated through the designation of experimental and
control groups. However, such a design would offset
the premise of a comprehensive community-based project
--that the entire community be involved and that the
provisions of the program be multi-faceted. Moreover,
the goal of a primary prevention program should be
the improvement of the quality of life in the community
in general and not merely the reduction of delinquency.
Bureaucratic funding policies which require short-term
demonstrations of delinquency reduction need to be
re-evaluated if primary prevention is to receive
continued,
long-term support.
Primary prevention
strategies cannot be expected to produce instantaneous
results because the social, economic, and political
patterns which underlie the delinquency problem are
deeply ingrained.
We suspect that our society does not have a
genuine commitment to the widespread social changes
required for an effective primary prevention approach
to delinquency. Preference will inevitably be given
to secondary and tertiary prevention strategies that
are more limited in scope and more accurately characterized as rehabilitative, rather than preventative,
in nature (Klein and Goldston, 1977; Gilbert, 1982).
Although the "diversion" movement of the 1970's
brought promise of increased emphasis on such practices as advocacy, service brokerage, resource development, and agency coordination, professionals working
within community-based agencies such as Youth Service
Bureaus tend to prefer a counseling and treatment
approach to the delinquency problem (Selke, 1982).
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Similarly, applications of deterrence theory which
attempt to "scare" juveniles into conformity are also
not preventative in that these interventions occur
after the problem has already arisen (Finckenauer,

1982) 16].
the difficulties which confront
In spite of
primary delinquency prevention strategies, our evaluation of past practices indicates that it is possible to design and implement a program and mobilize
delinquency
the
to
address
community
entire
the
problem. Typically, however, assessments o- previous
successes and failures are made in terms of the
"scientific adequacy" of the particular theory which
formed the basis of the program (see Empey, 1982),
rather than the organizational mechanisms through
which these theories were implemented. But while the
popularity of various theories may change [7], the
organizational principles underlying their application to large-scale prevention will continue to be
predicated on the community organization models we
The current debate
have discussed in this paper.
over the future direction of delinquency prevention
should not be limited to considerations of theoretical
adequacy. Greater attention should also be given to
the potentialities and limitations inherent in utilizing the locality development, social planning, and
social action models of community organization.
NOTES
1. This paper will not address other forms of delinquency prevention (e.g., recreation, detached workers,
community-based treatment), except as they relate to
or are included within large-scale programs.
2. Spergel (1969) approaches community organization
He identifies
typology.
practice with a similar
development,
four community organization strategies:
Essentially,
conflict.
and
contest,
maintenance,
development is the same as Rothman's locality development, maintenance is similar to social planning,
aspects of social
conflict are
and
and
contest
Spergel also identifies four corresponding
action.
enabler, advocate,
developer,
roles:
practitioner
and organizer.

3. It is interesting that the entire meaning of
"opportunity" theory has now been transformed from a
concern with the offender (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960)
to a concern with the victim or crime target (Cohen
et al.,
1981).
Rather than attempting to provide
opportunities
for
youths,
these
strategies
are
oriented toward reducing opportunities to successfully carry out criminal acts.
4. More will be required than simply a "War on
Poverty." Conyers (1979) argues that criminologists
have ignbred economic problems and that a policy of
full employment should be central to any crime
prevention agenda.
Chester (1977) recommends progressive taxation aimed at income redistribution to
reduce the gap between rich and poor. Michalowski
(1983) suggests that publicly run nonprofit corporations could be established, along with increased
taxation on corporate profits and restrictions on
plant closures.
5. In a study of a Chicano community during the
late 1960's and early 1970's, community members
reported that gang activity subsided when the community was mobilized in protest activities (Erlanger,
1979).
6. Like the large-scale prevention programs, neither
the treatment nor deterrence approaches have had
much success in demonstrating reductions in delinquency
(Dixon
and
Wright,
1974;
Mech,
1975;
Finckenauer, 1982).
7. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention
currently
favors
control
theory
(see
Hirschi, 1969) as the most promising theoretical
approach to delinquency (Federal Register, 1980).
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SATISFACTION WITH THE PROFESSION AND CAREER STATUS
AMONG BSW SOCIAL WORKERS
BY
James G. McCullagh
University of Northern Iowa

ABSTRACT
This study replicates "a measurement of social
workers' professional satisfaction" and expands the
findings to include career status among BSW graduates.
It was hypothesized that (1) graduates of BSW programs
who practice social work were more satisfied with
selected "symbolic rewards" than those who did not
remain in the profession, and that (2) MSW's will
express more professional satisfaction than BSW's. A
50 percent random sample of the 538 graduates from a
midwestern university for the period 1971-1980 was
surveyed.
A total of 172 graduates participated,
representing a 68 percent response rate. BSW graduates
who remain in the profession were significantly more
satisfied with selected "symbolic rewards" than those
who left the social work profession. MSW's are
significanlty more satisfied with their professional
choice, their work performance, and find the monetary
rewards to be more satisfying than BSW practitioners.

What are the attitudes of BSW social work
graduates toward the profession of social work? How do
they perceive the recognition given to social work by
society and other professions? How satisfied are they
with monetary rewards, work performance, choice of
social work as a professional career, and the purpose
and function of social work?
Social workers' professional satisfaction has been
examined by Meinert (1975), but no study has been
reported which surveyed BSW graduates and those who
left the profession. While Meinert studied members of
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the St. Louis, Missouri, NASW chapter and excluded
"students, retirees and those employed in a non social
work capacity" (1974, 4), this study sampled BSW
graduates regardless of their current employment
status.
This study replicates "a measurement of social
workers' professional satisfaction" and expands the
findings to include career status among BSW graduates.
It was hypothesized that (1) graduates of BSW programs
who practice social work were more satisfied with
selected "symbolic rewards" than those who did not
remain in the profession, and that (2) MSW's will
express more professional satisfaction than BSW's.

METHOD
A 50 percent random sample of the 538 BSW
graduates from a midwestern university for the period
1971-1980 was surveyed.
A total of 172 graduates
participated, representing a 68 percent response rate.
The 19-question survey asked for employment history
since graduation, graduate education, academic
preparation for social work practice, and demographic
data.
Imbedded within the questionnaire was the sevenitem social workers' professional satisfaction scale
developed by Meinert(1974, 6).
Respondents estimated
their degree of satisfaction with each item using an
11-point scale, ranging from complete dissatisfaction
(0) to complete satisfaction (10).
The seven
attitudinal items (Table 1) were found by Meinert to be
"scalor and predictive" (1974, 14).
The scale's
internal consistency, one type of reliability, was
determined by coefficient alpha for the midwestern
study sample.
The reliability coefficient for the
seven item scale for those in the profession (N=115)
(1) was .81, which may be considered satisfactory for
both research and applied settings (Nunnally, 1978,

245).
The majority of the respondents were white (96%),
female (80%), state residents (71%), and 29 years old.
Two-thirds of the respondents were employed full or
part-time in social work, enrolled in graduate social
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work programs, or seeking a social work position; 37

(22%) have earned or were completing requirements for
an MSW.

FINDINGS
The seven items and their respective mean scores
are presented in Table 1.
The findings reported by
Meinert (1975, 64) are presented first and in rank
order from highest to lowest.
Findings for the
midwestern study sample are first divided into two
categories:
in social work and out-of-social work.
Significant differences (t-test) were found for the
four relevant items (2).
BSW graduates who remain in
the profession were significantly more satisfied with
selected "symbolic rewards" than those who left the
social work profession.
Further analysis was conducted to ascertain the
importance of an MSW and professional satisfaction.
Only two respondents who obtained an MSW did not remain
in the profession. The remaining 35 (completed or in

progress) (3) obtained higher mean scores on all items
(see Table 1) than those who remained in the profession
and did not seek or were not seeking an MSW.
Significant differences were found for three items:
choice of social work as a professional career, own
professional work performance, and monetary rewards
received for social work practice. Apparently, MSW's
are significantly more satisifed with their
professional choice, their work performance, and find
the monetary rewards to be more satisfying than BSW
practitioners.
Pursuing an MSW perhaps requires
additional commitment and sacrifice beyond an BSW. In
addition, most MSW's tend to receive more challenging,
rewarding and demanding opportunities with commensurate
financial rewards.
DI-SUSIN A0_J14F1JCATIN
These findings update Meinert's earlier study and
extend the findings to BSW graduates, including those
who leave the profession. The rankings of the items
for this study are similar to Meinert's findings. This
study also provides additional evidence to support
Meinert's findings that "there are great differences in
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the amount of satisfaction felt by social workers about
important features of their profession" (1975, 65).

Recognition given to social work by other
professions and society at large, and concern for
monetary rewards, as measures of satisfaction, are
rated lowest by this study sample and Meinert's sample,
suggesting that the profession's image and importance
is perceived as undervalued. The BSW graduates who
left the profession rated recognition by society and
other professions significantly lower than those who
remained.
While significant differences were not
found, the MSW social worker rated recognition from
other professionals and society slightly higher than
the BSW practitioner.
Choice of social work as a professional career for
those who remain in the profession was rated high.
MSW's rated this item highest and also differed
significantly from the non-MSW. Not surprisingly,
significant differences were found between those who
remain and those who left the profession. For many,
social work is chosen despite its perceived low esteem
and meager financial rewards. The out-of-social work
respondents rated career choice 4.76 indicating, on the
average, dissatisfaction with their choice.
Interestingly, they rated the purpose and function of
the social work profession much higher indicating, on
the average, satisfaction with the profession's
purpose. The promise of social work - "to improve the
quality of life for everyone" (Social Work, 1981, 6) may for some who leave social work remain an ideal
though tempered by disillusionment with practice
"reality".
While this study does not identify reasons for
leaving social work, those who leave clearly
differentiate themselves from those who remain. No
causal relationship can be inferred, but it is
interesting to speculate on attitudes of the two
groups. Do some BSW gradautes leave because of status
needs, that is, recognition from significant others?
Why are they dissatisfied with their choice? Were they
dissatisfied prior to graduating or did dissatisfaction
develop after graduation? Were social work positions
not available, job satisfaction minimal, monetary
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rewards unsatisfactory, recognition from others

unsatisfying? (4)
This scale, with apropriate modifications, may
reliably be used with social work students to measure
their level of satisfaction with the social work
profession and as a tool to facilitate discussion
regarding career choice.
Answers may suggest
curriculum strategies and professional association
activities. The education of BSW professionals,
however, should address the concerns of social workers
who perceive an undervaluation of their professional
worth by important others and the implications for the
profession.
NOTES
1. The reliability of the professional satisfaction
scale was not tested for the entire sample as three
items (2, 5, 6) could not be completed by those
respondents not in social work.
2.

Since item 2 focuses on the function of the agency,
item 5 on work performance, and item 6 on monetary
rewards of social work practice, they could not be
responded to by those not in social work.

3.

Of the remaining 35, 18 had obtained an MSW and 17
were currently enrolled in an MSW program.

4.

Recent studies have addressed some of these
questions. See, for example, Attinson and
Glassberg, 1983; Herrick, Takagi, Coleman, and
Morgan, 1983; Mahler, 1982; and, Raffoul and
McCullagh, in press.
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THE IMPACT OF GENDER ON PRODUCTIVE AND SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES*
Keith M. Kilty and Virginia Richardson
College of Social Work
The Ohio State University

ABSTRACT
Increasing numbers of women are becoming members of
Yet it is not clear to what extent
the labor force.
working for wages relieves women of their responsibility
for traditional and non-paid activities, such as household work and child care. This study examines the impact
of gender on the division of domestic labor among working women and men. This research focuses on three kinds
of productive activities (paid work, household work, and
child care). In addition to productive activities, two
kinds of social activities (time spent with relatives
and friends, and time spent in entertainment activities)
are included. This research also focuses on a select
category of workers--namely, professionals (including
lawyers, social workers, high school teachers, and colThese types of careers may place spelege teachers).
cial burdens on women. Finally, several control variables are included in the analysis, such as social
status and life style factors, work factors, and several
potentially relevent interaction terms. The findings
indicate that gender is a major influence on all three
types of productive activities. The strongest impact is
on domestic work, including associations for gender by
*The data used in this study were collected under a
An earlier
grant from the AARP Andrus Foundation.
version of this paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for the Study of Social Problems,
We would like to thank the anonymous
Toronto, 1981.
reviewers of this journal for their helpful comments.
The mailing address for both authors is the College of
Social Work, The Ohio State University, 1947 College
Road, columbus, Ohio 43210.
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itself as well as in interaction with age, having a
dependent child, and marital status.
On child care,
gender interacts with having a dependent child. Gender
has almost no effect on social activities, with the only
significant association a weak interaction between gender and marital status. These findings raise questions
about the pervasiveness of sex role changes in this
society. Not only does entering the labor force fail to
relieve women of their traditional role responsibilities, it may in fact lead to an increase in what is
expected of them.
Until recently, social scientists have assumed that
the crucial life events for women are marriage and
widowhood.
Furthermore, they have assumed that work and
retirement have minimal impact on women (Blau, 1973).
As the number of working women continues to increase,
social scientists have focused on the different ways
that men and women experience work. Research has ranged
from studies of gender differences in job satisfaction
to sex discrimination in the work place. Greater understanding of these sex differences can lead to employment
policies and programs which are more appropriate.to the
specific needs of both sexes.
Most research involving gender differences in work
experiences has focused on work which is paid. Marked
differences in income are well documented.
At every
skill level men receive higher pay than women (Stevenson, 1975).
This sex differential cannot be explained
by differences in education or work history. Sex segregation by occupation, industry, and rank places women in
a significantly disadvantaged position relative to men
(Miller and Garrison, 1982). They receive less compensation and less status for their efforts, and they
achieve less occupational mobility. Even in traditionally female occupations such as teaching, nursing, social work, and librarianship, men are disproportionately
represented in higher status and administrative positions (Grimm and Stein, 1974).
While commitment to work has remained relatively
stable for men, it has apparently increased considerably
among women (Veroff et al., 1981). According to Veroff
and associates, a larger proportion of employed women
(47%) than employed men (35%) report that they would
rather be regarded as excellent at work than at either of
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the two family roles of marriage and parenthood, and
this percentage appears to be increasing.
Thus, women
today appear to value paid work more than their male
counterparts.
One might expect that, as women have increased the
amount of time they devote to paid work, the hours they
spend on unpaid work would decline.
However, data
reveal minimal changes in the amount of time that women
allocate to house-hold labor. Compared to men, employed
women still carry most of the responsibility for housekeeping.
Men continue to take a less active part in
family and household tasks (e.g., Berk, 1979; Robinson,
1977), even in families in which women work outside the
home (Walker, 1970).
When men do work at home, their
activities tend to cluster around only a few jobs, such
as yard work, home repairs, shopping, and travel on
household errands (Vanek, 1980). Wives still have most
of the responsibility for preparing meals, cleaning, and
child care.
Pleck and Rustad (1980) report that employed women
are still doiing roughly twice as much housework (23.6
hours per week) as their employed husbands (11.4 hours
per week). Married professional women spend an average
of 108 hours a week on professional and domestic tasks
(Yogev and Vierra, 1980).
Role overload is clearly a
serious obstacle for women who attempt to combine work
with marriage and family roles.
The explanation for these trends may lie in part in
a rise in standards for cleanliness (Giele, 1982). Vanek (1974) found that, in spite of the technological
improvements in the home over the last decade, the total
amount of time women devote to housework has not changed
and may have increased. She found that housewives in
1960 spent more time on family work than they did in the
1920's (Vanek, 1974). Clothes must be washed more often
and the house must be kept cleaner (Giele, 1982).
A
renewed emphasis on adequate mothering has also caused
some women to feel that to be "good" mothers they should
spend more time with their children.
The economic disparity in wages among men and women
may also explain women's greater involvement in the
homes.
Vanek (1980) suggests that wives work longer
hours in the home to compensate for their lower income in
the workforce.
Both spouses may feel that the wife
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should perform more domestic work since her job is worth
less financially.
Resistance among men to taking on household responsibility is another problem for working women (Giele,
1982).
Some men may need to feel that they are the
primary breadwinners, and participation in household
chores threatens this traditional view (Lien, 1979).
Resistance among women may be equally strong, as
some wives are reluctant to share housework.
In her
analysis of national survey data, Vanek (1980) found
that as many as 84% of non-employed and 70% of employed
wives wanted no additional "help" from their husbands.
Women may believe that their husbands are incapable of
adequately maintaining the home or, if this is one area
in which women feel in control, they may be reluctant to
give it up.
In any case, women's disproportionate
involvement in housework may well be consistent with
beliefs held by both spouses that women's careers are
secondary to men's.
These attitudes suggest that there has been little
change in people's ideas about sex roles in America.
Recent data show that 50% of women and 48% of men feel
that the most satisfying and interesting way of life is a
traditional marriage, in which the husband assumes the
role of provider and the wife organizes the household
and cares for the children (Vanek, 1980).
This study further examines the impact of gender on
the division of domestic labor among men and women who
are currently members of the labor force. Yet it goes a
step beyond previous research by including a broader
range of activities, including not only productive but
also social ones.
In most research, the focus has
generally been only on domestic activities, without
distinguishing different kinds, or on paid work.
In
contrast, a total of five kinds of activities are included in this research, three related to productive
efforts (paid work, household work, and child care) and
two related to social involvements (time spent with
relatives and friends, and time spent in entertainment
activities).
This research also focuses on a special group of
workers--namely, professionals, including law, social
work, high school teaching, and college teaching. The
nature of these types of work careers may place special
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burdens on women, particularly if they continue to be
largely responsible for household work while they pursue
a career. Although the conceptualization of "profession" is rather vague and is applied to an ever-widening
circle of occupations, professional occupations currently represent "the pinnacle of work roles, the goal
toward which any individual should aspire" (Braude,
To be a professional requires not just
1975:104).
particular skills, but generally an education that is
intellectual in nature. Because of long and difficult
training, professionals are generally perceived as highly committed to their careers as a way of life, as well
as possessing autonomy in performing their work (Kilty
Furthermore, professionals are
and Behling, 1984).
typically perceived as having altruistic motives rather
than self-serving ones as an underlying motivation
(Freidson, 1984).
Such idealistic perceptions of the professions may
have limited reality, because status differentials
clearly exist among the professions (Kilty and Behling,
1984). Yet professional careers provide women with new
avenues of advancement, and many women seem to be taking
advantage of these possibilities by entering professional occupations.
Perceptions of these careers suggest
that more effort is required for success than may be the
case in many nonprofessional and lower status positions.
If professional women are still expected to be responsible for domestic work as well as the development of a
career, then they may be at a serious disadvantage,
compared both to men in general and to women who pursue
other occupations. An noted earlier, a study of women
faculty members at a midwestern university suggests that
the demands placed on professional women may, in fact,
be excessive (Yogev and Vierra, 1980).
In addition to broadening the range of activities
to be considered and to focusing on a special group of
workers, a number of other variables are considered and
controlled for.
These variables may be grouped into
three sets. The first is social status and life style
factors.
Included were a number of factors that may
affect commitment to and involvement with career, such
as age, household income, marital status, number of
children, having a dependent child, and self-perceptions
of conventionality. The second set concerned work factors, such as highest degree, profession, perceived
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autonomy at work, and a number of attitudinal variables
that have been found to be related to commitment to work
(Kilty and Behling, 1984). The last set included several interaction terms, primarily related to gender and

where one might expect differential impacts in combination with other social characteristics (including gender
X age, gender X marital status, gender X having a
dependent child, and age X marital status).
Method
The data were collected as part of a larger study
concerned with the preretirement planning and attitudes
of professional workers (Behling et al., 1983; Kilty and
Behling, 1984).
In addition to some basic social
forces, such as age and gender, two of the other factors
that were expected to affect retirement planning were
current life style and work alienation; these variables
provide most of the data for this study.
Sample
A stratified form of sampling was used in order to
control for gender, age, and profession. The sampling
plan may be summarized in the form of a factorial design:
Gender (male, female) X Age (25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64)
X Profesion (law, social work, high school teaching,
college teaching).
The purpose of this design was to
provide a sample that would cover the full range of the
typical work career across a diverse set of professions,
varying in occupational prestige, economic status, aand
entrepreneurial status (Kilty and Behling, 1984).
The
data were collected in the Columbus, Ohio, metropolitan
area.
Of the 457 respondents, 239 are male (52.3%) and
218 are female (47.7%).
There are 103 attorneys
(22.5%), 116 social workers (25.4%), 119 high school
teachers (26.0%), and 119 college teachers (26.0%).
Most of the sample is currently married (69.6%), with
17.1% never married and 13.3% not currently married.
The average number of children was 1.68, although a
third of the cases had no children, and household size
averaged 2.79.
The typical respondent is Protestant
(63.2%), with 16.% Catholic and 4.2% Jewish; 2.0%
indicate some other affiliation and 14.7% no affiliation.
Most of the sample are white (92.1%).
Not
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surprisingly, the sample is highly educated, with a mean
of 18.67 years.
The bulk of the respondents are in
salaried positions (84.9%).
The average household income is in the category of $30,000 to $34,999 (in 1979
dollars).
Independent Variables
Table 1 presents a summary of the variable titles,
variable abbreviations, and metric information for the
independent variables.
Social Status and Life Style Variables.
Seven
variables are included in the set: gender, age, household income, marital status, number of children, having
a dependent child (i.e., having a child age 18 or
younger), and a self-rating scale of conventionality.
Since marital status is a nominal-level variable consisting of three categories (never married, currently married, and not currently married), it is dummy coded in
order to be included in the regression analysis. The
"not currently married" are used as the residual group.
Work-Related Variables. Eight variables are incuded in this set. The first is highest degree attained,
measured on a 7-step scale from "high school diploma" to
"doctorate."
Although years of education was also available, highest degree was selected, since it seemed
more likely to reflect the educational status of women
more accurately.
That is, women may have completed
about the same number of years of formal education as
men; however, they may not have completed as many degrees. The correlation between highest degree and years
of education is .778.
Since profession is a nominal-level variable, it is
dummy coded into three variables, with the college professors treated as the residual category.
Autonomy at work is a scale consisting of four
items concerned with control over the work setting (authority to hire or fire, ability to influence or set
others' rates of pay, supervision of others' work, and
ability to decide when and how much to work).
These
questions were adapted from Wolf and Fligstein (1979),
and each one used a "yes/no" type of response format. A
factor analysis indicated that the four items are
strongly interrelated (Kilty and Behling), 1984), and
scores were generated by a count of the number of "yes"
responses.
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Table 1
Variable Titles, Variable Abbreviations, and Metric Information

Variable

Abbreviation

Metric Information

Social Status and
Life Style Variables
Male=l; Female=O
Years of Age
Never married=l;
Currently married=2
Not currently married=3
Dummy coded

Gender
Age
Marital Status

MAR1
MAR2

Never married=l; Other=O
Currently married=l; Other-O

Number of Children
Have a Dependent Child

CHILD
DEPEND

Household Income

INCOME

Conventionality

CONVEN

Actual number of children
Have a child age 18 or younger=l,
Other-O
Scaled from 1-$10,000 or less
to 15-$75,000 or more, at
$5,000 intervals
Sum of three self-ratings of
conventionality (work life, nonwork life, and social relations).
Scores could range from 3 to 21,
where high scores indicate nonconventionality.

Work-Related Variables
Highest Degree

High school=l; AA=2; RN=3;
BA=4; Master's=5; Law degree=6;
Doctorate=7

DEGREE

Attorney=l; Social worker=2;
High school teacher=3; College
teacher=4; Dummy coded

Profession

Attorney=l; Other=O
Social worker-l; Other=0
H.S. teacher=l; Other=0

PROFl
PROF2
PROF3
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Autonomy

AUTON

Count of "yes" responses to four
questions regarding control Over
the work place. Scores could
range from 0 to 4, where high
autonomy.
scores indicate

Work Provides Active
Interest

INTEREST

Sum of responses to five attitude
statements.
Scores could range
from 5 to 35, where high scores
indicate agreement.

Work Gives Meaning

MEANING

Sum of responses to three
attitude statements. Scores
could range from 3 to 21, where
high scores indicate agreement.

Work Is Too Consuming

CONSUM

Sum of responses to three
attitude statements. Scores
could range from 3 to 21, where
high scores indicate agreement.

Work Is a Necessity

NECESS

Sum of responses to three
attitude statements. Scores
could range from 3 to 21, where
high scores indicate agreement.

Satisfaction with Career

SATIS

Sum of responses to six attitude
statements. Scores could range
from 6 to 42, where high scores
indicate satisfaction.

Gender X Age

SEXAGE

SEX * AGE

Gender X Have a
Dependent Child

SEXDEPEN

SEX * DEPEND

Gender X Marital Status

SEXMARI
SEXMAR2

SEX * MARl
SEX * MAR2

Age X Marital Status

AGEMARl
AGEMAR2

AGE * MAR1
AGE * MAR2

to Life

Interaction Terms

Note:

A summary of the items included in each of the five attitude scales
is available upon request.
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The next four variables are attitude scales, all
derived from a factor analysis of 15 opinion statements
about work (Kilty and Behling, 1984).
The scales are
titled "Work Provides an Active Interest," "Work Gives
Meaning to Life," "Work Is Too Consuming," and "Work Is a
Necessity."
The last variable is a six-item scale of "Satisfaction with Career." This scale was originally developed
by Aiken and Hage (1966) as part of their "Alienation
from Work" scale.
Since the items were initially constructed for a non-professional sample of workers, some
of the wording had to be modified, in order to better
reflect the work contexts of professionals. The scale
has an alpha reliability coefficient of .861 for this
sample.
Interaction Terms. There are several interactions
that seemed likely to affect the various dependent variables, especially child care and domestic work.
We
examined for particular interaction effects: gender X
age, gender X having a dependent child, gender X marital
status, and age X marital status. Since marital status
is a dummy coded variable, we transformed this variable
into two variables.
Dependent Variables
As Table 2 shows, there are five dependent variables.
Three concern productive activities:
hours of
paid work, hours of child care, and hours of domestic
work. Two focus on social activities: hours spent with
friends or relatives (including such activities as visiting, telephoning, and writing), and hours spent in
entertainment activities (e.g., parties, eating out, or
entertaining people). For all five activities, respondents were asked to estimate the number of hours spent in
each activity during a typical week.
Analysis
The data were analyzed using ordinary least squares
regression.
The NEW REGRESSION procedure in Release 9
of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Hull
and Nie, 1981) was the computer program employed, and

the analysis was carried out by using the stepwise
regression design option. A preliminary check of the
correlation matrix for the independent variables suggested that multicollinearity would not be a problem, although there were some substantial correlations among
the dichotomous variables and the interaction terms.
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Table 2
Abbreviations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Dependent Variables

Variable

Abbreviation

Mean

Hours of Working

WORK

49.03

10.44

Hours of Child Care

CHILD

6.96

14.71

Hours of Domestic Work

D04ESTIC

7.02

7.17

Hours with Family and Friends

FAMFR

3.62

4.44

Hours of Entertainment

ENTERT

4.20

3.88

Note:

SD

Means and Standard Deviations are based on the 448 cases who had
complete data on all independent and dependent variables.
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Findings
Productive Activities
As Table 3 shows, the regression analyses accounted
for a substantial proportion of the variance on all
three independent variables.
However, the specific
predictors varied across the dependent variables, with
the sharpest contrast occurring between the results for
WORK and for the other two dependent variables.
Professional Work.
For time spent at work, the
principal influences are the work-related variables.
Both highest degree and type of profession have strong
impacts. Degree is positively associated with hours at
work, indicating that those persons with higher terminal
degrees spent more time working, while all three of the
dummy surrogates for profession are negatively related
to work, suggesting that the attorneys, social workers,
and high school teachers all spent less time working
than the residual category of college teachers.
Three other work-related variables are also significantly associated with time at work.
"Work Gives
Meaning to Life" and "Satisfaction with Career" are
positive associated, while "Work Is Too Consuming" is
negatively related to hours of working.
Two of the social status and life style variables
produce significant associations as well. The first is
gender, with men spending more time at work than women.
The second is conventionality, with ratings of oneself
as non-conventional associated with more hours working.
That seems somewhat surprising, since professionals are
traditionally perceived as hard-working and dedicated to
their careers (Braude, 1975; Freidson, 1984).
At the
same time, the association is independent of gender;
perhaps men and women who consider themselves as nonconventional are more likely to be active in their
careers--certainly a non-conventional attitude for women
who are still expected to spend more time in family and
domestic activities. If work is no longer a central life
interest for men (e.g., Durbin and Goldman, 1972), then
those who work longest may well be non-conventional.
None of the interaction terms yield a statistically
significant regression weight.
Child Care. The amount of time spent in child care
activities is the most predictable of the dependent
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Table 3
Summary of Regression Analyses of Productive Activities:
Significant Standardized Regression Weights

Dependent Variables

Independent Variables
WORK

CHILD

DCMESTIC

Social Status and
Life Style Variables

SEX
AGE
MAR1
MAR2
CHILD
DEPEND
INCOME
CONVEN

-.138

-.428
.232
.264
.324

Work-Related Variables
DEGREE
PROFI
PROF2
PROF3
AUTON
INTEREST
MEANING
CONSUM
NECESS
SATIS

.134
-.239
-.278
-.190
-.095
.130
-.156
.135

Interaction Terms
SEXAGE
SEXDEPEN
SEXMARI
SEXMAR2
AGE4ARI
AGE4AR2

-.571

-.583
-.301
-.349
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variables, and yet there are only three significant
predictors. The strongest independent variable is having a dependent child.
The unstandardized regression
weight reflects an addition of 26.55 hours a week
devoted to child care for those who have dependent
children.
There is also a very strong interaction between
gender and having a dependent child. The unstandardized
weight is 18.39 hours. It is negative because men do not
assume more responsibility for child care.
That is,
males are scored "l", as are those having a dependent
child. In effect, this result indictes that women with
dependent children suffer a severe liability. A simple
breakdown for gender X having a dependent child yields
an average of 27.76 hours of child care for women with
dependent children, which compares to 8.84 hours for men
in the same situation. For both men and women without
dependent children, the means are nearly zero.
The last significant predictor is age, with younger
people not surprisingly more involved in child care than
older people (unstandardized weight of -0.18 hours).
Domestic Work.
Trying to predict the amount of
time devoted to domestic work produces a complex equation, involving several interactions as well as main
effects.
Of the eight social status and life syle variables,
four are associated with domestic work.
Gender is
negatively related, indicating that women spend more
time in these activities (an unstandardized weight representing 6.13 hours more each week). Age is positively associated (unstandardized weight of 0.15 hours per
year of age), as is having a dependent child (unstandardized weight of 4.67).
In addition, the currently
married spend more time doing domestic work (unstandardized weight of 4.10 hours) compared to the not currently
married (the residual category) and the never married
(for whom the regression weight is not significant).
Interestingly, autonomy, one of the work-related
variables, is related to domestic work.
Since the
association is negative, this result indicates that
those who have greater autonomy at work do less household work, regardless of whether they are male or female. At the same time, men are more likely to be in
autonomous work situations than women (Kilty and Behling, 1984).
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In addition to these main (or additive) effects,
The
three interaction terms are also significant.
strongest is for gender X age, and the slope is negative,
indicating that domestic activities decline for men as
they get older (but not for women). A simple breakdown
for this interaction, where age is recoded to four
categories at 10-year intervals, shows that these activities do drop slightly for men across the age groups.
The 25-34 year old man average 4.81 hours a week,
compared to 3.97 hours both for men 35-44 and those 4554, and 3.54 hours for men 55-64. Among the women, the
youngest group are the most like comparably aged men,
but the other three groups of women work substantially
more than the men. The 25-34 year old women average 6.97
hours a week, compared to 12.96 hours for the 35-44
women, 10.09 for the 45-54 women, and 11.33 for the 5564.
The impact of the gender X having a dependent child
interaction is similar to its effect on hours of child
care, with the men who have dependent children having a
substantial advantage over comparable women. A simple
breakdown of average domestic work time shows that men
with dependent children (mean of 3.97 hours) spend about
the same amount of time doing domestic work as men
without dependents (mean of 4.20).
Yet, women with
dependent children (mean of 13.91) spend over three
times as much time in domestic work as comparable men,
while women without dependents (mean of 8.54) only spend
twice as much as their male counterparts.
The last significant effect is the interaction
between gender and marital status, particularly for
gender and the currently married. A simple breakdown
for the three categories of marital status by the two
categories of gender indicates that the contrast between
men and women is most extreme for those who are currently
married--as suggested by the regression analysis. The
difference between never married men and women is 4.20
hours a week, and it is 2.06 hours for the not currently
married men and women.
In contrast, the currently
married women devote 9.14 hours more than the currently
married men to household work each week.
Social Activities
The results for the two social activity dependent
variables are presented in Table 4. The set of independent variables used in these analyses predicts less
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Table 4
Summary of Regression Analyses of Social Activities:
Significant Standardized Regression Weights

Dependent Variables

Independent Variables
FAMFR

ENTERT

Social Status and
Life Style Variables
SEX
AGE
MAR1
mAR2
CHILD
DEPEND
INCOME
CONVEN

-. 368
-. 560

-.134
-. 113
.101
.181

.161

Work-Related Variables
DBREE
PROFI
PROF2
PROF3
AUTON
INTEREST
MEANING
CONSUM
NECESS
SATIS

.099

-. 147

Interaction Terms
SEXAGE
SEXDEPEN
SEXMARI
SEXMAR2
AGE4AR1
AGEAR2

-.168
.096
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strongly the amounts of time spent in these activities
than was the case for the productive activities. The
coefficient of determination for time spent with family
or friends, however, is comparable to the preceding
results. More importantly, gender is not a particularly
useful predictor for either variable, in contrast to its
impact on productive activities.
Family and Friends. Of the eight social status and
life style variables, five have an impact on the amount
of time spent each week with family and friends. The
The currently married
strongest is marital status.
spend substantially less time visiting than the not
currently married (the residual category); the unstandardized weight reflects a difference of 5.38 hours a
week. There is no difference between the never married
and the not currently married.
Age also has a substantial impact, with younger
people spending the most time with family and friends.
Having dependent child reduces the amount of time spent
in these activities.
Household income is positively
related to the time involved with family and friends, as
is conventionality, where those who perceive themselves
as less conventional spend more time with family and
friends.
The only work related variable found to be significantly related to these activities is autonomy. The
negative association indicates that those who are more
autonomous at work spend more time with family and
friends.
Two interactions produce significant regression
weights. The stronger of the two is the age X marital
status interaction, particularly for age in combination
with the currently married category. For the married,
there is an increment in their time spent with family and
friends for each unit increase in age, in contrast to the
not currently married and the never married.
The other interaction is gender X marital status,
which is mainly due to the never married group.
In
effect, the never married men spend more time with
family and friends than any other combination of the two
variables.
This is the only instance where gender
impacts in any way on time spent in social activities.
The effect is small and probably due to the small number
of cases of never married males (N=14). In fact, of the
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239 men in the sample, 89.5% are currently married,
compared to 47.7% of the women. Marriage is apparently a
more convenient arrangement for men than for women professionals.
Entertainment Activities. The regression analysis
for entertainment-related activities is the least successful of the five analyses. While the outcome is still
highly significant in statistical terms, an unusual
combination of predictors relates to this variable.
Two social status and life style variables impact
on the amount of time devoted to entertainment. Having a
dependent child is negatively associated, while household income is positively related.
There are also two work-related variables associated with this dependent variables, implying that entertainment activities may overlap with work, at least to
some extent. The first influence is one of the profession dummy surrogates, where being a lawyer is positively associated with entertainment activities. Interestingly, the "Work Gives Meaning to Life" scale is also
positively related to this way of spending time.
Finally, the interaction of age X marital status is
significantly related to hours of entertainment, and
this is mainly due to the currently married category.
Those who are currently married are less involved in
these activities as age increases, in contrast to the
not currently married and the never married. A simple
breakdown on average hours by age and marital status
shows that entertainment hours are curvilinear for the
never married and not currently married (highest at both
ends of the age range), while the amount of time for the
currently married is relatively linear and declines
across age categories.
Discussion and Conclusion
The dramatic entry of women into the labor force
is, of course, well documented; however, the data from
this investigation raise questions about the pervasiveness of sex role changes. We find gender differences in
three separate areas of productivity:
professional
work, child care, and domestic work. Compared to men,
women spend significantly more time on both types of
domestic activities and less time on the job.
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Having a dependent child appears to be the most
influential factor related to hours spent on child care,
but an additionally important factor is the gender X
having a dependent child interaction. According to our
data, women with dependent children spend more time on
these tasks than men in comparable situations. Gender
is also a significant variable in the prediction of
hours spent on domestic activities, indicating that
married women spend a greater amount of time on household chores than single women. These findings concur
with previous results, which indicate that women carry
the bulk of the responsibility for household management.
The fact that these results are observable in a sample of
highly educated, professional women is noteworthy.
When potentially confounding factors such as income
and age are considered, these gender differences still
maintain. This division of domestic labor appears remarkably intractable to the influences of life stage and
economic status. While the sample as a whole is relatively high in social status, there was stustantial
variation in such variables as income, years of education, and occupational prestige. Yet these factors have
little or no impact on domestic work.
These findings have important implications for the
future of sex roles. Surprisingly, most women support
the status quo. In a recent study of professional women,
for example, Yogev and Vierra (1980) observed that women
did not report feeling overburdened, even though they
invested long hours in productive work.
Similarly,
Baruch and Barnett (1983) reported that women who combine work and family are the most statisfied group of
women. Since this issue was not addressed in this study,
the explanation for these high levels of satisfaction
remains speculative.
Education itself does not appear to provide a solution to inequities in the distribution of domestic responsibilities. We had speculated that, since professional workers are among the most educated members of
this society, the level of education of our respondents
might affect the divisions of labor in their families
and lead to a more equitable arrangement for men and
women. Yet our results, as well as those with similar
samples (e.g., Yogev and Vierra, 1980), contradict this
notion.
Education may well simply perpetuate tradi180

tional sex role conceptions. After all, the purpose of
socialization is to pass on cultural traditions and
values.
Changes in sex roles may be occuring much more
slowly than attitudinal studies suggest (e.g., Thonton
In fact, in spite of the number or
et al., 1983).
working mothers, advocates who oppose women with young
children working remain a major force in the media and in
the psychological literature. Many women feel ambivalent about combining work and family. They may feel that
their primary allegiances should lie with family nurturing and household management and that it is men who
should invest most of their time in professional activiOn the other hand, women who have adopted the
ties.
ideology of the "superwoman" assume that they should
maintain the home, care for the children, and pursue a
career.
This new role requiring that women do everything is becoming increasingly prevalent in our society.
Problems with this life style arise when women's
disproportionate involvement in domestic work deprives
them of the rewards associated with the pursuit of a
successful career. For example, in this study, significant relationships were observed between hours spent on
professional work and such attitudinal scales as "Work
To
Provides Meaning" and "Satisfaction with Career."
the extent that a trade off exists between time spent on
domestic chores and hours invested on the job, many
career women are placed in a disadvantaged position
relative to men on the job. That is, women are denied
the satisfaction of accomplishment as well as the meanThis may be
ing derived from working hard on a task.
especially true for academic types of jobs, where success means writing and publishing, activities that take
time outside of the office.
Finally, objectively, the productive lives of many
of these women seem excessive. Maintenance of this life
style over a long period of time is likely to be stressful. The consequences of women's excessive involvement
in productive activities for their mental and physical
At prehealth has not been adequately investigated.
sent, most researchers rely on women's subjective reA more useful research
ports of their well-being.

strategy might examine symptoms associated with mental
and physical health. This approach would avoid contami-

nation of self-reports by ideological beliefs about how
men and women are "supposed" to feel.
Certainly, working women have other options. They
can choose not to marry, a life style that has become
increasingly common in this society (e.g., Havens,
1973). In this study, nearly 30% of the women had never
married, and this finding was consistent across age
categories (Behling et al., 1983).
Another option is childlessness (Yogev and Vierra,
1980).
Marriage without children is less time consuming, and this life style is likely to increase in
popularity. Of the women in this study aged 25 to 34,
79% were still childless at the time of their participation in the research.
A final alternative is for men to change their
behavior and for parity to be reached between men and
women.
Rarely are men expected to sacrifice their
careers for child care and domestic obligations. Yet
many women are frequently forced to choose, or, if they
don't, they pay the price for attempting to maintain two
demanding responsibilities. A change in men's roles is
the only option which would truly grant parity to women.
According to the data presented here, major changes in
sex roles in domestic and child care activities must
accompany the developing opportunities and the work
place before genuine equality can occur.
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LAY COUNSELING:
A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF WHO, WHAT AND HOW
James R. Seaberg
School of Social Work
Virginia Commowealth University
Richmond, Virginia

ABSTRACT
The results of a preliminary survey of lay
counseling are presented. Lay counseling is a
concept which the author has previously defined
and discussed in this journal. Now data are
brought to bear in elaborating the nature of this
phenomenon which is a vital element of the mental
health maintenance and rehabilitation process.
The survey included the types of problems which
are the subject of lay counseling, the responses
to them, the relation of the lay counselor to the
recipient, the effectiveness and other characterristics of the activity which are presented.

Prevention of a wide range of interpersonal and
intrapersonal problems which are within the purview of
the various human service professions has been gaining
acceptance both in terms of professional philosophies
and in pragmatic demonstrations (Albee and Joffe, 1977;
Bloom, 1981; Forgays, 1978; Gilbert, 1982; Joffe and
Albee, 1981; Klein and Goldston, 1977; Roskin, 1980).
Prevention is both a matter of timing of aid as well as
the form of the activity. Often the form of the preventive activity has its base in the self-help model
with the professional acting as facilitator or consultant (Borman, 1975; Katz and Bender, 1976). Seaberg
(1979) has pointed out that beyond this level of conception of preventive activity is an even more fundamental level of interpersonal helping with occurs
naturally in the course of social interaction and involves no professionals at all, namely, "lay counsel186

ing." A working definition of lay counseling was proposed". . . as the interaction between two or more individuals where at least one individual, without training for the role and without organizational auspices,
attempts to help the other(s), predominantly through
verbal means of an intuitive or unspecified origin, to
understand, to cope with, or to modify problems of psychosocial functioning where the counselor is not a party
to the problem" (Seaberg, 1979:511). The major point
was that lay counseling as defined is a natural activity which probably produces some of the same benefits as
does professional counseling, probably always to some
degree accompanies the professional helping process,
and to some unknown extent supplants the need for professional counseling services. In other words, lay
counseling is the first line of preventive activity involving a second party in assisting another person with
their intrapersonal and interpersonal problems.
Though gaining in recognition by human service
professionals, almost nothing is known empirically about
lay counseling - who engages in it, what is the content
of the interaction, how is the help delivered, and so
on. This article is a report of a preliminary survey
aimed at providing some beginning answers to these and
other important questions.
Methodology
A semi-structured survey questionnaire was developed to provide information about several demographic
characteristics of the respondents, the nature of the
social networks with whom they interacted, possible
sources of their model of providing help as a lay
counselor, who shared problems with them, the type of
problem(s), their response(s) as a means of providing
help, their perceived effectiveness of the lay counseling, how often this activity occurred, how rewarding
the respondent found the role of lay counselor; then,
shifting roles, a series of similar questions were
posed for the situation where the respondent was sharing their problem(s) with someone else who was acting
as the lay counselor. A number of the questions were
open-ended - type of problem(s), response(s) as a means
of providing help, and so on - to provide a means of
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capturing unique information. Other questions were of
a fixed-alternative format. The questionnaire was administered by an interviewer who read the questions and
recorded the answers.
The sampling design called for a purposive sample
determined by three characteristics - age, sex and race.
It was anticipated the level of lay counseling activity
and/or it's form might vary based on these characteristics. The objective was to obtain a sample equally distributed by sex, equally distributed over the age ranges
of 21-40 years, 41-60 years, and 61 years and over, and
distributed according to the White/Black proportions of
the community in which the survey was conducted, a community of about 200,000 people. As can be seen from
Table 1 the 130 respondents to the survey met the design
characteristics quite closely.
Findings
The Respondents
As with any survey one of the first questions is
what were the characteristics of the respondents. Obviously, these might affect the results. A sample
highly biased on a particular characteristic might
skew the results one way or another. While the intent
of this preliminary study was not to attempt a completely representative sample, it was important to obtain a
diversity in basic demographic characteristics. It
appears that objective was attained. The 130 respondents were split evenly with regard to sex, 65 female
and 65 male. Thirty-seven percent were in the 21-40
age group, while 31.5 percent were in each of the other
age groups, 41-60 and 61+. Racially, 73 percent of the
respondents were White and 27 percent Black.
The educational attainment of the respondents was
fairly well distributed, although there was a slight
overrepresentation in the higher attainment categories.
Sixteen and a half percent of the respondents had less
than a high school education, 26 percent were high
school graduates, 26.8 percent had some college or technical school education beyond high school, and 30.7 percent were college graduates (some of whom had done grad188
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uate study and held graduate degrees).
For some of the respondents, their indication of
occupation probably pertained to former occupations
since 16.9 percent were beyond 65 years of age. Thirtyone and a half percent were in the professional-technical and manager-administrator categories, 13.4 percent
were in the salesworkers and clerical categories, 7.1
percent were in the craftsmen and transport operatives
categories, 24.4 percent were in the service-private
household-laborer categories, 22 percent were in the
other category, and 1.6 percent gave no occupation. Of
course, being a sample from an urban area, there were
no respondents who indicated farm related occupations.
The income of the respondents was spread over a
fairly broad range with a substantial proportion of the
respondents being in the lower income categories.
Twenty-nine and a half percent reported incomes below
$8,000, the same percentage were in the $8,000 tp $13,
999 range, 21.3 percent were in the $14,000 to 25,999
range, and 19.7 percent were in the $26,000 and above
category.
The respondents also were asked if they were a
"reasonably active" member of a religious organization.
Thirty-five percent reported a Protestant affiliation,
13.3 percent a Catholic affiliation, and 7.5 percent
other affiliations. A sizeable proportion, 44.4 percent, reported not having an active religious affiliation.
The Respondent as Lay Counselor - Types of Problems
Discussed
An attempt was made to have the respondents distinguish between their lay counseling activities which
dealt with "everyday problems" and those that dealt
with "serious problems." On the questionnaire everyday
problems were illustrated as "the frustration of getting a traffic ticket when late for an appointment,
having a child misbehave in public, having someone treat
you rudely, and so forth." Serious problems were illustrated as "the loss of a job, a major health problem, a
marriage difficulty, a constantly rebellious child, and
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so on." Further, to help perserve the lay counseling
role as a somewhat objective function, the respondents
were asked to not consider problems where they were a
party to the problem, i.e. " .. a disagreement with
a friend or neighbor, or a disagreement with your
spouse. In other words, limit your thinking to problems which other persons share with you or you share
with them where disagreement between the two of you is
not the problem." The concern in all of this was to
try to learn if responses to less serious problems were
any different than those to more serious problems when
the respondent was able to be more objective as a lay
counselor by not being involved intimately in the problem.
As can be seen in Table 2 the respondents may not
have distinguished well between everyday and serious
problems as intended by the study design. At the same
Table 2
Percentage of Respondents With Whom
Each Type of Problem Was Discussed
Type of Problem
Marital/Divorce
Parenting/Child Rearing
Physical Health
Financial
Home Maintenance & Services
Substance Abuse
Work
Transportation
Educational
Personal Relationships
Mental Health/Depression
Unemployment
Death of a Family Member
Other
None (so stated)
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Everyday

Most
Serious

25.8%
33.9%
25.0%
56.5%
12.9%
3.2%
42.7%
21.0%
15.3%
49.2%
8.9%
2.4%
0.0%
26.6%
0.0%

19.2%
5.4%
7.7%
7.7%
0.0%
2.3%
5.4%
0.0%
2.3%
6.9%
6.2%
6.9%
3.8%
9.2%
17.0%

time the respondents may have been describing subtle
variations in the relative seriousness of problems for
which they used the same categorical label when responding to the everyday problem query and the most serious
problem query. That is, "marital" problems might range
from a momentary disagreement with ones spouse to adultery and abandonment by ones spouse. The questionnaire
was not designed to document these variations except as
the respondent so designated them.
As the respondents viewed everyday problems the
most frequent typed shared with them were financial,
personal relationship, work, and parenting/child-rearing. These were in response to an open-ended query
where the respondent could list as many everyday problems shared with them as they could recall.
On the subject of serious problems the respondents
were asked to describe the most serious problem anyone
had shared with them within the last few months. Thus,
only one problem per respondent was listed. From Table
2 it is apparent marital/divorce problems were the most
common theme. Many respondents did not consider that
a serious problem had been shared with them, 17.0 percent. Financial problems, physical health, personal
relationships, unemployment and mental health/depression were the next most common categories.
Without regard to the issue of the comparative
seriousness of the type problem shared with the lay
counselor, it is evident that a wide range of problem
types are shared and that a significant amount of lay
counseling occurs.
The Respondent as Lay Counselor - Responses to Problems
One of the primary interests of this investigation
was how people respond once they are cast in the lay
counseling role. The types and frequency of responses
to the everyday problems and most serious problems are
presented in Table 3. The percentages cited are the
percent of respondents who claimed to have used a particular type of response to a general category of problem. As can be seen the most frequent responses to the
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everyday problems were: listen/provide for ventilation
of feelings, give advice, encourage, compare to experiences of others, and explore cause of problem.
Table 3
Percentage of Respondents Who Used Each Type of Response
Type of Response

Everyday

Most Serious

Problem

Problem

Listen/Provide for Ventilation of Feelings

58.4,

40.4%

Give Advice

57.6'

34.9'

Encourage

44.0,

45.0'

Compare to Experience of Others

44.0,

16.5%

Evaluate Alternatives

12.8'

22.0%

Explore Cause of Problem

24.8%

22.0%

Assess Personal Strengths

1.61

8.3%

Ignore

4.01

0.0%

Refer to Community Resource

7.2.

15.6'

Offer Personal Resources

4.0%

14.7%

Encourage Acceptance of Problem

4.8%

8.3,

Confrontation About Responsibility for Problem

4.8%

4.6%

Other

8.5.

11.0%

The most frequent responses to the most serious
problem in recent months, not dissimilar from those
used in relation to everyday problems, were: listen/
provide for ventilation of feelings, give advice, and
explore cause of problem, but also include: refer to
community resources and offer personal resources. The
latter two responses may relate to the lay counselor's
assessment of the severity of the problem situation;
in the first instance that it is desperate enough to
require specialized professional services, and in the
second instance that their action is an emergency stopgap or a means of making them feel they had done everything possible. Interestingly, almost half of each of
the two resource responses were in relation to the
marital/divorce problem category. For the referral response this seems quite appropriate. The specific
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forms of personal resource allocation to these problems

is not clear.
Generally speaking the types of responses are
within the range of typical human interactional techniques which might be anticipated either intuitively
or as a retrospect from the theory of various counseling and therapy disciplines. The "ignore" category of
response was left in the categorization rather than
being collapsed in the "other" category to demonstrate
that this response possibly unique to lay counselors
did not occur often, and then only in relation to everyday problems. Some of the even more unique responses which were collapsed in the "other' category included: prayer, meditation, remaining objective, transmital of mystic power, and distraction.
The Respondent as Lay Counselor - Relationship to
Recipient of Counseling
What was the relationship of the lay counselor to
the recipient of their counseling? These data are presented in Table 4. The most common relationship for
either everyday problems or most serious problem was a
friend. For everyday problems the next most frequently
identified relationships were the lay counselor's coworkers, children, spouse, acquaintances, siblings, and
parents in that order. In other words, non-family members (friends and coworkers) were most often mentioned
as sharing everyday problems with the lay counselors;
followed by members of their family of procreation
(children and spouse), acquaintances (more casual relationships with non-family members), and finally members
of their family of origin (siblings and parents).
In the sharing of a most serious problem friends
of the lay counselor account for almost 60 percent of
the relationships with the percentages for other types
of relationships precipitously less. This suggests
some differentiation in the choice of the type of problem the recipient of the counseling chooses to share
with the lay counselor. That is, family members are
more likely to share everyday problems than serious
problems or the respondent is more often a party of the
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Table 4
Percentage of Respondents Who Counseled Persons
With Each Type of Relationship to Them
Relationship to Lay
Counselor(Respondent)

Everyday
Problem

Most Serious
Problem

Spouse

33.1%

4.6%

Children

43.1%

6.4%

Boy/Girl Friend

6.9%

.9%

Parents

23.8%

2.7%

Coworkers

53.1%

9.3%

Siblings

24.6%

10.1%

Acquaintances

26.1%

3.7%

Friends

83.1%

58.7%

Other Relatives

13.8%

2.7%

Others

13.8%

.9%

serious problem (a constraint placed on the respondent
at the beginning of the questionnaire).
The Respondent as Lay Counselor - Characteristics of
Activity
The most common medium for the lay counseling activity was in face-to-face interaction - 83 percent for
everyday problems, 75 percent for the most serious problem - with the remainder being via telephone.
The frequency of lay counseling on everyday problems was fairly high with 38.5 percent of the respondents reporting such activity once a day or more often.
Forty-one and a half percent reported such activity
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less than once a day, but at least once a week; while
20 percent claimed less than once a week for such activity.
Once an everyday problem was shared with the lay
counselor discussion of it continued daily or several
times per week about 36 percent of the time; less often
than weekly, but more than one time only about 40 percent of the time; and one time only about 24 percent of
the time.
Typically, serious problems were discussed about 6
times (median = 5.93 times) over a 30 day period (median
= 30.19 days).
The Respondent as Recipient of Lay Counseling - Types
of Problems Shared
As mentioned earlier, recognizing that lay counseling activity will often be a reciprocal process - the
same person will sometimes be providing counseling to
others and at other times be receiving counseling from
others - a series of questions in the survey dealt with
the respondent as the recipient of lay counseling. This
and the next several subsections will deal with descriptions of the respondent in that role.
The respondents were asked, in an open-ended format, (1)what types of problems they had discussed with
someone else recently (no distinction as to severity),
and (2) from those listed, the one type of problem they
considered most serious. Those data are presented in
Table 5. A fairly full range of problems were shared
by the respondents with another person acting as the lay
counselor. In the listing, undifferentiated as to severity, the most commonly shared problems were those which
focused on work, finances, personal relationships,
physical health, and parenting/child-rearing. When
selecting a most serious problem shared the most common
types of problems mentioned were quite similar with the
exception of financial problems, but the order changed
slightly. The most often mentioned among the most serious problems was personal relationships, followed by
physical health, parenting/child-rearing, work and
others less often mentioned. Ten percent of the respon-
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Table 5
Percentage of Respondents Discussing Each Type
of Problem With Their Lay Counselor

Undifferentiated

Type of Problem

Most
Serious

Marital/Divorce

11.6%

5.6%

Parenting/Child-Rearing

21.1%

12.2%

Physical Health

28.4%

13.3%

Financial

36.8%

6.7%

Home Maintenance/Services

8.4%

0.0%

Substance Abuse

2.1%

1.1%

Work

41.1%

11.1%

Transportation

11.6%

1.1%

Educational

12.6%

5.6%

Personal Relationships

30.5%

16.7%

9.5%

6.7%

11.6%

3.3%

4.2%

3.3%

14.7%

3.3%

0.0%

10.0%

Mental Health/Depression
Unemployment
Death of a Family Member
Other
None

(so stated)

dents claimed to have not shared a most serious problem.
A major change in shifting emphasis to most serious
problem shared was that financial problems are much less
often considered the most serious problem.
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In comparing the most serious problems the respondents shared with others to those shared with them by
others (Table 2), there is a rather dramatic difference
in regard to marital/divorce problems and financial
problems. When the respondents were acting as lay
counselors these two problems were the most common problems presented to them, but when the roles shift these
two problems are much less often mentioned. The possibility exists that if the differences are not genuine,
they can be attributed to the interviewing process and
some perceived taboo about these problems on the part
of the respondents.
The respondents were not asked to identify response
techniques used by their lay counselors. It seemed unreasonable to ask the respondent to cast themselves
into the motivation of the complementary role, and
probably highly unreliable. However, they were queried
about the nature of their relationship with their lay
counselors.
The Respondent as Recipient of Lay Counseling Relationship to Lay Counselor
Similar to the earlier findings when the roles
were reversed, the respondent's lay counselor for the
most serious problem shared in the last few months was
often a friend, 48.2 percent. The next most common
relationship of lay counselor to recipient (respondent)
was a spouse, 18.5 percent; followed much less often
by siblings (8.6 percent), coworkers (7.4 percent),
boy/girl friend (6.1 percent), parents (3.7 percent),
others (3.7 percent), children (2.5 percent), and acquaintances (1.2 percent).
The Respondent as Recipient of Lay Counseling Effectiveness
The respondents were asked how effective they
thought receiving lay counseling was in helping them
with the particular most serious problem they had shared.
The vast majority, 65.4 percent, felt it had been moderately to very effective (moderately = 43.2 percent, very
= 22.2 percent). Of those not giving a positive evalu-
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ation, 25.9 percent felt the lay counseling was only
slightly effective, while 8.7 percent felt it was simply
not effective. This seems to be a fairly positive endorsement for lay counseling. As with any form of helping the meaning of the process may be as important as
the absolute result.
The Respondent as Recipient of Lay Counseling Characteristics of Activity
Again, the most common medium of the lay counseling activity was in face-to-face interaction, 78.1 percent, with the remaining 21.9 percent being via telephone.
The frequency of the lay counseling activity was
slightly less when the respondent was the recipient
of the counseling rather than the counselor with 25.9
percent being daily or more often. Fifty-eight percent
was less often than daily, but at least once a week;
and 16.1 percent was less than once a week.
Once the respondent had shared their problem with
a lay counselor the discussion of the problem continued
for a substantial period of time. The activity continued for a month or more for 71.2 percent of the respondents, two to three weeks for 22.5 percent, and a week
or less for only 6.3 percent.
Respondents were asked if at the time of the lay
counseling activity they also were receiving professional help. Only 12.3 percent were. Of those, most
were seeing a physician or psychiatrist.
Interactions Between Variables
All of the preceding results are of the most simple
descriptive form. Of course, the major objective of
social science research is to discover and interpret the
interactions which exist between variables, ultimately
leading to casual explanations of variation in the phenomenon under study. This search for interactions in
exploratory research must, however, be tempered by an
assessment of the quality of the data, the size and
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representativeness of the sample, and other considerations, lest unwarranted interpretations are proffered,
and worse, utilized in some form of action. In this
instance, a large number of interactions between variables were examined using crosstabular procedures and
appropriate tests of statistical significance. For example, the interaction between the respondent characteristics of age, sex, race, educational attainment, income, and religious participation and all of the variables described in the eight preceding subsections were
examined. Likewise, interactions between types of problems and types of responses, between types of problems
and effectiveness, between types of responses and
effectiveness, between types and responses and relationship to the respondent, between effectiveness and simultaneous receipt of professional help on the same
problem, and so on. In every instance, the number of
observations were less than five for a sizable proportion of the cells generated in the crosstabulation.
Thus, what some might consider "trends" in the interaction of the variables often were based on as few as two
observations per cell which also represented 20 percent
of the observations for a particular category. Interpretation of such results seem indefensible. Surely,
some collapsing of categories for a particular variable
might increase the number of observations per cell, but
the result too often seemed to be variable categories
which were meaningless because they were insufficiently
distinctive. For these reasons interactions between
these variables will not be reported in this preliminary research, rather they will await the next stage of
this research which will utilize a larger sample and
redefined, fixed-alternative categories for the critical variables.
Summary
What have we learned from this preliminary survey
on lay counseling? First, these data suggest that lay
counseling is an activity in which almost everyone is
involved in some extent. Every respondent reported involvement as a lay counselor on "everyday problems."
Most, 83 percent, reported such activity in relation
to a "most serious problem." When the respondent was
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on the receiving end of the lay counseling, all reported using lay counseling for problems undifferentiated
as to severity and 90 percent for a "most serious problem." At the same time only 12.3 percent of the respondents who were using lay counseling on a "most serious problem" were simultaneously receiving professional help with that problem. All of this supports the
original contention that lay counseling is probably a
vital element in the maintenance of mental health.
Exactly how vital it is - that is, how effective it is
alone and how effective when paired with professional
help - is yet to be determined.
When the respondent was acting as lay counselor
the most commonly shared everday problems were financial, personal relationships, and work related problems.
The most common serious problem was marital and/or divorce. The primary responses to the shared problems,
regardless of severity, were to listen (thus providing
for ventilation of feelings), to give advice and encouragement, tp try to provide a perspective by comparing the problem to the experiences of others, and to
explore causes of the problem. Friends, co-workers,
and children of the respondent were the types of persons most often using the respondent as a lay counselor
for everyday problems, while friends predominated when
serious problems were the focus of the activity. Typically, the lay counseling activity occurred in faceto-face interaction; was of shorter duration for everyday problems, but longer for serious problems.
When the respondent was the recipient of lay counseling the most common problems undifferentiated as to
severity were work related, financial, personal relationships, physical health, and parenting/child-rearing.
Among the most serious problems for which they sought
lay counseling, personal relationships, physical health,
and parenting/child-rearing were the most frequent.
Friends were the lay counselors most often when the respondent was receiving lay counseling, with spouses a
distant second in frequency. Almost two-thirds of the
respondents found this activity to be moderately or very
effective in helping them with their problems. And,
the other characteristics of the activity were quite
similar to those found when the respondent was the lay
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counselor.
One curious issue to arise from this research was
the very low frequency with which substance abuse
(either alcohol or drug) was the subject of lay counseling. The high frequency of alcoholism in our society
would suggest it might naturally occupy a more prominent
place among the topics of lay counseling. Is there a
taboo about the subject among friends? Is it disguised
by being the basis for many of the marital and work related problems? Is the low frequency in this study simply an artifact of a survey instrument which is insensitive to this problem? These and related questions will
have to be dealt with in future research.
Future Research
The agenda for future research on this subject is
substantial. First, the present survey ought to be
replicated utilizing a much larger probability sample
and measurement procedures refined from the present
experience. On the latter, for example, the use of
fixed-alternative responses to most variables seems
feasible given what was learned from the open-ended
approach, and the attempted distinction between everyday and serious problems should be dropped in favor of
a seriousness rating for each type of problem included
in the problem variable. The larger more representative
sample will provide the basis for analyses of potentially important interactions between variables. Such a
survey should provide a sound foundation of information
on the incidence and nature of lay couseling.
Second, much more detailed studies of the lay
counseling process ought to be attempted using pairs of
lay counselors and recipients of lay counseling with the
objective of not only surveying the process in greater
detail from both perspectives, but also possibly systematically observing it directly.
Third, the extent and characteristics of lay counseling received by those who use professional counseling
compared to those who do not ought to be investigated.
The list could go on but this seems a good begin202

ning agenda. This vital resource to maintaining mental
health should not be ignored any longer if mental healt
professionals want to understand the total process, for
only an undetermined proportion of it can be attributed
to professional counseling. As the author has stated
clearly in a previous work (Seaberg, 1979) the objective is not to learn about lay counseling so we can make
it better (after all its naturalness may be its greatest asset), but to add to our understanding of its role
in the total process of developing and maintaining mental health.
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SERVING OPPRESSED
COMMUNITIES:
THE SELF-HELP APPROACH
Mohan L. Kaul
Kent State University
ABSTRACT
The self-help approach based upon author's
thirteen years of association (as a community
organizer, block club member, investigator,
consultant) with East Akron Block Clubs, is
presented as a method of helping the oppressed
communities help themselves.
The paper includes relevant information from a 1980 survey
conducted by the author to understand the
dynamics of effective neighborhood leadership
in this area.
The sample consisting of 78
respondents included:
20 presidents, 11 vice
presidents, 19 secretaries, 14 treasurers, and
14 regular members of 20 active Block Clubs
serving a population of approximately 5000
people.
The self-help approach is not intended to
be applicable to all communities. It is not
appropriate for those areas where the urban
decay is apparently insurmountable.
In essence, the self-help approach is presented as
a practical-realistic approach to serve only
those oppressed geographical areas where, 1) a
community can be identified, 2) the residents
indicate a genuine interest in community welfare, and 3) a majority of residents are willing to work with their neighbors for achieving
a better community life for all.

Introduction
The East Akron Community House, a Settlement House in Akron, Ohio, invited the author
to "develop a program of community development
with a view to achieve social justice and
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equal opportunity through democratic processes
and non-violent methods." This work began in
early 1970 in an area that reflected years of
general neglect where residents complained
about stray dogs, run-down dilapidated
housing, scattered rubbish, congestion, abandoned cars, vacant houses, lack of open
spaces, dark and dangerous streets, and a
continuous smell of chemicals in the air. How
ever, a closer look revealed that poverty,
crime, powerlessness, and, above all, a sense
of hopelessness were the deep-rooted problems.
In spite of the seemingly insurmountable obstacles, area residents were surprisingly warm
and friendly, demonstrated genuine pride in
their homes, and unmistakenly indicated a
readiness for change. These ingredients
pointed to a situation where the existing
dormant human resource could be motivated to
engage in a self-help process with a definite
outcome of a satisfying community life in the
foreseeable future.
The author left the East Akron Community
House in September, 1971, after eight Block
Clubs and a Council of Block Club Presidents
were established and their membership was
actively engaged in neighborhood improvement
projects. Since then, author's association
with Block Clubs has included membership in
one of the Block Clubs, periodical review of
the process, occasional consultation, and
attendance in selected neighborhood activities.
Akron, often referred to as the "Rubber
Capital" of the world, is located in the
heavily industrialized Northeastern Ohio. Its
present population (1) is 237,077, a decline
of 38,348 persons during the last 10 years,
indicating the consequences of rubber and
other related industry cutting back or moving
out of Akron.
There are approximately 22,000 people in
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four neighborhoods of East Akron. One neighborhood of approximately 5,000 people is situated in the immediate vicinity of East Akron
Community House (the only Settlement House in
the city of Akron).
It is a predominantly
black neighborhood where the block clubs are
located, and is referred to as East Akron
Neighborhood in this paper.
The East Akron Neighborhood was 20 to 25
years old when East Akron Community House was
established in 1915 to aid the assimilation
and acculturation of European immigrants.
Within one generation, they prospered and
moved out of the neighborhood. The second
group of people who came to live in this
neighborhood were Appalachian whites. They
followed the earlier residents' example and
left the neighborhood within the decade of
1940-1950. Black people are the third population group to find their first homes here (2);
many of them are long-time residents and would
like to live in this neighborhood as long as
they can.
East Akron Community House determined in
1969, "to muster the resources and skills
needed to enable residents to influence and/or
control decision making process and neighborhood serving institutions."(3)
During the
same time period settlement houses around the
country, in response to their constituencies'
demands, were in the process of or were
working toward neighborhood control.
It was
also during this time when maximum feasible
participation concept propounded by War on
Poverty was being seriously debated and analyzed. (4)
Community Development
In East Akron Neighborhood, a program of
community development was seen as a method of
motivating people directly affected by neighborhood problems to organize and undertake
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well-planned action steps as a group, for
dealing with such problems. Such a definition
may seem to be somewhat narrow, but is realistic and manageable. The term community referred to, "an aggregate of families and individuals settled in a fairly compact and contiguous area, with significant elements of common life, as shown by manners, customs, traditions, and modes of speech." The word development implied the element of self-help and
citizen participation in a decision making
process for the growth of community spirit and
community activities. Citizen participation
meant active involvement of individual residents in joint endeavors for better living
conditions within the neighborhood.
% Community development as a method of solving neighborhood problems is based on the
assumption that social change can be brought
about more effectively in geographical areas
where people live, since the well-being of an
individual is directly related to the place he
calls home, the street he lives on, and the
neighborhood where he raises his family. Geographic communities comprised of populations
with multiple needs, need assistance in recognizing their common needs, and organizing as a
means to achieve common goals assumes pooling
of resources, reinforcement of self-confidence
and development of a sense of power to deal
effectively with neighborhood problems. Cooperation among residents is somewhat expected. However, cooperation is not seen as
an ultimate good, individual efforts are still
valid. (5)

Organizina
The idea of neighborhood organizing was
not new to the community, since attempts were
made in the past by concerned residents to get
together with their neighbors. Additionally,
some service agencies in the area had taken
steps to organize residents around specific
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issues. Such attempts had invariably been a
passing phenomenon. The most recent attempt
by the Community Action program of the War on
Poverty had not materialized. During initial
contacts, the resident position to the idea
but had indicated some apprehensiveness about
it. (6) Obviously, organizing was a feasible
idea. But, maintenance of the groups organized was the challenge.
It was therefore assumed that organized
groups are likely to keep up their initial
momentum if the local leadership is developed
In a general way,
to meet the challenge.
leaders who could work with people and stimulate them and could help the groups use all
the abilities and experiences of its members
(7) were not known to the residents. On the
basis of a preliminary study it was found that
there were not many who had such a specific
minimum leadership experience. There were
some with church-related experience, others
had political experience at the precinct
level, and quite a few had a life-long inTheir
formal problem-solving experience.
methods of helping included listening and
referral. Apparently, there was a need for
development of existing leaders.
Since residents were keen to meet with
their neighbors on the block to share common
concerns and to get to know each other, the
strategy to organize, therefore, focussed on
initial socializing. It was assumed that once
the residents got together appropriate leadership would develop if appropriate steps were
taken. It was also understood that socializing as a means to achieve the goal of initial organizing could become an end in it-self
unless the organizer skillfully identified
rallying points,to develop ideological commitment to achieve social change.
# Organizing focuses on the location of
common problems and joint efforts aimed at
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their solution. Ecklein and Lauffer's view of
organizing "as a means of achieving and guiding local control over problems that originate
elsewhere in society" (8) appeared to be in
tune with a genuine desire of the residents to
exert some local control on those facets of
community life that were historically directed
from outside; such as education, employment
opportunities, housing, social services, and
political process of two major political parties. Neighborhood improvement, as an overall
non-controversial and worthwhile initial goal
emerged as a top priority and Block Organization was accepted as a means to achieve it.
The idea to hold meetings in a house on the
Block had a tremendous appeal and was perhaps
in line with Kahn's thinking that "block
organizing is a highly manageable technique
usually an urban technique." (9) The term
Block Club was readily agreed upon, as everybody seemed to be familiar with the term. It
was understood to mean a group of concerned
residents who get together to improve their
block by working together. In view of the
limited resources and the experimental nature
of the project, 25 block area comprising of 45,000 people with census tract 5034 as its
core area was determined as the program implementation area; it was chosen for its proximity to the Community House, resident's knowledge of the agency, and readily available
demographic information.
Streets in the implementation area were designated as blocks on
the basis of a face-to-face relationship and
identification with the street as one's residence. To create a general sense of accomplishment in the neighborhood, a pilot block
was selected. The resident concerns on this
block appeared to be resolvable with minimum
effort and the residents were willing to make
that effort. However, it was understood that
residents would need assistance in: getting
together, identifying common problems,
building relationships, finding resources, and
selecting action steps toward problem resolu210

tion. It was also assumed that pilot block
accomplishments would generate a positive
environment for organizing the neighborhood.
Community Organizers have successfully
used inclusion of formal leaders in developing
community associations (10) since enhancement
of social relationships is seen as bringing
about greater capacity to deal with common
problems.
This approach was slightly modified to suit the East Akron neighborhood. It
was assumed that the realistic way to motivate
the residents to come forward and participate
in a neighborhood organization effort would be
through identification of a contact person who
may or may not be a formal leader. The contact persons were seen as concerned citizens
who are willing to volunteer their time and
effort to achieve changes on the block.
Often, they are long time residents and feel a
sense of belongingness towards their neighborhood, they are well-known in the area and are
generally trusted.
The organization was primarily to be
neighborhood based and would not be equipped
to use conflict and confrontation as deliberate strategies in its formative stage. In
that sense the block clubs organization was to
be different from five types of contemporary
mass organizations; Alinsky-type programs
(1959), the mass organization as part of civil
rights movement (1963, 1968), the Mobilization
for Youth (1964), the Community Action Program
of War on Poverty (1965), and The Welfare
Rights Movement (1966). (11) The Community
organizer, "a qualified social work practitioner with specialized training in community
organization", (12) was to be a catalyst in
the initial stages of organization.
Block Club-Council of Block Club Presidents, a two level, input and feedback structure, was envisioned as the only grassroots
organization accessible to the residents to
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voice their concerns, seek help and support,
volunteer for services, and to participate in
a decision making process to deal with those
concerns. Block clubs would deal with block
concerns and the Council of Block Club Presidents would have the responsibility to deal
with the problems affecting the entire program
implementation area. It was hypothesized that
such a viable human resource structure would
develop maturity, creativity, flexibility, and
confidence as it began to undertake problem
solving activities. Development of such a
working structure became the primary objective
of the community development effort and any
problem resolution was seen as a by-product
during early stages.
The methodology to organize block clubs
developed as a carefully implemented step-bystep process that included: an on-foot survey, (13) a working map, problem observation,
informal meetings, house calls, establishing
linkages, unit gatherings, finding and getting
natural leaders (14) interested, resident
involvement in the planning committees, and
block formation meetings. The first
eight
block clubs were organized during 1970-71 and
a Council of Block Club Presidents was formed.
This concluded the first phase of organization, a neighborhood structure was in place
and ready to work for neighborhood improvement. Its first major challenge came sooner
than anticipated. The structure successfully
mobilized human resources to close a notorious
bar in the neighborhood in early 1972. (15)
The presence of the bar had created danger to
life and property for more than a decade.
This single event strengthened and stabilized
the block club-council leadership and created
an overall environment of neighborhood power
and self-confidence in the community. The
organizing phase was completed in 1975 when 22
block clubs were organized. As the block
clubs got organized, the Council of Block Club
Presidents was expanded accordingly to accom212

modate each new block club.
A summary of their accomplishments (16) is
presented to illustrate the wide range of
programs and activities of Block Clubs and the
Council. This is not a total list.
Recreation and Cultural
Over the years, the Block Clubs have developed meaningful, locally suited recreational and cultural programs that include an
annual Labor Day parade and beauty pageant. A
softball league, summer picnic, family night,
and Christmas light decoration contest are
some of the other regular features.
The sustained efforts of the Block Clubs
have resulted in providing much needed three
Homestead mini
parks for the neighborhood:
park, Talbot-Whitney mini park, and Joy Park.
Health and Sanitation
Rodent population in the neighborhood is
now under control. Trash barrels been placed
on vacant lots and rotten trees have been
removed. Stray dogs are no longer a nuisance.
Political Action
A neighborhood elementary school was reopened after remaining closed for one year.
Voter registration is a regular activity of
the Block Clubs. Police community relations
have improved. Abandoned cars have been removed. High gas billings are protested, and
appropriately adjusted. Candidates for political office seek Block Club leaders for
support.
Neighborhood Beautification
Lawncare, flower gardens, street paving
sidewalks projects, proper maintenance of home
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lawns, clean-up and fix-up projects, planting
and trimming trees on devil strips, are some
of the ongoing activities for beautifying the
neighborhood.

Missing traffic signs and additional
street lighting have been secured. Neighborhood Citizens Alert Program to deter house
burglaries is in place. Block homes for
emergencies are
school children during
available. Overweight trucks are no longer
driving on residential streets.

Housing
The housing task force has secured homeA
stead exemptions, grants, and loans.
number of vacant houses have been rehabilitated.
Miscellaneous
Other activities include a community sponsored annual family Christmas dinner, telephone and personal contact with shut-ins,
Kelly Avenue street extension project, food
buckets for Christmas and Thanksgiving, assistance to disaster victims, raising money for
children who need shoes, and much needed help
to senior citizens by filling forms, cutting
grass. raking leaves, shovelling snow, and
providing transportation.
Block Club-Neighborhood Council is primarily a self-help project and is very cost effective. East Akron Community House provides
staff services for the Council of Block Club
Presidents and assists Block Clubs as and when
necessary. Local universities and colleges
place their students for field work experience
here and local newspapers have written about
the project favorably. Other citizen groups
in the city have made inquiries.
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The Community Organization effort initiated in 1970 has stood the test of time
during the last 13 years.
It is alive and
well and will achieve significant objectives
in the near future. The success of this project is primarily due to the effective pattern
that has developed over the years as a result
of an on-the-job training provided by the
Block Club-Council of Block Club Presidents
structure.
Citizen Participation & Leadership Development
Each block club has four officers:
President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer.
Generally, at least one additional person gets
involved with block club leadership.
This
person may not be interested in running for
office or does not get elected for office.
Taking into consideration the entire Block
Clubs organization (20 active Block Clubs, and
a Council of Block Club Presidents), more than
100 persons are involved in leadership roles
on a day-to-day basis. Each block club President is also a member of the Council of Block
Club Presidents and gets to be nominated to at
least one of the 8 standing committees of the
Council. The Block Club-Council of Block Club
Presidents provides at least three levels of
participation; very active participation for
block club presidents; active participation
for 3 officers and one member of each block
club; and regular participation for the remaining membership of the clubs. During any
one month, 200 to 250 residents of the neighborhood are involved in a decision making
process directly related to neighborhood programs, activities, and problem solving. On a
short notice, a group of 100 persons can be
mobilized to go to the city hall for a
meeting.
Officer's training, orientation workshops,
refresher courses, and overnight retreats for
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planning and policy formulation are regular
feature of the organization. This has enhanced the personal growth of a large number of
residents in addition to the development of
effective leadership for block clubs and the
council.
To collect the significant data regarding
the Block Club Leadership, a survey was undertaken in 1980 wherein 78 leaders participated.
The sample included: 20 presidents; 11 vice
presidents, 19 secretaries, 14 treasurers, and
14 regular members of 20 active Block Clubs
serving a population of approximately 5000
people. It was found that 72% of the leaders
had less than $10,000 income per year, only
50% had completed high school, 80% were not
born in Ohio, 63% were 55 years and over, 27%
were male and 73% were female. The findings
substantiate the assumption that local natural
leadership can be effectively activated if
provided an opportunity for true participation. A direct relationship to high education, high income, or younger age was not
established.
Conclusions
The main assumption of the self-help approach--that people can be organized around
common concerns in geographical areas where
they live and an attainable problem solving
program can be identified, initiated, and
accomplished on a self-help basis--is substantiated by the survey. A second assumption
that a vigorous neighborhood based organization can be developed if the accomplished
projects are truly community identified and
community initiated is also well documented.
The first Block Clubs organized in early
seventies were seen as vehicles of change on a
long term basis rather than organizations
built around specific issues. It was assumed
that Block Clubs would become a part of the
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neighborhood life and an effective leadership
pattern would emerge. The survey indicates
that prior to the organization of Block Clubs,
only a few individuals had some indirect
leadership experience at the neighborhood
level. However, church-related and political
party work were the two most common leadership
The Block
experiences of the respondents.
Club activities and projects over the years,
ranging from achieving a better garbage pickup service and meaningful advocacy and appropriate political activism to reopening of a
closed elementary school, seem to have accomplished the objective of providing a natural
setting for training neighborhood leadership.
During initial contacts, residents had
indicated their willingness to meet with other
neighbors on the block to share common concerns and to get to know each other. It was
feared that once the block residents got together, socializing as a means to achieve
block organizing could become an end in itself
unless other rallying points were skillfully
identified to develop ideological commitment
to achieve social change. The survey indicated that the local leadership was aware of
this possibility, and maintained a well planned balance between the resident's need to
socialize and their commitment to achieve
change.

The Self-Help Approach is not intended to
be applicable to
all communities. It is not
appropriate for those areas where the urban
decay is apparently insurmountable. In essence, the Self-Help Approach is a practicalrealistic approach to serve only those oppressed geographical areas where, 1) acommunity
can be identified, 2) the residents indicate a
genuine interest in community welfare, and 3)
a majority of residents are willing to work
with their neighbors for achieving a better
The Self-Help apcommunity life for all.
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proach is also based on the premise that residents need assistance in getting organized and
that social workers as catalysts can activate
the dormant strength of selected communities
by assisting the local natural leadership for
initiating the organization process.
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